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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
CEASE AND DESIST ORDER NO. R2-2013-0020
REQUIRING THE
SANITARY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF MARIN COUNTY
(ALSO KNOWN AS “ROSS VALLEY SANITARY DISTRICT”)
SANITARY SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM
IN MARIN COUNTY
TO CEASE AND DESIST DISCHARGING WASTE
IN VIOLATION OF REQUIREMENTS IN
STATE WATER BOARD ORDER NO. 2006-0003-DWQ,
STATE WATER BOARD ORDER NO. 2008-0002-EXEC,
SECTION 301 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT, AND
CALIFORNIA WATER CODE SECTION 13376

WHEREAS the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco
Bay Region (hereinafter Regional Water Board), finds that:
1. The Sanitary District No. 1 of Marin County (hereinafter Discharger) owns
and operates a collection system subject to State Water Resources
Control Board (State Water Board) Order No. 2006-0003-DWQ, Statewide
General Waste Discharge Requirements for Sanitary Sewer Systems
(Sanitary Sewer Order), and State Water Board Order No. 2008-0002EXEC, Adopting Amended Monitoring and Reporting Requirements for the
Sanitary Sewer Order (MRP).
2. The Discharger signed a notice of intent to comply with the Sanitary
Sewer Order, and any subsequent amendments, on July 11, 2006.
3. The Discharger’s collection system includes about 195 miles of gravity
sewers, 9 miles of force mains, and 19 pump stations. The Discharger’s
collection system collects and transports approximately 5 million gallons
per day (MGD) of wastewater to the Central Marin Sanitation Agency
(CMSA) Treatment Plant. The Discharger’s collection system serves an
approximate population of 50,000.
4. On June 20, 2012, the Regional Water Board issued Administrative Civil
Liability Order No. R2-2012-0055 to the Discharger assessing $1,539,100
in liabilities for sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) between January 1, 2008,
and April 21, 2011. The total volume discharged, not recovered, and that
reached waters of the United States due to these events was 2,555,535
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gallons. The Regional Water Board approved as part of settlement for
these violations the suspension of $482,380 of the total liability
conditioned upon the successful completion in 2016 of a supplemental
environmental project to incentivize the replacement and rehabilitation of
defective private sewer laterals. A private sewer lateral is that portion of a
sewer pipe from a building foundation to the property line, or in some
cases extending to the sewer main line, that the property owner is
responsible for maintaining. Defective private sewer laterals contribute to
wet weather inflow and infiltration into the Discharger’s system and can
contribute to the frequency and volume of sanitary sewer overflows.
5. The Sanitary Sewer Order specifies provisions for which enrollees must
comply as operators of a collection system:
a. Enrollees must properly, manage, operate, and maintain all parts of the
collection system (Provision D.8).
b. Enrollees must allocate adequate resources for the operation,
maintenance, and repair of its collection system, by establishing a
proper rate structure, accounting mechanisms, and auditing
procedures to ensure adequate revenues and expenditures (Provision
D.9).
c. Enrollees shall take all feasible steps to eliminate SSOs (Provision
D.3).
d. Enrollees shall provide adequate capacity to convey base and peak
flows (Provision D.10).
e. Enrollees shall develop and implement a written Sewer System
Management Plan (SSMP) that contains mandatory elements, and
comply with a completion time schedule and a schedule for developing
the funds needed for the capital improvement plan (Provisions D.11,
D.13 and D.15).
f. Enrollees shall prepare and implement a system evaluation and
capacity assurance plan that will provide hydraulic capacity of key
sanitary sewer system elements for dry weather peak flow conditions,
as well as the appropriate design storm or wet weather event
(Provision D.13(viii)).
6. The Sanitary Sewer Order prohibits any SSO that results in a discharge of
untreated or partially treated wastewater to waters of the U.S. or creates a
nuisance as defined in Water Code section 13050(m) (Prohibitions C.1
and C.2 of the Sanitary Sewer Order, respectively).
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7. As of July 20, 2011, the Discharger is in violation of Provisions D.8 and
D.9 of the Sanitary Sewer Order by approving a fiscal year (FY)
2011/20121 budget that did not allocate adequate resources for, and thus
failing to ensure for, the proper operation, maintenance, and repair of its
collection system. The Discharger is in violation of Provision D.11 of the
Sanitary Sewer Order by failing to implement its 2007 Sewer System
Management Plan (SSMP).
a. The Discharger prepared a Sewer System Replacement Master Plan
(Sewer Master Plan) dated January 2007 and a Sewer Hydraulic
Evaluation and Capacity Assurance Plan (SHECAP) dated August
2006, which identified sewer rehabilitation needs as well as capital
improvement projects that will provide adequate hydraulic capacity of
key system elements for dry and wet weather conditions. The
Discharger also had prepared a Capital Improvement Strategic Plan
(CIP) dated January 31, 2007, which presented a 10-year CIP that
included projects identified in the Sewer Master Plan using a weighted
decision model. The CIP recommended a rate of sewer pipe
replacement of 2.0 to 3.4 miles per year, with a 10-year average of 2.3
miles per year. The CIP identified $60.6 million in capital improvement
projects through FY 2015/2016. The Sewer Master Plan did not identify
a source of funding.
b. At an April 7, 2011, Discharger Board Meeting, the Discharger’s staff
proposed a sewer service rate increase of up to $904 per year for five
years to expand the District’s funding for operation and maintenance of
the District’s sewer system, increase funding for capital projects, and
increase the District’s rate of pipe replacement.
c. On July 20, 2011, the Discharger’s Board approved a sewer service
rate of $638 for one year.
d. On May 23, 2012, the Discharger’s Board approved a FY 2012/2013
budget that included proposed capital expenditures in the amount of
$23.3 million. In the FY 2012/2013 budget, it was anticipated that the
capital expenditures would be funded by the future sale of revenue
bonds. However, the Discharger’s Board did not approve the sale of
the revenue bonds with passage of the FY 2012/2013 budget.
e. On October 3, 2012, the Discharger’s Board adopted a revised
2012/2013 FY budget that resulted in a FY 2012/2013 budget of $19.9
million instead of the $31.4 million as originally approved.

1

The Discharger’s fiscal year is July 1 to June 30.
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f. As of December 31, 20122, Discharger staff had identified 914 gravity
sewer pipes with at least one Grade 4 or 5 structural defect.3 The
Discharger’s Board was informed of pipe locations needing immediate
repair (a total of 564 pipe locations with Grade 5 structural defects) at
its monthly Board meetings in 2011 and 2012. Before running out of
FY 2011/2012 funds, the Discharger completed or was nearing
completion of the emergency repair work for 11 of the 12 pipe failure
locations identified at the December 2011 Board meeting. The
remaining 45 pipe failure locations needing urgent repair (i.e., with
Grade 5 structural defects) had not been addressed and the
Discharger’s Board had taken no action to provide for adequate funds
to address them. The Discharger’s Board had also not taken action to
provide for additional capital funds to address the hundreds of other
Grade 4 or 5 structurally defective pipe segments in need of
rehabilitation. However, existing operation and maintenance activities
have addressed some of the additional Grade 4 and 5 structurally
defective pipe segments that were in the need of rehabilitation. A list of
the identified 45 pipe locations that needed urgent repair is included in
Attachment A. The 914 gravity sewer pipe segments5 (625 pipe
segments with a most severe structural defect of Grade 5 and 289 pipe
segments with a most severe structural defect of Grade 4) in need of
rehabilitation are identified in the Discharger’s Closed Circuit
Televising (CCTV) Crew survey report included as Attachment B.
Attachments A and B are incorporated herein by reference.
8. As of October 3, 2012, the Discharger is in violation of Provisions D.10
and D.13(viii) of the Sanitary Sewer Order by amending its FY 2012/2013
budget that authorized zero dollars for implementation of its Sewer Master
Plan and SHECAP. As set forth in finding 7.a, the Discharger prepared a
SHECAP which identified capital improvement projects that will provide
hydraulic capacity of key system elements for dry and wet weather
conditions. For FY 2011/2012, the Discharger budgeted for projects
currently under construction, but deferred any additional capital
improvement and rehabilitation projects for one year, as set forth in finding
7, above. Then, as previously set forth, on October 3, 2012, the
Discharger’s Board amended its FY 2012/2013 budget that authorized
2

Data based on pipe condition assessment conducted on 46 percent of the Discharger’s gravity sewer
system (or approximately 89 miles of a total 194 miles of gravity sewer pipe). Source: Discharger’s January
16, 2013, Agenda Meeting Packet, Informational Item k.
3
Pipe grading is based on National Association of Sewer Service Companies Pipeline Assessment and
Certification Program (a national industry-standard sewer pipe condition assessment system). The structural
defects of a sewer pipe represent current failure or a very high likelihood of failure within five years (Grade
5) to ten years (Grade 4).
4
At the December 2011 Discharger Board meeting, the Board was informed of 12 pipe failure locations; at
the January, February, March and April 2012 Discharger Board meetings, the Board was informed of an
additional 44 pipe locations needing urgent repair.
5
Subsequent to completing its CCTV survey report, the Discharger’s staff determined that there is an
overlap between the 45 pipes needing urgent repair and 976 Grade 4 and 5 structurally defective pipes. The
actual number of Grade 4 and 5 structurally defective pipes is 914 known at this time, which include pipes
requiring point repairs, as well as pipes requiring replacement from manhole to manhole.
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zero dollars for continued implementation of scheduled capital
improvement projects identified in its Sewer Master Plan and SHECAP.
9. The Discharger violated Prohibition C.1 of the Sanitary Sewer Order. From
April 21, 2011, to February 1, 2013, the Discharger reported a total of 50
SSOs from the Discharger’s collection system to the State’s online SSO
system, the California Integrated Water Quality System (CIWQS). Of the
total, 10 SSOs reached waters of the State and United States and are
violations of Prohibition C.1 of the Sanitary Sewer Order. A detailed list of
the 10 SSOs is contained in Attachment C, incorporated herein by
reference.
10. The Discharger threatens to violate Prohibitions C.1 and C.2, and
Provision D.3 of the Sanitary Sewer Order by failing to properly manage,
operate, and maintain parts of its collection system. As described in
finding 7.f, currently there are 45 identified pipe failure locations in need of
urgent repair. If these failure locations are not repaired, and/or any of the
914 Grade 4 or 5 structural defects worsen, it is likely that significant
SSOs would occur during wet weather. If not addressed, these failure
locations could also result in the formation of sinkholes that are a public
health and safety hazard, and/or a condition of nuisance pursuant to
Water Code section 13050(m).
11. On November 21, 2012, the Regional Water Board issued a Notice of
Violation (NOV) to the Discharger alleging violations of the Sanitary Sewer
Order as described in the above findings. The NOV required the
Discharger to submit an action plan to correct the violations. The
Discharger submitted a plan on January 25, 2013, that identified actions
and timeframes for those actions. The requirements in this Order are
based in part on this plan. To the extent the Discharger has future sanitary
SSO violations while implementing the actions under this Order, the
Regional Water Board will consider in any future enforcement action the
progress the Discharger has made to reduce SSOs. For example and
without limiting the Regional Water Board’s future discretion, the Board
could consider progress as reducing SSOs by six every year.
12. Water Code section13301 authorizes the Regional Water Board to issue a
cease and desist order when it finds that a discharge of waste is taking
place, or threatening to take place, in violation of requirements or
discharge prohibitions prescribed by the Regional or State Water Board.
13. Water Code section13267 authorizes the Regional Water Board to require
any person who discharged, discharges, or is suspected of having
discharged or discharging, within its region, to furnish technical or
monitoring program reports in connection with any action relating to any
requirement authorized by Division 7 of the Water Code.
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14. This Order requires the Discharger to submit reports and technical
information pursuant to Water Code section 13267. The reports and
technical information required herein are necessary to assess system
management and implementation of necessary corrective measures to
reduce and eliminate SSOs and associated violations and to ensure
compliance with this Order. The evidence supporting this requirement is
contained in the public file for this matter. The burden, including costs, of
the reports required by this Order bear a reasonable relationship to the
need for the reports and the benefits obtained from them.
15. This Order is an enforcement action and, as such, is exempt from the
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Res.
Code § 21000 et seq.) in accordance with Title 14, California Code of
Regulations section 15321. Actions associated with implementing this
Order are not exempt from CEQA and may need to be evaluated by the
appropriate lead CEQA agency.
16. The Regional Water Board notified the Discharger and interested persons
of its intent to consider adoption of this Order, and provided an opportunity
to submit written comments and appear at a public hearing. The Regional
Water Board, in a public hearing, heard and considered all comments.
17. Any person adversely affected by this action of the Regional Water Board
may petition the State Water Board to review the action. The petition must
be received by the State Water Board Office of Chief Counsel, P.O. Box
100, Sacramento, CA 95812-0100, within 30 days of the date which the
action was taken. Copies of the law and regulations applicable to filing
petitions will be provided upon request.
18. This Order contains more specific or stringent requirements than the
Sanitary Sewer Order, as allowed by Sanitary Sewer Order Provision D.
2.(iv). This Order does not relieve the Discharger of any of its obligations
to comply with the Sanitary Sewer Order.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with Water Code section13301 and
section13267, that the Discharger shall cease and desist from discharging and
threatening to discharge wastes, in violation of the Sanitary Sewer Order and
shall take appropriate remedial or preventative actions as follows :
I. Rehabilitation and Capital Improvement Performance Standards
a. By July 24, 2013, the Discharger shall award a construction contract (or
contracts) for the replacement or rehabilitation of 24 pipe segments from
the 45 pipe segment locations with known Grade 5 structural defects listed
in Attachment A (see Finding 7.f).
b. By December 31, 2013, the Discharger shall complete replacement or
rehabilitation of the pipe segments with known Grade 5 structural defects
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of 24 pipe segments from the 45 pipe segment locations with known
Grade 5 structural defects listed in Attachment A.
c. By December 31, 2013, the Discharger shall award a construction contract
(or contracts) for the replacement or rehabilitation of the remaining 21 pipe
segments from the 45 pipe segment locations with known Grade 5
structural defects listed in Attachment A that were not subject to the
contract or contracts or completion identified in Provisions I.a and I.b
above.
d. By June 30, 2014, the Discharger shall complete replacement or
rehabilitation of the remaining 21 pipe segments from the 45 pipe segment
locations with Grade 5 structural defects listed in Attachment A identified
in Provision I.c above.
e. By October 1, 2013, the Discharger shall submit its Infrastructure Asset
Management Plan (IAMP). The IAMP shall, at a minimum, include the
following collection system rehabilitation and operation and maintenance
improvements:
i.

Prioritize and establish a schedule for replacement or rehabilitation
of the 625 pipe segments with a known Grade 5 structural defect
(see Finding 7.f). For the 625 pipe segments with a known Grade
5 structural defect, the schedule established in the IAMP shall
show that such Grade 5 structural defects will be replaced or
rehabilitated no later than June 30, 2018. If upon re-inspection
within three years of the effective date of this Order the reinspection indicates that the Grade 5 structural defect in question
has not deteriorated from its original assessment, then the
Discharger may revise the schedule to allow for replacement or
rehabilitation of that Grade 5 structural defect within the next five
years. In no event shall such schedule extensions extend beyond
June 30, 2021.

ii.

Prioritize and establish a schedule for the re-inspection of the 289
pipe segments with a known Grade 4 structural defect at least
once every five years (see Finding 7.f). At the time of reinspection, if the Grade 4 structural defect maintains a PACP
rating of Grade 4, then the identified pipe segment shall be
scheduled for re-inspection again within five years. At the time of
re-inspection, if the previously identified Grade 4 structural defect
is now considered to be a Grade 5 structural defect under the
PACP rating system, then the pipe segment in question shall be
replaced or rehabilitated within five years of discovery.

iii.

Prioritize and establish a schedule for capital improvement
subprojects as identified in the Discharger’s CIP, which are
identified in Attachment D to this Order, incorporated herein by
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reference. (Attachment D may be subsequently amended by the
Executive Officer after consideration of subprojects from the
IAMP.) The schedule shall show that such capital improvement
subprojects will be completed no later than June 30, 2019.
iv.

Establish a schedule to assess the condition of remaining gravity
pipelines using CCTV, and the condition of all force mains using
appropriate methods, and the condition of pump stations. The
schedule for assessment shall not extend beyond three years of
the effective date of this Order.

v.

Prioritize the replacement or rehabilitation of additional pipes
based on future CCTV or other condition assessment work, using
a consistent methodology that considers both condition
assessment and risk factors.

vi.

Prioritize pump station, force main, and interceptor capital
improvement needs and integrate these replacements, and their
needed funding, into the Discharger’s overall capital improvement
project plan.

vii.

Evaluate and provide recommended improvements to existing
cleaning and condition assessment programs with a focus on
continued reduction in maintenance-related SSOs with roots, fats,
oils and grease, or debris as their primary cause.

viii.

Provide an ongoing process for the assessment and prioritization
of pipeline, force main, and pump station replacement and
rehabilitation based on the results of condition assessments
completed.

f. The Discharger shall implement the recommendations of the IAMP which
includes, but is not limited to, completing the capital improvement projects
(e.g., replacement or rehabilitation of gravity pipelines, pump stations, and
force mains) identified in its Sewer Master Plan, SHECAP, and
Attachment D. Attachment D may be amended by the Executive Offer
after consideration of the IAMP.
g. The IAMP will create significant program changes since the 2007 SSMP.
Therefore, the Discharger shall re-certify its SSMP pursuant to Sanitary
Sewer Order Provision 14 by December 2, 2013.
h. The Discharger shall replace or rehabilitate additional pipe segments with
newly identified6 Grade 5 structural defects as they are discovered for the
duration of this Order within five years of discovery, or if the pipe segment
is re-inspected within three years of first discovery and the re-inspection
6

The term “newly identified” for the purposes of this Order refers to any defect not already included in the
Discharger’s CCTV survey report, dated January 10, 201[3] (Attachment B).
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indicates that the Grade 5 structural defect in question has not
deteriorated from its original assessment, then the Discharger may revise
the schedule to allow for replacement or rehabilitation of that Grade 5
structural defect within the next five years, or re-inspection within the next
three years. If upon re-inspection the Grade 5 structural defect in question
has deteriorated from its most recent previous assessment, then the
Discharger shall replace or rehabilitate the pipe segment of concern within
the original five-year period.
i. Any newly identified pipe segment with a Grade 4 structural defect shall
be re-inspected every five years for the duration of this Order. If upon reinspection the previously identified Grade 4 structural defect has now
become a Grade 5 structural defect, then the pipe segment in question is
subject to Provision I.h for the duration of this Order.
j. Beginning FY 2013-2014, the Discharger shall rehabilitate its collection
system at an average rate of 4 miles per fiscal year, based on a three-year
rolling average.
k. By January 1, 2014, and quarterly for two years and annually thereafter for
the duration of this Order, the Discharger shall submit a report providing
the status of its Rehabilitation and Capital Improvement Projects as
identified in Provisions I.a through I.i. The report shall include a summary
of completed pipe repairs, replacements, and rehabilitations (locations and
lengths), and a running tally of the progress of all pipe repair, replacement,
and rehabilitation projects to be completed.
l.

Failure to achieve compliance with Provisions I.a through I.i above may
subject the Discharger to civil liability and/or other enforcement for
violating this Order, and for any other underlying violations of the Sanitary
Sewer Order or the Water Code. If the Discharger fails to achieve
compliance with Provisions I.a through I.i above, the Discharger shall
submit a Rehabilitation and Capital Improvement Compliance Report no
later than 30 days after the respective deadline that (1) addresses why
compliance was not achieved, (2) provides sufficient information
concerning the specific circumstances leading to noncompliance,
(3) provides evidence for any pertinent affirmative defenses, and (4)
provides a plan and time schedule to remedy the violation as soon as
possible.

II. Financial Performance Targets
a. By July 1, 2013, the Discharger shall put into place an interim funding
mechanism or interim financing measure to ensure adequate funding of
tasks required in Provisions I.a through I.d, and development of the IAMP
as identified in Provision I.e. The Discharger shall submit a report by
August 1, 2013, justifying the appropriateness and adequacy of the
methods chosen to ensure adequate funding for implementation of the
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tasks identified in Provisions I.a through I.d, and for the development of
the IAMP as specified in Provision I.e.
b. By July 1, 2014, the Discharger shall put in place adjusted sewer rates or
other financing to ensure adequate funding to implement the tasks
identified in the IAMP and as otherwise required in this Order and the
Sanitary Sewer Order. The Discharger shall submit a report by August 1,
2014, justifying the appropriateness and adequacy of the methods chosen
to ensure adequate funding for implementation of the IAMP, and other
tasks as required by this Order and the Sanitary Sewer Order.
c. By February 28, 2015, and annually thereafter, the Discharger shall
evaluate its revenues and make necessary adjustments to its ensuing
fiscal year sewer rates or other financing to ensure funding to complete
tasks required in this Order and the Sanitary Sewer Order.
d. Failure to achieve compliance with Provision II.a may subject the
Discharger to civil liability and/or other enforcement for violating this
Order, and for any other underlying violations of the Sanitary Sewer Order
or the Water Code. If the Discharger fails to achieve compliance with
Provision II.a, then the Discharger shall submit a Financing Compliance
Report no later than August 1, 2013, that (1) addresses why compliance
was not achieved, (2) provides sufficient information concerning the
specific circumstances leading to noncompliance, (3) provides evidence
for any pertinent affirmative defenses, and (4) provides a plan and time
schedule for remedying the violation as soon as possible.
e. Failure to achieve compliance with Provision II.b may subject the
Discharger to civil liability and/or other enforcement for violating this
Order, and for any other underlying violations of the Sanitary Sewer Order
or the Water Code. If the Discharger fails to achieve compliance with
Provision II.b, then the Discharger shall submit a Financing Compliance
Report no later than August 1, 2014, that (1) addresses why compliance
was not achieved, (2) provides sufficient information concerning the
specific circumstances leading to noncompliance, (3) asserts and provides
supporting evidence for any pertinent affirmative defenses, and (4)
provides a plan and time schedule for achieving compliance as soon as
possible.
III. Private Sewer Service Lateral Program
By June 30, 2014, the Discharger shall prepare and consider adopting an
ordinance requiring (1) testing of private sewer laterals upon sale of property,
a remodel greater than $75,000 and any remodel that adds a bathroom,
and/or other appropriate triggers; (2) replacement of defective private sewer
laterals; and (3) evidence from property owner that the defective private
sewer lateral has been repaired, rehabilitated, or replaced as condition to
close of escrow, or the Discharger’s sign-off on a building/plumbing permit.
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IV. Consequences of Non-Compliance
If the Discharger fails to comply with the provisions of this Order the Regional
Water Board can take additional enforcement action, which may include the
imposition of administrative or judicial civil liability pursuant to Water Code
sections 13331, 13350, 13268, and/or 13385, or referral to the Attorney
General. The Executive Officer is authorized herein to refer violations of this
Order to the Attorney General to take such legal action as he or she may
deem appropriate.
V. Reservation of Enforcement Authority and Discretion
Nothing in this Order is intended to or shall be construed to limit or preclude
the Regional Water Board from exercising its authority under any statute,
regulation, ordinance, or other law, including but not limited to, the authority to
bring enforcement against the Discharger in response to any SSO event
regardless of Discharger’s compliance with the SSO Performance Standards
in Section II herein.
VI. Regulatory Changes
Nothing in this Order shall excuse the Discharger from meeting any more
stringent requirements that may be imposed hereafter by changes in
applicable and legally binding legislation, regulations, or generally applicable
state-wide or regional requirements.
I, Bruce H. Wolfe, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing is full,
true, and correct copy of an order adopted by the Regional Water Board, on May
8, 2013.

____________________________
Bruce H. Wolfe, Executive Officer

Attachments A, B, C, and D
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ATTACHMENT A
LIST OF 45 PIPE FAILURE LOCATIONS NEEDING URGENT REPAIR*
Pipe Failure Location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

City

Pipe Description

821-839 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
10-26 Claus Circle
Fairfax
broken, void visible
2-34 Bothin & Manor Road
Fairfax
multiple severe defects
3-33 Maple Avenue
Kentfield
multiple severe defects
32-44 Geary Avenue
Fairfax
hole, void visible
37-45 Locust Avenue
Larkspur
multiple severe defects
29 Rowland Court easement
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
Monterey Terrace
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
48-80 Taylor Drive
Fairfax
broken, void visible
1-25 Elm Avenue
Kentfield
multiple severe defects
223-233 Woodland Avenue
Kentfield
collapsed
300-333 Greenfield Avenue
San Anselmo
broken, soil visible
143-169 Willow Avenue
Fairfax
broken, soil visible
9-65 Mallard Road
Larkspur
multiple severe defects
2-10 North Ridgewood Road
Kentfield
multiple severe defects
20-27 Rock Road
Kentfield
multiple severe defects
1-11 Inman Avenue
Kentfield
multiple severe defects
130-171 Crescent Road
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
34-64 Cordone Drive
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
51-76 Tamalpais Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
1601-1625 Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
Fairfax
broken, void visible
212-224 Frustuck Avenue
Fairfax
severe defects
79-105 Rocca Drive
Fairfax
severe defects
332-235 Cascade Drive
Fairfax
severe defects
54-94 Hillside Drive
Fairfax
multiple severe defects
1-33 Woodhaven Road
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
821-867 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
125-177 Pine Street
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
69-151 Scenic Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple severe defects
20-25 El Camino Bueno
Ross
multiple severe defects
3-30 Loma Vista
Larkspur
multiple severe defects
114-130 Acacia Avenue
Larkspur
multiple severe defects
7-10 La Rosa Way
Larkspur
multiple severe defects
3-12 Acacia Avenue
Larkspur
broken, void visible
142-234 Hawthorne Avenue
Larkspur
multiple severe defects
11-31 Orange Avenue
Larkspur
multiple defects
2-23 Walnut Avenue
Larkspur
multiple defects
25-34 Foss Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple defects
250-380 Scenic Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple defects
4-10 East Court
San Anselmo
multiple defects
1-24 Roger Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple defects
1-21 Valley Road
San Anselmo
multiple defects
110-143 Willow Avenue
San Anselmo
multiple defects
11-22 Idalia Court
San Anselmo
multiple defects
93-130 Redwood Road
Fairfax
multiple defects
* The source for these 45 pipe failure locations is the Discharger's full agenda packets for its
December 2011, and January through April 2012 Regular Board Meetings.

A-1

ATTACHMENT B
ROSS VALLEY SANITARY DISTRICT STAFF REPORT
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISING CREW – FY 12/13 QUARTERLY REPORT
OCTOBER 1, 2012, THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2012

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

ATTACHMENT C
SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOWS (SSOs) DISCHARGED TO SURFACE WATERS
REPORTED IN THE CALIFORNIA INTEGRATED WATER QUALITY SYSTEM (CIWQS)
APRIL 21, 2011, TO FEBRUARY 1, 2013
CIWQS
Event ID

Spill
Address

Spill City

Gallons
Discharged

Gallons
Recovered

2/1/2012

133 Poplar

Kentfield

400

0

Category 1

5/14/2012

17 Frances

Larkspur

1700

250

Surface water

781767

Category 1

5/26/2012

432
Woodland

Kentfield

4320

0

Surface water

782965

Category 1

7/3/2012

50 Bon Air
Center

Greenbrae

1000

800

Surface water

786281

Category 1

9/15/2012

35 San
Francisco

1036

2

787717

Category 1

10/26/2012

64 woodside

87776

1250

788191

Category 1

11/17/2012

20 Steven

730

0

788192

Category 1

11/17/2012

9 Willow

21735

0

788193

Category 1

11/17/2012

14 Willow

Fairfax
San
Anselmo
San
Anselmo

5

0

788656

Category 1

12/2/2012

16
Broadmoor

San
Anselmo

26894

14000

Spill Type

Start Date

776814

Category 1

781340

San
Anselmo
San
Anselmo

Final Spill
Destination
Separate
storm drain

Separate
storm drain
Separate
storm drain
Separate
storm drain
Surface water
Separate
storm drain
Other paved
surface;
Separate
storm drain
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ATTACHMENT D
DISCHARGER’S CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIC PLAN PORTION OF ITS
JANUARY 31, 2007, DRAFT FINAL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM CIP-4
Table A. Capital Improvement Strategic Plan Subproject Descriptions
CIP ID#

Project Name

Project Description

4

Sir Francis Drake /
Winship Projects

Combination of gravity sewer rehabilitation
and replacement improvements (referred to
as SEWER) and SHECAP projects that
replace or upsize 19,400 feet of pipeline.

6

Sequoia Park /
Tozzi Creek
Projects

SEWER project rehabilitates 22,000 feet of
pipeline (excluding 363 feet already
completed).

8a

Highway 101 and
Riviera Force Main
Replacement
Projects; and, Pump
Stations 20, 21, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, and
36

Force main projects replace 1,050 feet of
pipe. Highway 101 force main has leaked in
the past and is adjacent to residential
properties. Riviera force main crosses
underneath Corte Madera Creek and is
subjected to regular tidal variations that will
likely lead to increased corrosion. Pump
station projects 20 and 21 replace aging
equipment and improve facility operation and
safety/reliability. Pump station projects 34, 35,
and 36 provide safe access for maintenance.
Pump stations 31 and 32 will receive new
submersible pumps. All pump station projects
include general equipment upgrades.

9

Cathodic
Improvements and
Inspections

Force main projects inspect, replace or add
facilities to better monitor and/or protect force
mains from corrosion.

11a

Miracle Mile

SHECAP project upsizes 2,000 feet of
existing sewers and installs 1,250 feet of new
diversion sewer.

11b

Red Hill Avenue

SEWER project replaces sewers and lower
laterals with known maintenance issues.

12

Hillside Avenue

SEWER project replaces sewers and lower
laterals with known maintenance issues.

13

Pump Stations 12,
13, and 14
Improvements

Pump stations 12 and 14 projects add pumps
to provide adequate wet weather capacity
with the largest pump out of service. Pump
D-1

station 12 improvements comprise operations
and reliability upgrades.
14

Upper Butterfield

SHECAP project upsizes/replaces 3,836 feet
of sewers and installs 487 feet of new
diversion sewers.

15b

Westbrae /
Hawthorne
Laurel Gove /
McAllister
Magnolia

SHECAP project upsizes 1,278 feet of pipe.

17

Greenbrae Force
Main Replacement

Force main project replaces 3,800 feet of pipe
that is nearing the end of its design life and
showing increasing corrosion.

18

Spruce / Park /
Merwin / Broadway

SHECAP projects upsize 405 feet of existing
sewers and install 2,000 feet of new diversion
sewer.

19

Sonoma, Nokomis

SHECAP project replaces 965 feet of sewers
and installs 1,800 feet of diversion sewer.

20

Lower Butterfield /
Meadowcroft /
Broadmoor / SFD
Sir Francis Drake /
Berry

SHECAP projects upsize 3,000 feet of sewers
and installs 493 feet of diversion sewer.

22

The Alameda /
Brookmead

SHECAP project upsizes 670 feet of sewer
pipe and constructs 1,000 feet of diversion
sewer.

23

Manor Easement

SHECAP project upsizes 864 feet of sewer.

24

Eliseo

SHECAP project upsizes 218 feet of sewer
pipe.

25, 27,
26

Pump Station 30

Pump station project replaces aging
equipment and improve facility operation and
safety/reliability.

28, 29

Pump Stations 15,
22, 23, 24, 25 and
37 Improvements

Pump station projects replace aging
equipment and improve facility operation and
safety/reliability.

16a
16b

21

SHECAP project upsizes 2,256 feet of pipe.
SHECAP project upsizes 2,300 feet of pipe. In
2012, District replaced 1,160 of the 2,300 feet
of pipe at issue.

SHECAP project upsizes 1,100 feet of sewer
pipe.
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Infrastructure Asset Management Plan
Reference Documents

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
The District provided numerous documents to support the development of the IAMP. These
documents are listed below, for future reference.
x

x

x

x

General
o Sewer System Replacement Master Plan (SSRMP, RMC, 2007) and supporting
Technical Memoranda
Hydraulics
o CMSA Interceptor Network Hydraulic Model Update (Nolte, 2008)
o Sewer Hydraulic Analysis and Capacity Assurance Plan (RMC, 2006) including
the District’s InfoWorks CS hydraulic model
Mainline Pipelines and Trunk Lines
o As-Builts or Design Drawings for:
 2006 Project Nos. 1 and 2 (2006)
 Bon Air Tunnel Lining (2006)
 Creek-Meerna-Cascade (2008)
 Tozzi Creek Crossing (2008)
 William-Holcolm-Meadowood (2008)
 Woodland-College-Goodhill (2010)
 Magnolia Emergency Repair (2012)
 Board Directed Repairs (multiple packages, dates vary)
o Infonet CMMS Database and Supplemental Documentation
Pump Stations
o Pump Operating Data for PS-13 and PS-15
o As-builts or Design Drawings for:
 PS-10, Landing B (2008)
 PS-12, Bon Air (1984 and 2003)
 PS-13, Greenbrae (1985)
 PS-14, Larkspur (2010)
 PS-24, South Eliseo (1988)
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Infrastructure Asset Management Plan
Appendices

APPENDIX B
Gravity Sewer Collection System Assessment
Supporting Documents
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B120.080
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B121.020

B121.030

B121.040

B121.060

B122.010

B123.020

2437 B110.030_B110.020.1

2438 B111.010_B110.020.1

2443 B120.050_B120.040.1

2446 B120.060_B120.050.1

2448 B120.070_B120.060.1
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2444 B121.030_B120.040.1
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2452 B121.060_B121.020.1

1003 B122.010_PS23.1

2454 B123.020_B123.010.1

us_node_id

2436 B110.020_B110.010.1

SSO
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RM_id

2435 B110.010_B100.010.1

ID
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SS
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system_type pipe_type shape ds_shape width ds_width height ds_height pipe_material ds_pipe_material lining_type

ds_lining_type lining_material ds_lining_material site_condition us_depth_from_cover
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ds_depth_from_cover us_invert ds_invert

length

24ͲJunͲ09

25ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

391

228

102

211

89

285

186

172

44

107

216

138

138

24ͲJunͲ09

24ͲJunͲ09

231

26

25ͲJunͲ09

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

survey_date condition_score

210

gradient

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

23ͲJunͲ09

30ͲNovͲ12

25ͲJunͲ09

24ͲJunͲ09

24ͲJunͲ09

25ͲJunͲ09

service_condition_score capacity date_cleaned

4231

181

182

3538

3539

3560

3559

31ͲDecͲ99

31ͲDecͲ99

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

3540

0000

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

FALSE

4228

FALSE

FALSE

3537

0000

FALSE

5530

3345

0000

FALSE

FALSE

3438

0000

FALSE

3527

3346

0000

FALSE

year_renew asset_id has_photos

3571

year_laid

0000

condition_code
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uid
branch_id
Maint_Schedule
D4F99EF204AF43
C9AA0829884474
Standard
9930
F83665133A3D4F
DA880106146696
Standard
88AB
1FE29B7DEF9A43
958721D9AF445E
Standard
0427
65ED192DC2124B
8EA2A8E8FDCB5B
Standard
353B
E507079E48AC4E
7AA0B4E3BD241A
Standard
49E1
2359906094B24E
59AC6733AAF79F
Standard
C70B
5E5B6DE5693147
E1A3E50BB6A1F1
Standard
51BB
D852716DED9B4B
C6B2905EF589CC
Standard
CB9B
6CB746100C204A
E6AB238D2F3034
Standard
8022
FF3B23B3A6C144
98B31BD14CA9C3
Standard
8980
168550602C9C49
7396359852C33E
Standard
C9D9
FF2554E770A34A
70A73B674187BF
Standard
20AC
794E6CF1D8734D
E0A93BD8C299F3
Standard
D895
051343ACD68841
DF92ECA72498B3
Standard
93CF
DF7240A3F69849
ECB9AE3D63B11F
Standard
3B80
A75460A05EF841
69ACCA888FD7F5
Standard
FC7F

user_text_2
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4559

3740

3280
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3745
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8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

user_text_3 user_text_4 user_text_5 user_text_6 user_text_7

user_text_8

Plastic

Plastic
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Future(Plastic)
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user_text_10
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0
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0

0
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0
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MaterialandUsefulLifeParameters
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Material
UNKNOWN
TEC
CAS
CIPP
CLP
FRP
RCCP
RCP
RPM
ACP
DIP
ISP
VCP
HDPE
PVC
SP

UsefulLife
50
25
50
50
50
50
100
50
50
70
70
70
70
75
75
75

MaterialID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0

5

5

Manhole
Condition

Pipe Size

Maintenance
History
Known Maintenance Issues

Size

Base or Structural Failure

Quick Rating

18

% of Full Capacity

PACP O&M

5

Capacity

Techite

Quick Rating

15

Material

Performance Measure

PACP Structural
20
Defect

Weight

Category

RVSD SMARTool
Likelihood of Failure Metrics and Scores

15
12
.07

On 6 month rodding list
No SSO or Increased Rodding

.08
15
.2

No
> 5.99"
< 6"
SSO in past 2 years

15

12
8
3
.05
15
10
8
3
.06

5100 or higher and _VV or _H_
5143 or higher
4100 or higher
3999 or lower
5100 or higher and RBB>50%
5100 or higher and RBB < 50%
4100 or higher and I_
3999 or lower and I_
Less than 3999
Yes

15

Preliminary
Score
15
.07
15
12
.1

5100 or higher and XP

Yes
No
Surcharged and HGL Rising and DW MWM > 50%
Surcharged
Not Surcharged

Metric

60
1

75

1
75
1

75

240
160
60
115
270
180
144
54
1

300

225
1
75
60
1

Weighted Score

LOSWeight

2

ProvideReliable
2
Service

BeResponsive

PreserveHealth
andthe
Environment
4
andPublic
Health

LOSGoal

Crossesprimaryarterialroadway
Crossessecondaryarterialroadway
PipeDiameter

7
7
1

>100'fromroadwayorinfloodzone

0

FlowstoSchoolorPark

5
Distance(ascrowflies)fromCorpYard

FlowstoWaterway

7

0

Failurehasorislikelytofloodhome(i.e.hillside)

PerformanceMeasure(PM)

0

PerfMeasure
Weight

RVSDSMARTool
ConsequenceofFailureMetricsandScores

7
.07
5
.07
7
5
3
.5

Within100'
No
Within100'
No
>24"
Between12"and24"
Between8"and12"
Lessthan8"

1
70
1
14
10
6
1

98

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

.05
7
5
2
0
7
.07

0
196
140
1
140

0
7
5
.04

No
Within100'
100'to300'
Furtherthan750'
Within500'ofSchoolorWithin
ParkBoundary
OutsideofAssignedBoundary
>6miles
4to6miles
2to4miles
0to2miles
Yes
No

0

WeightedScore

7

7

Yes

Preliminary
Score

uid
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
85A5D532CD3B4727AA0899A65954D7BF
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
6009D2D495BB44D3AF7234A63B865170
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S516.010_S510.140.1
S516.010_S510.140.1
S516.010_S510.140.1
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1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
300
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.894736842
0
1
75
1 VCP
5644
1100
4
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard
1
1
160
7.575757576
0
1
1
1 VCP
5536
1400
6
Standard

Geology
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

uid
00026DE66928483B9FCDFA15DC46082D
000CAE7688644CAAB6B07EF07DF5181A
001E73C59A624572B8D2A3F58595DAA4
00204E5302D44B07B07D8EDA2B3BD8A9
0027DB2F401C4432A5B1FBE7787F3E6D
002A9A4125A5426A9D1B2E6AE9C8A35C
002B123FEAD943988E723B48495A4545
002F9AE583034B3AA031F770F62FB3C3
0039C1F340DC46E3B49A3A0A37E84C60
003AF68B0D534B1A9491EFE4CFB96F58
003BE1D4E67346DEBB6B2AAF6E20FB5E
00459D9DCDC346AAABA6F99BC4C3B316
0047AD56105246DDB0E3F7E58C1E9E61
0049DE793F824EA48400371502CB063D
00578E0567284C48ACE2A4E2098E3BB8
0066C75A7DAB4214B5BF0AE11584A699
0067FEAC8B0C40648EB345F8A56AC75C
00861005AFC54F7688C3FE6B9751C0F9
0088A2F255C041F781385AA452E7E48F
0089C3EB7B004C8299EE567444123AE7
009492AF75DD49CF8FA930EF67444B61
009546FBEC274AAD89239D89E6761322
00980E0F292E43468362A105EFEFC5BE
00A47C3C0E3446B98558FC23B7EC13ED
00AB273AD9724B26BB1DC8EE830A459D
00E7FDE1166B475CAE7128219B6B1404
00EA44A6478D40B0BC8B1956B0F5C133
00EAC6422B5E4D50AF247EA3F4AB72DD
00EB92E55DA0496292C606CDA88D71C9
00EE68B8E0464A1C961604E6C796E1AB
00F037A8878A4D9FA08813F9170D7899
00F24D0BDC4441509BD597897AB2508F
010620A0420A4942889F7E842EE21634
0106D3D0A8CD4FCEBFA038A9CEBC74C3
0106F7AC077F4686A843DE4D1881DC73
011240991C904FCDA246AE04F0C334DE
0114B95DF9F647FD87E5F75081D21130
011DC549B8C848E8A4F03DF659CDE7E9
012DF8C3EB6941038C0C013F52AE7CB3
0139A281F0F5460B9A51C777C3E1E0E9
013CD3482D1F4455B2E4C71101B225D8
0140E54D52E24ADF8E6174B35713CD7A
0149DAC1ECD540AAAEEDB6FA6E0B9B7E
014B4A40C59741C58801A6F4E4108822
0152315CE62E4075BD7410841E9E199F
0164DB83A9DD40D58C95B98CC618F1E0
016501B855A4409AB76CCA34B846F5A1
01662DE6A06B40E4A36EE63C93E08C1B
01830CBEF38D40459E551E95CD050C39
0188DE2DD8D440C7836243AE836305BA
01B07AA172894280BABE54434DC6777D
01C01F8361944C439E40E4AE8B0B0192
01C29B4333E841188B1F751329C06280

RVSDSMARTool
ConsequenceofFailureScores

RM_id
F330.170_F330.160.1
F706.070_F706.060.1
F002.250_F002.240.1
G331.220_G331.210.1
S525.03D_S525.020.1
S129.020_S129.010.1
S211.020_S211.010.1
S505.060_S505.050.1
S718.040_S718.020.1
S920.110_S920.100.1
R563.020_R563.010.1
S981.040_S986.030.1
S927.030_S927.020.1
K283.070_K283.060.1
F304.050_F304.040.1
H706.060_H706.050.1
L270.100_L270.090.1
S714.02T_S714.010.1
L110.040_L110.030.1
B127.010_B134.140.1
S110.570_S110.560.1
F210.030_F210.020.1
S985.130_S985.120.1
G236.03D_G236.020.1
S990.080_S988.080.1
FMͲ13.302ͲJ_FMͲ13.401ͲZ.1
S140.130_S140.120.1
G224.120_G224.110.1
F451.010_F450.010.1
S983.02T_S983.010.1
F360.070_F360.060.1
F003.070_F003.060.1
G100.100_G100.070.1
L260.060_L260.050.1
R400.020_R400.010.1
H500.010_H000.130.1
K251.010_K200.170.1
F372.010_F370.010.1
S939.01D_S933.070.1
F387.080_F387.070.1
F530.110_F530.100.1
S985.29D_S985.260.1
S721.010_S712.080.1
F813.010_F800.050.1
H308.030_H308.020.1
G323.010_G320.060.1
L213.020_L213.010.1
H500.020_H500.010.1
G000.150_G000.140.1
G342.010_G341.020.1
S431.030_S431.020.1
F394.030_F394.020.1
S000.500_S000.490.1

us_node_id
F330.170
F706.070
F002.250
G331.220
S525.03D
S129.020
S211.020
S505.060
S718.040
S920.110
R563.020
S981.040
S927.030
K283.070
F304.050
H706.060
L270.100
S714.02T
L110.040
B127.010
S110.570
F210.030
S985.130
G236.03D
S990.080
FMͲ13.302ͲJ
S140.130
G224.120
F451.010
S983.02T
F360.070
F003.070
G100.100
L260.060
R400.020
H500.010
K251.010
F372.010
S939.01D
F387.080
F530.110
S985.29D
S721.010
F813.010
H308.030
G323.010
L213.020
H500.020
G000.150
G342.010
S431.030
F394.030
S000.500

ds_node_id NHD100 NHD300 school school500 FEMA100 Road_S Road_P landslide height Waterway_Score School_Score Access_Score Roadway_Score Pipe_Size_Score
F330.160
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
F706.060
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
8
1
100
1
1
6
F002.240
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
196
1
1
1
10
G331.210
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
S525.020
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
6
1
1
1
70
1
S129.010
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
6
1
100
1
1
1
S211.010
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
S505.050
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
1
1
1
1
1
S718.020
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
140
1
1
1
1
S920.100
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4
1
1
1
1
1
R563.010
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
196
1
1
1
1
S986.030
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
S927.020
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
K283.060
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
1
1
1
1
F304.040
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
140
1
1
1
1
H706.050
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
L270.090
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
S714.010
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
6
196
1
1
70
1
L110.030
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
8
1
1
1
70
6
B134.140
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
8
140
1
1
1
6
S110.560
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
F210.020
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
8
1
1
1
70
6
S985.120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
G236.020
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
1
1
98
1
1
S988.080
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
FMͲ13.401ͲZ
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
30
1
1
98
70
14
S140.120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
G224.110
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
F450.010
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
6
1
1
1
70
1
S983.010
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
140
1
1
1
1
F360.060
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
F003.060
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
15
140
1
1
1
10
G100.070
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
1
1
1
50
1
L260.050
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
R400.010
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
10
196
1
1
70
6
H000.130
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
8
196
1
1
70
6
K200.170
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
1
1
1
50
1
F370.010
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
1
98
1
1
S933.070
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
F387.070
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
140
1
1
1
6
F530.100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
S985.260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
1
1
98
1
1
S712.080
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
8
1
1
1
50
6
F800.050
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
H308.020
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
1
100
1
1
1
G320.060
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
L213.010
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
6
1
100
1
1
1
H500.010
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
140
1
1
1
6
G000.140
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
1
1
1
1
14
G341.020
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
6
1
1
1
70
1
S431.020
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
1
1
1
1
F394.020
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
1
1
1
50
1
S000.490
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
36
196
1
1
70
14

RM_id
K200.050_K200.040.1
K200.050_K200.040.1
S960.010_S942.090.1
L157.050_L157.040.1
K200.050_K200.040.1
S942.080_S942.070.1
S945.020_S945.010.1
L260.020_L260.010.1
H000.110_H000.100.1
S960.020_S960.010.1
K100.240_K100.230.1
K322.020_K322.010.1
S945.020_S945.010.1
S800.040_S800.030.1
S960.030_S960.020.1
S945.020_S945.010.1
L430.020_L430.010.1
S945.020_S945.010.1
S942.090_S942.080.1
S800.070_S800.060.1
L157.050_L157.040.1
H301.030_H301.020.1
F703.030_F703.020.1
S150.070_S150.060.1
L430.020_L430.010.1
S603.070_S603.060.1
S960.010_S942.090.1
S800.060_S800.050.1
F700.300_F700.290.1
S960.060_S960.050.1
S980.020_S980.010.1
L430.020_L430.010.1
S942.010_S900.110.1

W541.010_W540.020.1

S812.020_S812.010.1
S901.160_S901.140.1
F381.010_F381.03T.1
S983.010_S980.010.1
S602.120_S602.110.1
S121.010_S150.070.1
H101.010_H000.040.1
F381.010_F381.03T.1
F330.070_F330.060.1
H301.030_H301.020.1
R566.160_R566.150.1

uid
D9B693943AFF4CA4BFC71C6E22A4272C
D9B693943AFF4CA4BFC71C6E22A4272C
3A2DCD8CDFE1409388539D6F461C3665
7A7CD12A56014037B12F6DD26B53373E
D9B693943AFF4CA4BFC71C6E22A4272C
F7E84D4EA83641D49C96605BEE994734
4CB6CD50F8764935A94382743F87C5AF
20B9B1CDA1194567A81332ACEA8D04BD
EFC41CA833184190834A0857BC8B20F1
46F2195C774B48479B3924A858B43B60
DBB095898F1A42BDBDEA6315884D8E04
F58A1E4C35A64F3484048E6D14C4AC93
4CB6CD50F8764935A94382743F87C5AF
D27018C90C9349A185DF0271FCFDE80C
512BC748191148C2B6416E1F101B629B
4CB6CD50F8764935A94382743F87C5AF
2ED0763FDC5341BC950CC17D56A9730A
4CB6CD50F8764935A94382743F87C5AF
4ADF8415B7774D90BBE0556A2B4F7161
DF9076945CCF40CF9E558F8883F7EB03
7A7CD12A56014037B12F6DD26B53373E
870C935A7FB14303BA164C0D147AB532
83F63F604420428A97872589FC97CACC
09A9AD0A12004507999D1DCF91573398
2ED0763FDC5341BC950CC17D56A9730A
28E9D1D8571B4D349D11CFE69203A1AA
3A2DCD8CDFE1409388539D6F461C3665
FBA7D8D401204685AFEEDC2C4B3289F2
7809DA301FFD4D868BEE9EF5DB5E2077
41ED3251DDB24CC890BF4B325E76E0FC
F488CD3EC06441618D9E014531D8A05B
2ED0763FDC5341BC950CC17D56A9730A
05C66CADB5074FB696F99EA71032540D

A1A92F76F9054C4EAFFAA40C0AB6B2E6

867EBBAAAE154D7FAE15CB2AFA2B1A5D
C98C3D24A9264F418C9FD5D713E75E2E
462CD6A09DFB48FB992EAE98DA4B8E48
6AA90288BB4B457EB2D6A54A8DF7E89A
1BAE6F14707C4A01A822BDA26071263F
C6451FC8DC374559A05ACE892B716F9C
8A80BD9ADA5C45CAB0C399371D0BE6D7
462CD6A09DFB48FB992EAE98DA4B8E48
7870FF53D140468BA1A96DC99ECFCDA3
870C935A7FB14303BA164C0D147AB532
D9A336AAB822407B8192072DB13834F4

RVSDSMARTool
TotalRiskScore

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8

6

height
12
12
6
6
12
6
6
6
10
6
27
8
6
24
6
6
8
6
6
24
6
6
6
6
8
6
6
24
6
6
6
8
8

436
141
376
216
446
181
331
376
270
506
365

428

length
265
265
307
340
265
131
332
35
305
93
528
202
332
100
140
332
155
332
246
203
340
506
303
327
155
125
307
218
74
166
407
155
222

384.6422018
406.5531915
336.9148936
298.8148148
400.7623318
400.6298343
293.6676737
327.7659574
327.2222222
230.3241107
378.9726027

340.046729

Total_Likelihood_Score
405.1698113
360.1132075
363.2117264
502.4117647
316.1132075
312.1603053
350.1807229
449.7142857
393.5081967
290.6129032
408.0606061
274
323.0722892
473
261.8571429
308.0963855
437.0645161
303.2771084
257
303
383.4117647
274.3241107
464.9009901
461.5688073
417.7096774
425
244.2117264
288
410.2162162
323.0722892
319.7420147
388.9677419
409.2072072

213
200
241
269
200
200
269
241
241
339
205

241

Total_Conseq_Score
377
377
368
243
377
368
312
241
274
368
256
373
312
213
368
312
218
312
368
312
243
339
200
200
218
213
368
312
213
269
269
218
205

81928.78899
81310.6383
81196.48936
80381.18519
80152.46637
80125.96685
78996.60423
78991.59574
78860.55556
78079.87352
77689.38356

81951.26168

Total_Risk_Score
152749.0189
135762.6792
133661.9153
122086.0588
119174.6792
114874.9924
109256.3855
108381.1429
107821.2459
106945.5484
104463.5152
102202
100798.5542
100749
96363.42857
96126.07229
95280.06452
94622.45783
94576
94536
93169.05882
92995.87352
92980.19802
92313.76147
91060.70968
90525
89869.91531
89856
87376.05405
86906.44578
86010.60197
84794.96774
83887.47748

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
225
1
1
1
1
1
225
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
225
1
1
1
1
1

Material_Score

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

300
300
300
160
160
120
160
160
300
160
300

300

Surcharge_Score Structural_Score
75
240
75
160
75
160
1
160
75
160
60
120
1
300
1
300
60
300
75
160
60
160
1
0
1
300
60
60
75
160
1
160
1
300
1
160
75
0
75
0
1
160
1
160
1
300
1
300
1
300
1
300
75
160
60
0
1
120
1
300
1
300
1
160
60
160

1
1
1
120
226
270
120
151
1
1
1

1

1
45
120
270
1
120
1
1
1
1
120
270
1
120
1
120
1
120
120
1
151
45
151
1
1
1
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OVERVIEW

The Ross Valley Sanitary District (RVSD), which is also known as the Sanitary District No. 1 of
Marin County, is under Cease and Desist Order No. R2-2013-0020 (CDO) issued by the
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region. The CDO
requires the RVSD to develop an Infrastructure Asset Management Plan (IAMP), and as part of
the IAMP the condition of the sanitary sewer pump stations are required to be evaluated and a
capital improvement program needs to be developed. RVSD engaged V.W. Housen &
Associates (VWHA) to prepare the IAMP, and consequently VWHA engaged Schaaf &
Wheeler, Consulting Civil Engineers to evaluate six of RVSD’s sanitary sewer pump stations1.
Schaaf & Wheeler and our subconsultants, MTH Engineering (electrical) and Finn Design Group
(structural) visited and evaluated each station based on the following items:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Pumping capacity
Efficiency and reliability of pump application and control strategy
Pump station reliability
Condition and reliability of electrical equipment and motor control centers
Emergency/backup power generation
SCADA control and monitoring
Safety of pump station operations and maintenance, and compliance with state and
federal codes and regulations
Condition of existing pump station infrastructure
Miscellaneous items such as odor control, site access, pump station layout, flow
metering, etc.

The location of each pump station evaluated is shown in Figure 1. This report describes the
criteria used to evaluate each station and summarizes the pump station evaluations. Detailed
individual pump station reports are included in Appendix PS-A.
Recommended improvements for each pump station were developed for near term
implementation, and also for full station rehabilitation. Based on the pump station evaluations, a
recommendation to either perform the near term improvements or to complete a full pump
station rehabilitation was made for each station. The pump station improvements were then
prioritized based on age, inflow rate compared to capacity, and reliability. This report
summarizes the pump station evaluations and results.

1

Recommendations for the remaining 13 RVSD pump stations were updated from the District’s 2007 Sewer System
Replacement Master Plan. Please see Section 5 of the IAMP for additional information.
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Figure1:PumpStationLocationMap

2.0

PUMPSTATIONEVALUATION

The following sections describe the pump station evaluations performed for each pump station.
Analysis of the current condition of each station was limited to visual inspection, previous
reports, and information provided by RVSD. Pump station site visits were performed on April 5,
2013. Information regarding the existing pumping logic, known issues, and desired
improvements were obtained from the RVSD’s operations and maintenance staff during the site
visits and follow-up correspondence.
The improvements recommended herein are based on typical service life of pump station
equipment and structures. Anticipated service life of pump station equipment varies greatly
based on several factors. It may be necessary to replace some equipment earlier than noted, and
some may last longer than expected.
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PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

Sanitary sewer pump stations are typically designed to have a firm capacity equal to or greater
than the peak wet weather inflow (PWWF) to the station. Firm capacity is defined as the
capacity of the pump station with the largest pump out of service. PWWF rates represent the
maximum contribution of a given pump station’s tributary service area including groundwater
infiltration and direct stormwater inflow.
Pump station inflow data is based on hydraulic model runs of the RVSD sanitary sewer system.
The model was run with a 10-year, 24-hour design storm. Various modeling scenarios were run
under proposed conditions to determine the future inflow rates and pump station capacities. The
RVSD sewer model and hydraulic modeling criteria are further described in Chapter 3 of the
IAMP.
The firm capacity at each pump station was determined by running the RVSD sewer model with
the 10-year, 24-hour storm, and switching “off” the largest pump at each station. The resulting
discharge rate during the peak of storm was recorded and used as the firm capacity. Pump
station drawdown tests were performed at several of the pump stations, and flow meter data was
recorded where available. The force main was not operating under storm conditions during site
visits; therefore, the recorded data points cannot be used to determine the firm capacities. These
data points were used to evaluate the validity of the modeling results.
Some of the pump stations have variable frequency drives (VFDs); however, all pumps in the
RVSD sewer model are modeled as constant speed pumps running at full speed. This is accurate
for modeling storm scenarios where all pumps will be running under this condition.
Additionally, manufacturers’ pump curves are used in the model; therefore, capacity loss due to
wear and damage to impellers is not accounted for. The Larkspur (PS14) and Kentfield (PS15)
pump stations have firm capacities that are close to the PWWF. These stations have fairly new
pumps; therefore, evaluation results are not expected to change due to pump capacity
degradation. It is important to maintain these pumps and check and replace impellers on a
regular basis. The Bon Air Pump Station (PS12) has a firm capacity that is less than the PWWF.
This station has exceeded its practical service life and is recommended for rehabilitation. The
remaining pump stations have sufficient firm capacity under the proposed operating conditions
as discussed in Section 7.1 of this report.
A comparison of the pump station firm capacities and inflows under existing conditions are
shown in Table 1.
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Table1:PumpStationFirmCapacities&Inflows–ExistingConditions

PumpStation
PS12–BonAir
PS13–Greenbrae
PS14–Larkspur
PS15–Kentfield
PS24–Eliseo
PS25–S.Eliseo

No.of
Pumps
2
5
3
5
2
3

PWWF
(MGD)
1.93
8.97(Note3)
9.87
43.1
0.45
0.65

FirmCapacity
(MGD)
1.26
10.86
8.74
37.9
1.54
1.83

Capacity
Deficiency Sufficient
(MGD)
(Y/N)
0.67
N

Y
1.13
N(Note1)
5.2
N(Note2)

Y

Y

Note 1. The District has the ability to route PS14 flows to PS13 during peak wet weather events. This
operational strategy will continue to be utilized in the near-term in order to defer capacity improvements at
this station.
Note 2. This capacity deficiency will be addressed through downstream force main improvements as
discussed in Section 7.1 of this report. Additionally, some of the flows are diverted through the gravity
bypass to PS13.
Note 3. PS13 PWWF includes approximately 3.39 mgd from the PS15 gravity bypass line.

Future system improvements have been discussed by District staff to address reliability issues
and to improve the efficiency of pump station and force main system. The proposed system
improvements include:
x A parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump Station (PS15), which is further
described in Section 7.1 – Recommended System Improvements for Proposed Conditions
of this report.
x Diversion of local Riviera Circle sewer flows to the Larkspur Pump Station (PS14).
x Operational changes as described in Section 7.1 – Recommended System Improvements
for Proposed Conditions of this report.
The PWWF and firm capacity of each pump station under the proposed conditions, after the
operational improvements discussed above, are shown in Table 2.
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Table2:PumpStationFirmCapacities&Inflows–ProposedConditions

PumpStation
PS12–BonAir
PS13–Greenbrae
PS14–Larkspur
PS15–Kentfield
PS24–Eliseo
PS25–S.Eliseo

No.of
Pumps
2
5
3
5
2
3

PWWF
(MGD)
1.51
6.75(Note3)
9.87
43.1
0.45
0.65

FirmCapacity
(MGD)
1.26
10.74
8.67
41.9
1.54
2.54

Capacity
Deficiency
(MGD)
0.25

1.2
1.2



Sufficient
(Y/N)
N
Y
N(Note1)
N(Note2)
Y
Y

Note 1. The District has the ability to route PS14 flows to PS13 during peak wet weather events. This
operational strategy will continue to be utilized in the near-term until the capacity improvements can be
implemented.
Note 2. Modeling results indicate that the wetwell backs up and flows are diverted through the gravity
bypass to PS13, and overflows do not occur.
Note 3. PS13 PWWF includes approximately 1.12 mgd from the PS15 gravity bypass line.

Several of the stations evaluated have sufficient capacity to meet the PWWF requirements under
the proposed system conditions. The Bon Air and Larkspur stations do not have sufficient
capacity; therefore, the pumps at these stations need to be upsized as identified in the individual
pump station reports within Appendix PS-A. The Kentfield Pump Station does not have
sufficient capacity for the PWWF; however, it has a gravity bypass that can be used to convey
the peaks to the Greenbrae Pump Station (PS13) without overflows.

2.2

PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The efficiency and reliability of the pump application and control strategy for each station was
evaluated based on the following criteria.
Pump Type:
x
x

Efficiency of existing pumps in relation to similar pumps that are currently available
Issues encountered with current pumps, based on O&M staff input

Pump Size and Number of Pumps:
x
x

Comparison of firm capacity to the PWWF
Can more efficient and effective pumping be achieved with more or less pumps

Pump Station Configuration:
x
x

Does the size of the current wetwell allow for proper pump cycling
Potential pump operation issues with station configuration

Control Strategy:
x
x

Efficiency of existing control strategy
Does control strategy have adequate redundancy (secondary pump controls)
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Recommended modifications or upgrades to the pumps, pump configurations, and control
strategies are discussed in the individual pump station reports within Appendix PS-A.

2.3

PumpStationControls

To meet the reliability requirements discussed in the following section of this report, each pump
station shall have a set of fully redundant pump controls. The backup pump control system shall
be capable of starting and stopping the pumps and sending an alarm through the communication
system, in the event of a primary system failure. The RVSD would like their primary and
backup control system to consist of the features shown in Table 3.
Table3:PrimaryandBackupControlSystemFeatures
PrimaryControlSystem:

PressuretransducerandPLC

BackupControlSystemforSmall
Stations(pumpssmallerthan10HP):

PressuretransducerandPLC

BackupControlSystemforLarge
Stations(pumpslargerthan10HP):

Seriesoffloatswitchesandrelays

The backup control system should be supplied with an uninterruptible power source (i.e., a
battery backup with enough capacity to control the system until the permanent backup generator
can start and power the station). The uninterruptible power source should also be capable of
powering the communications system so that a power failure alarm can be sent when necessary.

2.4

ComminutorsandInletScreening

All wetwell/drywell stations evaluated in this pump station report are equipped with
comminutors upstream of the pump intake. Bar screens are located upstream of the comminutors
that are manually cleaned daily. The Greenbrae (PS-13) and Kentfield (PS-15) pump stations
experience heavy debris and rock loading; therefore, the bar screens are needed to reduce
damage to the comminutors and pumps. To reduce the manual requirements to clean the existing
bar screens, District staff would like to replace the existing bar screens and comminutors with
self-cleaning bar screens. Installation of a self-cleaning bar screen system would require the
demolition of the existing comminutor channels and reforming of the wetwell invert and side
walls to mount the bar screen.
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Mechanical screens require several ancillary facilities for conveying the screenings, washing and
then dewatering them, temporarily storing them in bins, and trucking them to a disposal site.
Additional odor control equipment is likely necessary, and maintenance of the screening
equipment is labor intensive. Bar screens are typically only necessary when there is a large
amount of debris in the system that would cause damage to the pumps and/or grinders. The
addition of mechanical screens at the Greenbrae (PS13) and Kentfield (PS15) pump stations
should be considered and evaluated during the next pump station rehabilitation projects that are
planned for these facilities. The addition of mechanical screens at these stations are included in
the full pump station rehabilitation recommendations and cost estimate, but are not included in
the recommended near term improvements.
The Bon Air (PS12) and Larkspur (PS14) pump stations also experience debris loading;
therefore, replacing the comminutors at these stations with mechanical screens or other means to
remove the debris should be considered during the next pump station rehabilitation project. The
Eliseo (PS-24) and South Eliseo (PS-25) pump stations do not currently have screens or grinders,
and there are no known clogging problems at these stations. The use of non-clog pumps (such as
Flygt N-Series) should be considered at all stations during the next pump station rehabilitation.
During station rehabilitation design, all options for sewage screening should be considered, and
the pros and cons weighed. Ultimately, the product that best meets the needs of the District
should be installed.

2.5

FlowMonitoring

Flow data is not currently collected at any of the District’s sanitary sewer pump stations. The
Greenbrae (PS13) and Larkspur (PS14) pump stations have flow meters installed on the force
mains; however, the data is not currently being collected. We recommend hooking the existing
flow meters to the proposed SCADA system so that the flows can be monitored and collected. If
the SCADA system is not implemented in the near future, a data logger should be installed at
these stations to collect the flow data. Additionally, we recommend installing flow meters at the
Kentfield (PS15) and Bon Air (PS12) pump stations during the next pump station improvement
project. Collecting and monitoring pump station flow data will be useful to the District for many
reasons, some of which are:
x
x
x

Monitor pump discharge rate so that pump defects and clogging issues can be identified
Update hydraulic sewer model to more accurately represent the sewer system and to
define design conditions of future system improvement projects
Quantify flow volumes sent to the Central Marin Sanitation Agency (CMSA) treatment
plant
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As the flow data is collected we recommend updating the District’s sewer hydraulic model to
accurately represent the current conditions of the system. This may also affect the design
conditions of the pump stations to be rehabilitated in the future; therefore, this should be an
ongoing process of collecting data and updating the hydraulic model.
We recommend developing a flow monitoring program to collect flow data and document
system conditions during storm events. Once the data is collected, the sewer hydraulic model
should be updated and refined to better define hydraulic conditions of the system and to refine
the peak inflows to each station.

3.0

PUMPSTATIONRELIABILITY

To prevent sanitary sewer overflows, pump stations need to be reliable and they need to have
fully redundant equipment. Each pump station was evaluated on the following requirements,
which were developed based on the requirements set forth by the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB).
1. Each station and force main should be capable of handling the PWWF without
overflow.
2. Each pump station should have an automatic alarm and communication system that
notifies operations staff in the event of an electrical or mechanical failure.
3. Each station should have backup or redundant equipment (pumps and power supply).
a.
Each station shall be capable of handling the PWWF with the largest pump
out of service.
b.
Each station shall have a permanent backup generator.
i.
If there is not adequate room for a permanent backup generator, or if the
District decides not to install permanent backup generators, the District
shall have a plan in place to ensure the pump stations continue operation
in the event of a system-wide power outage (i.e., ability to respond to
alarm with portable generator before overflow).
4. The District shall have the ability to perform bypass pumping at each station.
Methods of bypass pumping may require the addition of a bypass pumping
connection to the force main and the use of portable pumps.

A summary of the pump station reliability requirements are shown in Table 4. Additional
information is included within the individual pump station reports in Appendix PS-A.
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Table4:PumpStationReliabilitySummary
PumpStation

PS12–BonAir
PS13–Greenbrae
PS14–Larkspur
PS15–Kentfield
PS24–Eliseo
PS25–S.Eliseo

4.0

LacksSufficient
FirmCapacityto
MeetPWWF
X

X
X



AddBypass
Pumping
Connection
X
X
X
X
X
X

ModifyorInstall
Secondary
Controls
X
X
X
X
X
X

Modify
Alarm
System
X
X
X
X
X
X

ELECTRICALEQUIPMENTANDMOTORCONTROLCENTERASSESSMENT

In general, the six pump stations evaluated are well maintained and appear to be fully operational
per the original design. Observed Electrical Code violations and recommended improvements
are mentioned within in the individual pump station reports in Appendix PS-A.
Although the general conditions of the stations observed were good and maintenance of the
stations appeared to be thorough, there are components which are aged and will eventually fail.
Consideration should be given to standardization upon replacement of failed equipment.
Furthermore, there are numerous conditions which require remediation in order to provide
reliable operations. These conditions should be remedied in the near future.
The wetwell/drywell pump stations (PS12, PS13, PS14, and PS15) fall under the jurisdiction of
National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) 820, Standard for Fire Protection in Wastewater
Treatment and Collection Facilities, for stations with below grade or partially below grade
drywells, and with pump rooms physically separated from the wetwell (NFPA 820, Table 4.2,
Row 17). NFPA 820 requires drywells to be equipped with continuous forced air ventilation
(forced in and out) capable of providing 6 air changes per hour. If this requirement is not met, the
space is considered a Class I, Division II location and all electrical equipment within it must be
explosion proof rated. The drywell ventilation equipment at each station was evaluated to
determine if it meets the NFPA 820 requirements, and necessary improvements to meet the
requirements are included in the individual pumps station reports in Appendix PS-A.
The 2011 National Electrical Code (NEC), Article 110.16 requires the pump station to have an
arc flash warning sign affixed to switchboards, panelboards, motor control centers, control
panels, and meter sockets that are likely to require examination, adjustment, servicing or
maintenance while energized. The warning sign shall state the appropriate Personnel Protective
Equipment (PPE) that shall be worn to protect operating personnel. To determine the necessary
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level of PPE required, each electrical panel should be evaluated using NFPA 70E (Standard for
Electrical Safety in the Workplace) as a guideline for estimating the arc flash hazard involved
and the level of PPE protection required. Arc flash studies and the addition of the required sign
and safety equipment are recommended at several of the pump stations.

4.1

Emergency/BackupPowerGeneration

The District currently has permanent generators to supply power to each of the stations assessed
during a power outage. The detailed individual pump station reports address possible areas of
concern. However, for practical purposes, the District is capable of operating all the stations with
standby emergency backup power. An added reliability component at the locations where a
permanent generator is installed would be to add a means to quickly connect a portable generator
in the event of permanent generator failure. This could be accomplished using a generator plug
tied into the main power bus with mechanical interlocks to comply with utility requirements.
The required run time for backup generators without refueling depends on the District’s ability to
refill the fuel tanks during a large, extended power outage. Generally, having sufficient fuel
supply to run the generator for 48-hours at full load will allow the operating agency enough time
to refuel the generator. The District may choose to increase or decrease the fuel storage
requirement based on the location of the generator and the availability of fuel trucks during
extended power outages.

5.0

COMMUNICATIONANDMONITORING

A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system is typically used to collect and
send alarm data, and a Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) or a telephone connection is typically used
to convey the information. Information and control signals are sent and received between
supervisory locations and controlled points on a continuous basis.
As mentioned in the pump station reliability section, from a reliability standpoint, each pump
station shall have an automatic alarm and communication system that coordinates with the
District’s on-call staff. The system shall have a backup power source to ensure continuous
operation in the event of a power failure. At a minimum, sanitary sewer pump stations shall
have the following alarms:
x
x
x
x

Pump Failure (for each pump) which sends an alarm notifying operators of the failure.
Power Failure notifying operators that the primary power has failed and that the station
has transferred to a secondary source of power either manually or automatically.
High water in the wetwell alarm and start all available pumping.
Low water in the wetwell alarm and stop all pumping.
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Drywell or Vault flooding alarm where pump station equipment would be damaged by
flooding.
Communications failure

Of the six stations assessed, five are equipped with a hard-wired (telephone line) autodialer and a
cellular backup. The Eliseo (PS24) pump station is only equipped with a cellular autodialer.
Based on our observations, if there are failures or power is interrupted, a communication failure
alarm may not be reported to the supervisory location. A summary of the current alarm and
communication data is shown in Table 5. Some stations have additional site specific alarms
which are not listed in this table.
Conversations with District staff indicate that the existing communication systems at the stations
may be unreliable. Staff also indicated a desire to have remote control (via SCADA) of the larger
pump stations (PS12, PS13, PS14, and PS15). The District currently has a capital improvement
project planned to develop a system wide SCADA system. The system has been designed and is
awaiting funding for construction. When installing new SCADA equipment at each of the
stations, the design engineer should verify that proposed communications protocol and
equipment are compatible with the new SCADA system.

PS13–
Greenbrae

PS14–
Larkspur

PS15–
Kentfield

PS24–
Eliseo

PS25–
S.Eliseo

Alarm
Com.Fail
PowerFail
WetwellEntry
Drywell/VaultEntry
PanelEntry
SCADAEntry
BatteryLow
PumpFail
HighLevel
LowLevel
DrywellFlooding
GeneratorFail

PS12–
BonAir

Table5:ExistingPumpStationAlarmSummary









X
X
X
X


X

X



X
X
X
X
X


X

X



X
X
X
X
X


X





X
X
X
X
X








X
X
X
N/A
X








X
X
X
N/A
X
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STRUCTURALANDSEISMICASSESSMENT

The structural/seismic assessment involved a visual survey of the pump station facilities and
review of available record drawings focusing on the general structural condition of the pump
stations and their components and the presence of any conditions which would pose a potential
hazard in the event of an earthquake. This assessment utilized a probabilistic approach to
identify structural deficiencies and seismic hazards, meaning the assessment focused on elements
with a greater probability of failure during a seismic event or a greater hazard associated with
their failure during a seismic event. The assessments of the pump stations were based on past
experience in the design and anchorage of similar structures and equipment, knowledge of the
governing California Building Code, and an understanding of what is generally necessary to
adequately and safely anchor equipment, considering also that these facilities lie within a very
seismically active area.
The assessment of the general structural condition of each pump station included consideration
of the following items:
1. Overall condition of the pump station concrete structure including cracking, deterioration,
or spalling of the concrete.
2. Corrosion of metal components of the structure, piping and ductwork, exterior panels and
cabinets, and equipment bases, stands, or base plates.
3. Obvious settlement of the structure or the dirt or pavement around the structure.
4. Condition of the hatches, ladders, stairs, and platforms.
5. Condition of non-shrink grout at base plates or other locations.
6. Presence of roots growing into the wetwells through joints in the structure.
7. Deterioration of any wood components.
The assessment of the pump stations and their components for seismic hazards included
consideration of the following items:
1. Anchorage of pumps and motors, electrical/control panels and cabinets, emergency
generators, SCADA antenna poles, and other equipment.
2. Lateral bracing of suspended equipment, suction/discharge piping, ductwork, electrical
conduit, and other miscellaneous piping.
Following these guidelines, the field visits yielded no major recommendations regarding needed
improvements to address structural or seismic deficiencies. In addition to general structural
upgrades, additional support and bracing of suspended items is needed at some of the pump
stations. As the pump station components are upgraded, the design engineer should install
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additional support and bracing of suspended items that meets the most recent version of the
California Building Code.

6.1

LiquefactionHazard

According to the California Geological Survey (CGS), the six RVSD pump stations considered
in this evaluation are approximately 13 kilometers east-northeast of the San Andreas-North
Golden Gate Alquist-Priolo (AP) earthquake fault zone and approximately 16 kilometers westsouthwest of the North Hayward AP earthquake fault zone (per the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) website). Due to their proximity to these faults, the pump stations have
an earthquake shaking potential ranging from Strong to Violent according to the CGS and USGS
(per the ABAG website). Additionally, all six pump stations are in a geologic zone that is
susceptible to liquefaction. According to the USGS, the pump station sites have a liquefaction
susceptibility ranging from Moderate to Very High (per the ABAG website). A determination of
the liquefaction susceptibility at each pump station site cannot be confirmed solely by a visual
site survey. A geotechnical exploration including borings, which was not a part of this project,
would be necessary to determine the site soil types, depths, characteristics, properties, and the
potential for those soils to liquefy during an earthquake. This report does not include
recommendations for improvements to any of the pump stations to address the issue of
liquefaction. However, it is important for the District to be aware of this potential hazard. Table
6 summarizes the shaking potential and liquefaction potential for each of the stations.
Table6:PumpStationShakingandLiquefactionPotential
PumpStation
PS12–BonAir
PS13–Greenbrae
PS14–Larkspur
PS15–Kentfield
PS24–Eliseo
PS25–S.Eliseo

7.0

ShakingPotential
Violent
Violent
Violent
VeryStrong
Strong
Violent

LiquefactionPotential
VeryHigh
VeryHigh
VeryHigh
Moderate
VeryHigh
VeryHigh

RECOMMENDEDIMPROVEMENTS

Improvements and operational changes to the force main system are proposed to improve the
capacity, operation, and reliability of the pump stations. Improvements at each of the six pump
stations assessed are also recommended. The recommended force main, system operation, and
pump station improvements are discussed in the following sections.
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RecommendedSystemImprovementsforProposedConditions

A section of the Kentfield force main necks down to a single 32-inch force main for
approximately 1,700 feet. Pump station modeling efforts indicated that the addition of a 27”
parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump Station (PS15) will reduce head pressures
at the Kentfield Pump Station and allow it to convey the PWWF with the largest pump out of
service (firm capacity). Based on the modeling results this improvement will also address the
current operational condition where the Kentfield pump station backs up during large flow
events and bypasses through an existing gravity overflow pipe to the Greenbrae Pump Station
(PS13), which then becomes overwhelmed. The new parallel force main would be along South
Eliseo Drive between Bon Air Road and Corte Real as shown in Figure 2. Prior to implementing
the parallel force main project we recommend:
1. Install a flow meter and data collection system at PS15
2. Develop a flow monitoring program to collect flow data and document system conditions
during storm events. Necessary data may include flow rates, pump operation, system
bypass/surcharge, head pressures, rainfall data, etc.
3. Update and refine sewer hydraulic model to better define the hydraulic conditions of the
pump station and force main
4. Confirm the necessity and details of the parallel force main project to address capacity
deficiency at PS15 and to define the future PWWF to PS13 (due to bypass from PS15)

Figure2:ParallelKentfieldForceMainFigure
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The Riviera Circle flows are currently conveyed across Corte Madera Creek to the Bon Air
Pump Station (PS12). The District would like to redirect these flows to the Larkspur Pump
Station (PS14) in the future. Depending on the timing of this diversion and the pump station
rehabilitations at PS12 and PS14, the pump stations should be sized to accommodate the Riviera
Circle flows. The flow rates to these pump stations with and without the Riviera Circle flows are
presented in the individual pump station reports in Appendix PS-A.
The Larkspur Pump Station (PS14) does not currently have sufficient capacity to convey the
PWWF, which is largely due to the high pressures in the 42-inch force main (FM-2) that it
discharges to. To alleviate the head pressure that PS14 experiences, the District currently
partially opens a valve that diverts the flows to the Greenbrae Pump Station (PS13). This
diversion, in combination with the overflows that PS13 currently receives during peak wet
weather events from PS15, overwhelms PS13. To avoid oversizing PS13 for these bypass flows,
the District and project team recommend upsizing PS14 to handle the head pressures in the 42inch force main and discontinue the flow diversion from PS14 to PS13.
A summary of the recommended system improvements discussed herein is shown in Table 7.
Table7:SummaryofRecommendedSystemImprovements
RecommendedImprovement
Comments
ConstructParallelKentfield
RequiredtoallowPS15topumpatdesigncapacityand
ForceMain
addresspeakwetweatherflows
DivertRivieraCirclePWWFto TheflowsfromRivieraCirclecurrentlygototheBonAir
theLarkspurPumpStation
PumpStation(PS12).Ifthisdiversiondoesnotoccur
(PS14)
beforethePS12isrehabilitated,thenPS12shouldbe
sizedtoaccommodatetheRivieraCircleflows.
Additionally,whenPS14isrehabilitated,itshouldbe
sizedtoaccommodatetheRivieraCircleflowsinthe
future.
DiscontinueDiversionofPWWF TheLarkspurPumpStation(PS14)needstobeupsizedto
fromLarkspurPumpStation
overcometheheadpressureinthedownstreamforce
(PS14)totheGreenbraePump main(FMͲ1),beforetheDistrictdiscontinuestheexisting
Station(PS13)
bypassfromPS14toPS13.

7.2

RecommendedPumpStationImprovements

Recommended improvements for each pump station were developed for near term
implementation as well as for full station rehabilitation. The near term improvements address
reliability deficiencies, add flow meters, add a system wide SCADA system, and provide
additional improvements to address safety and code issues. The recommended near term
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improvements at each pump station are identified in Table 8. These improvements are discussed
in detail in the individual pump station reports included in Appendix PS-A.
Based on the pump station evaluations, a recommendation to either perform the near term
improvements or a full pump station rehabilitation was made for each station. Full pump station
rehabilitations include replacement of all mechanical and electrical equipment, and rehabilitation
of existing buildings and concrete structures as required. A detailed list of the improvements that
are recommended at each station are included in the individual pump station reports in Appendix
PS-A.
Table8:RecommendedNearTermImprovements
RecommendedNearTerm
Improvement
IncreasePumpingCapacityto
MeetPWWF
AddParallelForceMainto
AddressCapacityDeficiency
InstallControlModifications
forNewPumps
InstallSCADASystem
InstallNewFlowMeter
ConnectExistingFlowMeter
toNewSCADASystem
InstallBypassPumping
Connection
ReplaceVentilationSystem&
InstallAlarm
InstallSecondaryController
ReplaceVFDs
UpgradePG&EElectrical
ServiceforLargerPumps
TestandServiceTransformer
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanel
Labels

BonAir Greenbrae Larkspur Kentfield Eliseo
S.
(PS12)
(PS13)
(PS14)
(PS15) (PS24) Eliseo
(PS25)
X

X









X(Note1)





X











X
X


X

X

X

X

X
X


X



X



X

X



X

X

X

X

X









X



X



X

X

X
X


X



X




X


X


X

X
X


X


X

Note 1. The Kentfield Parallel Force Main is an integral part of the pump station reliability improvements; however,
the City of Larkspur is currently replacing the Bon Air Road Bridge. Construction of the force main is not feasible until
the bridge project is complete. In the meantime a flow meter should be installed at PS15 and the sewer hydraulic
model should be updated and refined to better define the hydraulic conditions of the pump station and force main.
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The pump station improvements were prioritized based age, inflow rate compared to capacity,
and reliability. The addition of a parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump Station
improves the reliability of more than one pump station; therefore, the installation of a new force
main was listed as a separate project. A prioritized list of the recommended improvements along
with the estimated cost are included in Table 10 in Section 8.0.
Once the Kentfield parallel force main project is constructed, it is recommended that the District
perform a detailed flow study to confirm the inflow and discharge rates at each of the remaining
pump stations to be rehabilitated. The District’s sewer hydraulic model should also be updated
so that accurate design points can be identified for each pump station.
Each pump station has reliability deficiencies; in order to maintain a safe and operable system, it
is recommended that the District implement the improvements as soon as feasibly possible.
Until the improvements are constructed, it is recommended that the District’s maintenance crews
monitor the condition of the facilities and replace items as necessary, as some of the pump
station equipment is already past the recommended 25-year service life.

8.0

COSTESTIMATES

The rehabilitation cost estimates for each station have been created to provide expected pump
station replacement costs to be used for a long term budgetary analysis, and to assist in the
development of an on-going pump station rehabilitation program.
Pumping facilities rely heavily on mechanical and electrical equipment that wear out. On
average, pumping equipment can be expected to last anywhere from 20 to 30 years with proper
maintenance. Structural facilities should last much longer, at least 50 years, although metal,
wood, and even concrete surfaces all require regular care. Therefore, a 25-year replacement
schedule for all equipment within the pump station is recommended. Rehabilitation of other
items such as pump station roofs and concrete structures can be deferred. The existing structures
are in good condition and the pump station recommendations assumed that the structures do not
have to be replaced during the next pump station rehabilitation.
It is important to keep in mind that numerous uncertainties could alter the future costs and
replacement methods. This study projects costs into the future, when available technology and
relevant regulations are unknown at this time. The rehabilitation costs may increase if electrical
service needs to be upgraded, if additional easements are needed, or if the station needs to be
relocated due to limited space.
The estimates are based on similar construction projects, published unit costs (prevailing wage
rates), and cost index values. All costs include materials and labor and the cost index used at the
time of this estimate is the June 2013 San Francisco Construction Cost Index (index value
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=10388.84). An additional 55% is added to the estimates of probable construction costs to
account for construction contingency (20%), engineering design (15%), project administration,
construction management, permitting and other soft costs (20%). Detailed rehabilitation cost
estimates are included within each individual pump station report. Annual operations and
maintenance costs are not included within this analysis. A list of the sources and assumptions
that were used to develop the cost estimates within this report are included in Table 9.
Table9:CostEstimateSourcesandAssumptions
Item/Work
CostAssumptions
Pumps
Budgetnumberswereobtainedfromsupplierand
escalatedformarkupandinstallation.
Generator

Piping

Structural
Improvements
Electrical

$1,000/kWforinstalledgenerator,fueltankand
accessories.
MaterialscoststakenfromRSMeanscostestimating
guideandincreasedtoaccountforlocationdifferences,
deliveryandinstallation
MaterialscoststakenfromRSMeanscostestimating
guideandincreasedtoaccountforlocationdifferences,
deliveryandinstallation
Costsbasedonexperiencewithrecentprojectsof
similarscopeandsize.

Supplier
SHAPE,Inc.
GarrettYoung
(925)485Ͳ9720
CumminsWest
GuySchullerts
(510)347Ͳ6664






A prioritized list of the recommended system and pump station improvements along with their
estimated costs are included in Table 10. Detailed information about the recommended
improvements are included in the individual pump station reports in Appendix PS-A.
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Table10:PrioritizedPumpStationImprovementsandCosts
Recommended
Priority PumpStation
Improvement
FullPumpStation
1
PS12–BonAir
Rehabilitation
FullPumpStation
2
PS13–Greenbrae
Rehabilitation
3
PS15–Kentfield
NearTermImprovements
4(Note1) KentfieldParallelForceMain
InstallParallelForceMain
5
PS14–Larkspur
NearTermImprovements
FullPumpStation
6
PS24–Eliseo
Rehabilitation
FullPumpStation
7
PS25–S.Eliseo
Rehabilitation
TotalCostofallRecommendedImprovements

CostEstimate
$1,882,000
$3,908,000
$1,124,000
$1,470,000
$1,186,000
$794,000
$794,000
$11,158,000

Note 1. The Kentfield Parallel Force Main is an integral part of the pump station reliability improvements; however,
the City of Larkspur is currently replacing the Bon Air Road Bridge. Construction of the force main is not feasible until
the bridge project is complete. In the meantime a flow meter should be installed and the sewer hydraulic model
should be updated and refined to better define the hydraulic conditions of the pump station and force main.

The costs for diversion of the Riviera Circle flow to the Larkspur Pump Station (PS14) are not
included in this estimate; however, they are included in the IAMP.


9.0

REFERENCES

RMC (January 2007). Sewer System Replacement Master Plan.
Nolte Engineering (September 2004). Central Marin Sanitation Agency Interceptor Network
Hydraulic Model Final Report.
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PS12ͲBONAIRPUMPSTATION

BACKGROUND

The Bon Air Pump Station is located within the Bon Air Shopping center, near the intersection
of Sir Francis Drake Blvd and Barry Way, as shown in Figure 1. The station is a wet-pit/dry-pit
station that was constructed in 1984. A CMU building above the station houses the electrical
equipment and engine generator set. Both the wetwell and drywell are accessed from within this
CMU building, however the two are separated by a CMU wall. Minor pump station
improvements and upgrades have been performed since it was originally constructed including
the addition of a comminutor in 1999. Other than small improvements, the station is largely the
same as when constructed. The pump station discharges to the adjacent combined 30” force
main in Sir Francis Drake Boulevard.

Figure1:BonAirPumpStation

2.0

PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

The Bon Air Pump Station receives sewage from the surrounding residential neighborhoods and
shopping centers. A summary of the stations inflows and firm capacity is shown in Table 1. The
firm capacity (capacity with largest pump out of service) was determined by running the
District’s sewer model with a simulated 10-year flow in the sewer system. The proposed peak
wet weather flow (PWWF) assumes that the sewer system improvements described in RVSD
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Pump Station Assessment report are implemented, which includes diversion of the Riviera Circle
flows to the Kentfield Pump Station (PS14) and the addition of a parallel force main downstream
of the Kentfield Pump Station (PS15).
Table1BonAirPumpStationInflowsandCapacity
ExistingandProposed
Existing
TotalNo.of
ConditionsFirmPumping
Conditions
Pumps
Capacity(MGD)
PWWF(MGD)
2
1.26
1.93

Proposed
ConditionsPWWF
(MGD)
1.51


Based on the District’s sewer model of the proposed conditions, the pumps experience a total
dynamic head (TDH) of approximately 45 feet while conveying the proposed PWWF. This
design point should be confirmed by the pump station design engineer before replacing the
pumping equipment. Additionally, if the parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump
Station is not in place, and if the flows from Riviera Circle are not diverted to the Larkspur Pump
Station, the pump station will need to be designed to convey the existing PWWF.

3.0

PumpStationReliability

The Bon Air Pump Station was evaluated against the reliability criteria detailed in the RVSD
Pump Station Assessment report. Table 2 summarizes the reliability deficiencies identified at the
Bon Air Pump Station.
The station lacks sufficient firm capacity to convey the PWWF; therefore, the pumps need to be
replaced. A bypass pumping connection should be added in a location where a portable pump
can easily convey flows from the wetwell to the bypass connection. This can be achieved by
adding a gate valve and suction piping that extends into the wetwell (for trailer mounted pumps)
and adding a similar connection to the forcemain. If the district prefers to use submersible
bypass pumps, the suction piping would not be required.
In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to automatically start the pumps without
District staff on-site. A secondary level sensor and controller should be added to prevent
overflows in the event of a primary controller failures.
Table2BonAirPumpStationReliabilityAssessment
ReliabilityDeficiency
CorrectiveAction
InsufficientPumpingCapacity IncreasePumpingCapacitytoMeetPWWFwithOnePump
LacksOperableBypass
InstallBypassPumpingConnection
PumpingConnection
LackofRedundantController InstallSecondaryLevelControllerandLevelSensorto
ProvidePumpControlintheEventofaPrimaryController
Failure
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PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The Bon Air Pump Station is equipped with two shaft driven Fairbanks Morse pumps coupled to
15 hp electric motors. The pumps are operated as dual speed pumps, normally operating at low
speeds and increasing to the high speed setting as wetwell levels rise. The pumps are undersized
to handle the PWWF and should be replaced with pumps that provide a firm station capacity
meeting or exceeding the proposed PWWF. Based on preliminary pump sizing, and the hydraulic
conditions determined from the District’s sewer model, it is anticipated that two 20 hp pumps
will provide sufficient firm capacity to meet the proposed PWWF.
Installing new pumps within the existing drywell will require station modifications in order to
provide maintenance access to the pumps. We recommend installing a hoist and rail system in
the motor control room to hoist the pumps out of the pump room and to convey the pumps
outside of the building. The existing wetwell dimensions provide sufficient cycling volumes
however, pump control set-points within the wetwell will need to be adjusted to ensure correct
cycling times for the new pumps. It is also important to note that the existing wetwell intake
configuration doesn’t meet the dimensional requirements recommended by the hydraulic
institute. Alternate wetwell configurations should be considered during the station rehabilitation
design.
Current pump station controls functions at the Bon Air Pump Station are accomplished using a
MicroMac 2400 controller. The primary level sensor is a recently installed pressure sensor. The
current pump control levels are shown in Table 3. In addition to the set points described in Table
3, the MicroMac also provides high- and low-water alarms. Recently, a float switch has been
added to provide a redundant high-water alarm. In the event of a controller failure, there is no
means to automatically operate the pump station. The controller is not equipped with an
uninterruptable power supply (UPS).
Table3BonAirPumpStationPumpingSetPoints
Pump
LowSpeedStart
HighSpeedStart
LowSpeedStop
No. (WetwellDepth,in) (WetwellDepth,in) (WetwellDepth,in)
1
40
55
30
2
45
65
35

HighSpeedStop
(WetwellDepth,in)
47
50

Additionally, the station is equipped with a comminutor within the wetwell that intercepts and
grinds station inflows upstream of pump intakes. District staff has expressed concerns with the
function and reliability of the comminutor. Specifically, if the station experiences a power outage
the comminutor does not restart on generator power. District O&M staff have indicated a
preference for self-cleaning bar screens rather than a comminutor.
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Installation of a self-cleaning bar screen system would require the demolition of the existing
comminutor channels and reforming of the wetwell invert and side walls to mount the bar screen.
Access to the existing wetwell should be improved also, including stairs and a means of lifting
trash/debris from the bar screens. Also, installation of bar screens within a sewage wetwell is not
a common application and the longevity of a bar screen system is uncertain.
If the district feels that screening or grinding is necessary at this station, Schaaf & Wheeler
recommends the installation of a sewage grinder (Muffin Monster). These grinders are
specifically designed to function in wetwells and can be retrofit into the existing channel
configuration without significant structural changes.

5.0

FlowMeasurementandMonitoring

The Bon Air Pump Station is not currently equipped with a flow meter. Although the inflow to
this is station is low relative to other stations within the District, monitoring station flow rates
may prove useful to the District’s modeling efforts and to confirm the flows delivered to the
CMSA treatment plant. Additionally, monitoring station flow rates will allow for early detection
and repair of pump issues. There is not sufficient room within the station to install a flow meter
on the forcemain; therefore, a vault would need to be installed outside to house the meter. Schaaf
& Wheeler recommends installation of a flow meter on the pump station discharge during station
rehabilitation, if funding allows.

6.0

ElectricalAssessment

The existing Motor Control Center (MCC) appears to be in good condition; however its internal
components, including the automatic transfer switch are at the end of their design life.
Additionally, the MCC houses the decommissioned compressors for the abandoned bubbler
system. The MCC should be replaced during the next station rehabilitation.
The station falls under the jurisdiction of NFPA 820 for stations with below grade or partially
below grade drywells, with pump rooms physically separated from the wetwell (Table 4.2, Row
17). NFPA 820 requires drywells to be equipped with continuous forced air ventilation (forced in
and out) capable of providing 6 air changes per hour or the space is considered a Class I,
Division II location and all electrical equipment within it must be explosion proof rated. The
station is equipped with ventilation; however, it only has an intake fan and does not provide 6 air
changes per hour. In order to comply with the requirements of NFPA 820, the existing
ventilation should be replaced with a system that provides intake and exhaust while providing the
minimum number of air changes per hour. Additionally, an alarm needs to be installed on the
ventilation ducting that sends an alarm in the event of air flow loss.
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The station is equipped with a 45kW standby engine generator set that is fueled by natural gas,
which is provided by PG&E. There is no on-site storage for the generator fuel. Like the MCC
and other electrical equipment, the generator has reached its design life and should be replaced
when a full station rehabilitation occurs. When the generator is replaced, it should be replaced
with a diesel-fueled generator, so that the generator is not susceptible to fuel outages from
broken natural gas lines. Additionally, the District should give consideration to upsizing the
generator so that both station pumps are capable of operating on standby power.

7.0

Communications

Communication from the station is accomplished using an autodialer to transmit pump station
alarms. The station is also equipped with a backup cellular autodialer. Table 4 lists the existing
station alarms. Alarms listed in the table that are not currently provided should be added during
the next pump station rehabilitation.
Table4BonAirPumpStationAlarms
RecommendedAlarms
BonAirPumpStationAlarms
CommunicationFailure

PowerFailure

DrywellDoorEntry

WetwellDoorEntry

VentilationFailure

BatteryLow

PumpFailure

HighLevel
X
LowLevel
X
DrywellFlooding
X
GeneratorFailure
X

District staff has indicated that the existing communications system is unreliable and often nonoperational. As such, the communications system at this station should be replaced as soon as
feasible. This work should be coordinated with the District’s system-wide SCADA project to
ensure compatibility between components.

8.0

StructuralAssessment

The building consists of concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls and a concrete roof. Belowground walls and floor slabs are concrete. Aluminum stairs, landings and handrails provide
access down into the dry well. A fixed ladder provides access down into the wet well. The
ground floor of the dry well consists of pump motors, electrical equipment and a natural gas
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powered standby generator. The exterior of the building is covered with ivy.
Overall, the pump station is in good structural condition. No major cracks were observed in
the CMU walls or concrete walls and slabs. In the wet well, some concrete surface
deterioration has occurred due to attack from oxidated sewer gases. Corrosion and subsequent
deterioration of metallic components such as electrical conduit and pipe supports was also
observed in the wet well. In the dry well, some spalling of paint from walls and pipes was
observed. Several locations of corrosion on the discharge piping and staining on the walls was
also observed in the dry well. In a few locations, exterior sidewalks are being pushed upwards,
possibly by the adjacent ivy roots, and are cracking. The pumps, electrical equipment and
standby generator are all anchored to the concrete floor slabs. Suspended items such as the
discharge piping and generator exhaust silencer are supported but not laterally braced.
We recommend performing the following pump station structural improvements during the
next pump station rehabilitation:
1. Provide additional support and lateral bracing of suspended items.
2. Replace corroded and deteriorated metallic items in the wet well.
3. Refurbish the concrete surface coating in the wet well.
4. Refurbish coatings as necessary on piping and walls in the dry well.
5. Replace torn insect screen in the louver in the east wall of the building.
6. Where plywood covers the louver in the north wall of the building, consider removing
the louver and filling in the opening if the louver is not necessary or desirable.
7. Construct new concrete sidewalks at the exterior of the building.

9.0

OdorControl

The Bon Air Pump Station does not currently have an odor control system, and District staff
indicated that there are odor issues at the pump station. An odor control system should be added
to the pump station during the next rehabilitation.

10.0

PumpStationRehabilitationSummary

In order to address reliability issues, code violations and District concerns, there are a number of
pump station improvements that are necessary in the near term. The pumps should be replaced
with pumps that have sufficient capacity to meet the PWWF. The pump discharge forcemain
should be equipped with a bypass pumping connection. The pump controls should be modified to
provide redundant controls. In order to conform to NFPA 820, the existing ventilation system
should be replaced with forced-in and forced-out ventilation capable of providing 6 air changes
per hour. New communications equipment should be installed. A flow meter should be installed
on the station discharge. Lastly, the electrical panels should be evaluated for arc-flash hazard and
labeled appropriately. The costs for these improvements are detailed in Table 5.
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Table5BonAirPumpStationNearTermImprovements
Improvement
Cost
IncreasePumpingCapacitytoMeetPWWF
$75,000
ControlModificationsforNewPumps
$20,000
InstallSCADASystem
$75,000
InstallNewFlowMeter&Vault
$40,000
InstallBypassPumpingConnection
$30,000
ReplaceVentilationSystem&InstallAlarm
$50,000
InstallSecondaryController
$10,000
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanelLabels
$20,000
Total
$320,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
$176,000
Totalw/Contingency
$496,000
The station and its equipment are near their design life and requires significant improvements to
meet code and reliability requirements; therefore, we recommend performing a complete pump
station rehabilitation in the near future. If funding does not allow for a full pump station
rehabilitation at this time, the near term improvements should be addressed in the near future.
Table 6 details the improvements and costs for complete station rehabilitation, including
converting the station to a wetwell-only station with rail-mounted submersible pumps.
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Table6BonAirPumpStationRehabilitationCostEstimate
Item
Size
Make/Material
Comments
Cost
Pumps&Motors
PumpNo.1
20HP
Flygt
ModelN3153MT
$30,000
PumpNo.2
20HP
Flygt
ModelN3153MT
$30,000
Electrical
ElectricalPanel


ExteriorPanels
$150,000
StandbyGenerator

Cummins

$100,000
SCADASystem



$75,000
MiscellaneousElectrical

Wiring,Conduits,etc
$100,000
Piping
DischargePiping
8in
DuctileIron
80LF@$150/LF
$12,000
Fittings
8in
DuctileIron
6EA@$1,500/EA
$9,000
CheckValves
8in
DuctileIron
2EA@$3,000/EA
$6,000
GateValves
8in
DuctileIron
4EA@$3,000/EA
$12,000
InstallBypassPumpingConnection

MiscellaneousEquipment
FlowMeter



$10,000
FlowMeterVaultandAccessHatch

$30,000
AirScrubber



$100,000
(N)EquipmentBuilding


$60,000
SelfͲCleaningBarScreen&ReqdImprovements
(Optional)
$100,000
WetwellRehabilitation&Modifications
StructuralMods&Coating
$250,000
MiscellaneousSiteImprovements
Building,Bollards,Sidewalk,
$40,000
etc.
BypassPumping


DuringConstruction
$75,000
Demolition&Disposal


$25,000
Total $1,214,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
$668,000
Totalw/Contingency $1,882,000
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PumpStationPhotos

Figure2:PumpStationBuilding

Figure3:StandbyEngineGenerator
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Figure4:DrywellAccessStairs

Figure5:Pumps
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PS13ͲGREENBRAEPUMPSTATION

BACKGROUND

The Greenbrae Pump Station is located behind the western corner of the Bon Air Shopping
center, as shown in Figure 1. The station is a wet-pit/dry-pit station that was constructed in 1983.
A CMU building above the station houses the electrical equipment and engine generator set.
Both the wetwell and drywell are accessed from within this CMU building, however the two are
separated by a CMU wall. Minor pump station improvements and upgrades have been performed
since it was originally constructed. Other than small improvements, the station is largely the
same as when constructed.

Figure1:GreenbraePumpStation

2.0

PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

The Greenbrae Pump Station receives sewage from the surrounding residential neighborhoods
and shopping centers. During large flow events the District currently diverts the flows from the
Larkspur Pump Station (PS14) to the Greenbrae Pump Station, and once the Kentfield Pump
Station (PS15) surcharges, flows are diverted through a gravity bypass line to the Greenbrae
Pump Station. As described in the RVSD Pump Station Assessment report, the flows from PS14
and PS15 are no longer diverted to the Greenbrae Pump Station under the proposed conditions.
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A summary of the stations inflows and firm capacity is shown in Table 1. The existing PWWF
does not account for flow diversions from PS14. The firm capacity (capacity with largest pump
out of service) was determined by running the District’s sewer model with a simulated 10-year
flow in the sewer system.
Table1GreenbraePumpStationInflowsandCapacity 
TotalNo. ExistingConditions
Existing
ProposedConditions
ofPumps
FirmPumping
Conditions
FirmPumping
Capacity(MGD)
PWWF(MGD)
Capacity(MGD)
5
10.86
8.97(Note1)
10.74

Proposed
ConditionsPWWF
(MGD)
6.75(Note2)

Note 1: PS13 PWWF includes approximately 3.39 mgd from the PS15 gravity bypass line.
Note 2: PS13 PWWF includes approximately 1.12 mgd from the PS15 gravity bypass line.

Based on the District’s sewer hydraulic model of the proposed conditions, the pumps experience
a total dynamic head (TDH) of approximately 47 feet while conveying the proposed PWWF.
This design point should be confirmed by the pump station design engineer before replacing the
pumping equipment. Additionally, if the parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump
Station is not in place (and other provisions under the proposed conditions described in the
RVSD Pump Station Assessment report) the pump station will need to be designed for a different
flow rate.

3.0

PumpStationReliability

The Greenbrae Pump Station was evaluated against the reliability criteria detailed in the RVSD
Pump Station Assessment report. Table 2 summarizes the reliability deficiencies identified at the
Greenbrae Pump Station.
A bypass pumping connection should be added in a location where a portable pump can easily
convey flows from the wetwell to the bypass connection. This can be achieved by adding a gate
valve and suction piping that extends into the wetwell (for trailer mounted pumps) and adding a
similar connection to the forcemain. If the district prefers to use submersible bypass pumps, the
suction piping would not be necessary.
In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to automatically start the pumps without
District staff on-site. A secondary level sensor and controller should be added to prevent
overflows in the event of a primary controller failures.
The existing PG&E service does not provide sufficient power to run all of the pumps, and when
flows are diverted to PS13 from PS14 and PS15 all pumps are necessary to convey the flows.
Under the proposed conditions, the large pump (200 hp) is not necessary to convey the 10-year
PWWF. Therefore, if the system improvements for the proposed conditions are implemented the
station has sufficient firm capacity and the existing PG&E service is adequate to supply power to
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the station. If the proposed system improvements are not implemented, the PG&E service
should be replaced.
Table2GreenbraePumpStationReliabilityAssessment
ReliabilityDeficiency
CorrectiveAction
LacksOperableBypassPumping InstallBypassPumpingConnection
Connection
LackofRedundantController
InstallSecondaryLevelControllerandLevelSensorto
ProvidePumpControlintheEventofaPrimary
ControllerFailure.

4.0

PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The Greenbrae Pump Station is equipped with two 30 hp shaft driven pumps, two 100 hp shaft
driven pumps and one 200 hp shaft driven pump. The 30 hp pumps are operated as dry weather
low flow pumps. If station inflows increase, the two 100 hp pumps take over and the 30 hp shut
down. If the 100 hp pumps can’t keep up with station inflows, the 200 hp pump takes over.
Under the proposed system conditions the pumps are sufficiently sized to handle the PWWF and
do not require replacement from a capacity standpoint. During the next major pump station
rehabilitation the pump sizing and sequencing should be reevaluated. We estimate that three 30
hp pumps will be adequate to provide a firm capacity large enough to convey the proposed
PWWF.
Current pump station controls functions at the Greenbrae Pump Station are accomplished using a
MicroMac 2400 controller. The primary level sensor is a bubbler. Currently, the pumps are
operated as shown in Table 3. In addition to the set points described in Table 3, the MicroMac
also provides high- and low-water alarms. In the event of a controller failure, there is no means
to automatically operate the pump station. The controller is not equipped with an uninterruptable
power supply (UPS).
Table3GreenbraePumpStationPumpingSetPoints
Pump
PumpSize
PumpStart(Wetwell
No.
(HP)
Depth,ft)
1
30
2.5
2
30
3.6
3
100
7.0
4
100
8.0
5
200
9.0
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Currently, the two small pumps are equipped with variable frequency drives (VFDs) that allow
the pumps to operate at reduced speeds when the station inflows are less than the pumps full
speed capacity. Using Pump No. 1 as a generic example, VFD pump operations follow the
following operating scheme:
1. Wetwell level reaches the Pump No. 1 on level and the pump starts at its minimum
reduced speed (assume 75% of full speed for this example).
2. If the station inflow is less than the pump’s reduced speed capacity, the wetwell will draw
down to the Pump No. 1 off level and the pump will shut off.
3. If station inflow exceeds the pump’s reduced speed capacity, the VFD will increase the
pumps speed (anywhere within the 75% to 100% range) until the wetwell level sensor
senses decreasing wetwell levels. The pump will remain at this speed until the wetwell
level is drawn down to the Pump No. 1 off level.
4. If the wetwell level continues to rise, Pump No. 1 speed will increase to 100%. If Pump
No. 1 can’t draw down the wetwell at 100% speed, Pump No. 2 will start.
This process repeats itself for each of the pumps equipped with a VFD, in sequence. When the
smaller pumps are unable to keep up with station inflows, the larger pumps start in sequence at
full speed. Schaaf & Wheeler recommends keeping the existing operations scheme for the pump
station. That is, having pumps 1 through 4 start with increasing wetwell level and turn off before
the start of pump 5 to not overload the existing electrical utility service. Though the existing
pumps have sufficient capacity for the PWWF under the proposed conditions, District staff has
indicated that they are unreliable and replacement pumps are needed. As such, the existing
pumps should be replaced as soon as practical.
The existing wetwell dimensions provide sufficient cycling volumes without the use of VFDs;
however, District staff has indicated a preference for VFDs and as such, use of VFDs should be
considered by the designer when the pumps are replaced. It is also important to note that the
existing wetwell intake configuration doesn’t meet the dimensional requirements recommended
by the hydraulic institute. Due to the geometry of the existing wetwell, revised wetwell
configurations are not feasible. As such, in order to prevent potential hydraulic issues with the
pumps, additional submergence will be required. This should be investigated in-depth when the
pumps are replaced.
The station is equipped with comminutors in the wetwell that intercept and grind station inflows
upstream of pump intakes. There are bar screens upstream of the comminutors that are manually
cleaned daily. The station experiences heavy debris and rock loading; therefore, the bar screens
are needed to reduce damage to the comminutors and pumps. To reduce the manual
requirements to clean the existing bar screens the District staff would like to replace the existing
bar screens and comminutors with self-cleaning bar screens. Installation of a self-cleaning bar
screen system would require the demolition of the existing comminutor channels and reforming
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of the wetwell invert and side walls to mount the bar screen. This should be considered during
the next pump station rehabilitation.
Additionally, the District would like to consider converting the Greenbrae to a wetwell station
with rail-mounted submersible pumps. The existing dry well is very large and part of it could be
used for other purposes in the future, such as a pump shop.

5.0

FlowMeasurementandMonitoring

The Greenbrae Pump Station is currently equipped with a flow meter to monitor station
discharge rate however it is not connected. In order to make use of the flow meter, Schaaf &
Wheeler recommends installing a data recorder for the meter as soon as funding allows. The
flow meter is aged and we recommend replacing it during the next pump station rehabilitation.
The flow rate data should be conveyed through the SCADA system and stored on the District’s
computer system once the District’s SCADA system is operational.

6.0

ElectricalAssessment

The existing Motor Control Center (MCC) appears to be in good condition; however its internal
components are at the end of their design life. Additionally, conversations with District staff
have indicated that the existing electrical components are unreliable. Because the MCC and
equipment within has reached its design life it is recommended that the MCC be replaced during
the next station rehabilitation.
The station falls under the jurisdiction of NFPA 820 for stations with below grade or partially
below grade drywells, with pump rooms physically separated from the wetwell (Table 4.2, Row
17). NFPA 820 requires drywells to be equipped with forced air ventilation(forced in and out)
capable of providing 6 air changes per hour or the space is considered a Class I, Division II
location and all electrical equipment within it must be explosion proof rated. The station is
equipped with ventilation, however it is not intake and exhaust and does not provide 6 air
changes per hour. Furthermore, one of the two ventilation fans was not installed, further
diminishing the ventilation capacity. In order to comply with the requirements of NFPA 820, the
existing ventilation should be replaced with a system that provides intake and exhaust while
providing the minimum number of air changes per hour.
The station is equipped with a 350kW standby engine generator set that is fueled by diesel. The
generator is housed in a sound-attenuating room within the electrical building. Like the MCC
and other electrical equipment, the generator has reached its design life and should be replaced
when a full station rehabilitation occurs.
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Communications

Communication from the station is accomplished using an autodialer to transmit pump station
alarms. The station is also equipped with a backup cellular autodialer. Table 4 lists the existing
station alarms.
Table4GreenbraePumpStationAlarms
RecommendedAlarms
GreenbraePump
StationAlarms
CommunicationFailure

PowerFailure
X
DrywellEntry
X
WetwellEntry
?
VentilationFailure
X
ControlPanelEntry

SCADAEntry

BatteryLow

PumpFailure
X
HighLevel
X
LowLevel
X
DrywellFlooding
X
GeneratorFailure
X

District staff has indicated that the existing communications system is unreliable and often nonoperational. As such, the communications system at this station should be replaced as soon as
feasible. This work should be coordinated with the District’s system-wide SCADA project to
ensure compatibility between components.

8.0

StructuralAssessment

The building consists of 4" slumpstone concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls and a concrete
roof. Below-ground walls and floor slabs are concrete. The ground floor of the building
consists of a standby diesel generator in an enclosed room, wall-mounted control panels,
restroom, electrical panels mounted on a 4" concrete housekeeping pad and other
miscellaneous equipment. The center of the floor is open down to the pump room below to
allow for removal of the pumps using a 3-ton trolley hoist that runs on an overhead monorail
beam. The walls and ceiling of the ground floor are covered with sound attenuation panels.
Aluminum stairs, landings and handrails provideaccessdownintothedrywellandwetwell.
Atotaloffivepumpsarelocatedonthemiddleandlowerlevelsofthedrywell.Themiddle
levelofthedrywellalsocontainsdischargeandbypasspiping.Thelowerlevelofthedrywell
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consistsofpumpbasesandsuctionanddischargepiping.Thegroundfloorofthewetwell
includesascrubbersystem,motorsforthechannelgrindersandatrolleyhoistthatrunson
anoverheadmonorailbeam.Thelowerlevelofthewetwellincludesanelevatedwalkway
aroundtheheadworks,channelgrindersandthepumpsuctionarea.A1000Ͳgallondiesel
fueltankforthestandbygeneratorisanchoredtoaconcretepadonthewestsideofthe
building.Thetwomonorailbeamsextendoutsidethenorthandsouthwallsofthebuilding
toallowfortruckloading/unloadingofpumpsandotherequipment.
Overall,thepumpstationisingoodstructuralcondition.Nomajorcrackswereobservedin
theCMUwallsorconcretewallsandslabs.Inthewetwell,someconcretesurface
deteriorationhasoccurredduetoattackfromoxidatedsewergases.Corrosionand
subsequentdeteriorationofmetalliccomponentssuchasthebypasspipeandpipesupports
wasalsoobservedinthewetwell.Infact,thebypasspipeiscompletelycorrodedthrough.
Thereissomecorrosiononpumpsstandsandbases,exteriordoorsanddoorframesandthe
dieselfueltank.Theexteriorportionsofthemonorailbeamsandtheirsupportsshowsigns
ofpeelingpaintandcorrosion,especiallyatthenorthwallofthebuilding.Suspendeditems
suchaselectricalconduit,lightingandpipingaresupportedbutnotlaterallybraced.
Recommendedpumpstationimprovementsinclude:
1. Provideadditionalsupportandlateralbracingofsuspendeditems.
2. Replacecorrodedanddeterioratedmetallicitemsinthewetwellincludingthebypass
pipe.
3. Refurbishtheconcretesurfacecoatinginthewetwell.
4. Refurbishcoatingsasnecessarythroughoutthepumpstationincludingpiping,pump
standsandbases,doorsanddoorframes,monorailbeamsandtheirsupportsandthe
dieselfueltank.
5. Tightenanchorboltsonallequipmentandreplacenutswheretheyaremissing.

9.0

OdorControl

An air scrubber was added to the Greenbrae pump station during the last pump station
rehabilitation in 1983, which appears to be adequate to control the wetwell odors. The odor
control equipment is in working condition; however, it is reaching its useful life and should be
replaced during the next pump station rehabilitation.

10.0

PumpStationRehabilitationSummary

In order to address reliability issues and code violations at the Greenbrae Pump Station, there are
a number of pump station improvements that are necessary in the near term. The pump discharge
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forcemain should be equipped with a bypass pumping connection. The pump controls should be
modified to provide redundant controls. In order to conform to NFPA 820, the existing
ventilation system should be replaced with forced-in and forced-out ventilation capable of
providing 6 air changes per hour. The electrical panels should be evaluated for arc-flash hazard
and labeled appropriately. We also recommend installing SCADA system and connecting the
existing flow meter to the SCADA system. The costs for these improvements are detailed in
Table 5.
Table5GreenbraePumpStationNearTermImprovements
Improvement
Cost
InstallBypassPumpingConnection
$60,000
InstallSCADASystem
$125,000
ConnectExistingFlowMetertoNew
Includedin
SCADAEquipment
Communications
ReplaceVentilationSystem&InstallAlarm
$150,000
InstallSecondaryController
$20,000
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanelLabels
$20,000
Total
$375,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
$206,000
Totalw/Contingency
$581,000
The station and its equipment has exceeded the design life; therefore, we recommend performing
a full pump station rehabilitation at the Greenbrae Pump Station in the near future. If funding
does not allow for a full pump station rehabilitation at this time, the near term improvements
should be addressed in the near future. Table 6 details the improvements and costs for complete
station rehabilitation. This estimate does not include the costs to convert the station to a wetwell
station with rail-mounted submersible pumps; however, this conversion should be considered
during design.
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Table6GreenbraePumpStationRehabilitationCostEstimate
Item
Size
Make/Material
Comments
Cost
Pumps&Motors
PumpNo.1
30HP
Flygt
ModelN3171MT
$50,000
PumpNo.2
30HP
Flygt
ModelN3171MT
$50,000
PumpNo.3
30HP
Flygt
ModelN3171MT
$50,000
Electrical
ElectricalPanel



$400,000
StandbyGenerator

Cummins

$300,000
SCADASystem



$125,000
MiscellaneousElectrical

Wiring,Conduits,etc
$200,000
Piping
DischargePiping
10in
DuctileIron
60LF@$200/LF
$12,000
Fittings
10in
DuctileIron
9EA@$3,000/EA
$27,000
CheckValves
10in
DuctileIron
3EA@$6,000/EA
$18,000
GateValves
10in
DuctileIron
6EA@$4,000?EA
$24,000
BypassPumpingConnection


$60,000
Misc.Piping



$25,000
MiscellaneousEquipment
FlowMeter



$30,000
OdorControlSystem


$200,000
VentilationSystem



$150,000
SelfͲCleaningBarScreen&ReqdImprovements
(Optional)
$200,000
BuildingModifications


$50,000
WetwellRehabilitation&Modifications
StructuralRepair&Coating
$300,000
MiscellaneousSiteImprovements
Pavement,Building,Etc.
$50,000
BypassPumping


DuringConstruction
$125,000
Demolition&Disposal


$75,000
Total $2,521,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr. $1,387,000
Totalw/Contingency $3,908,000
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PumpStationPhotos

Figure2:Wetwell

Figure3:LowFlow(30HP)Pumps
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Figure4:MediumFlow(100HP)Pumps












Figure5:HighFlow(200HP)PumpFigure6:WetwellCorrosion
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PS14ͲLARKSPURPUMPSTATION

BACKGROUND

The Larkspur Pump Station is located at 200 Doherty Drive, as shown in Figure 1. The station is
a wet-pit/dry-pit station that was originally constructed in 1989. A CMU building above the
station houses the electrical equipment. Both the wetwell and drywell are accessed from within
this CMU building, however the two are separated by a CMU wall. The engine generator and
fuel tank are located outside of the pump station building. In 2010 the pump station received
significant mechanical improvements including new station piping, effluent flow meter, odor
scrubbing system, and engine generator set.
The Larkspur Pump Station has an 18-inch force main that discharges into the 42-inch combined
force main. There is a valve upstream of this confluence that allows the Larkspur flows to be
diverted to the Greenbrae Pump Station. The diversion is used to alleviate the head pressures at
the Larkspur Pump Station during large flow events; however, this diversion, in combination
with bypass flows from the Kentfield Pump Station, overwhelm the Greenbrae Pump Station.

Figure1:LarkspurPumpStation
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PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

The Larkspur Pump Station receives sewage from the surrounding residential neighborhoods and
shopping centers. A summary of the stations inflows and firm capacity is shown in Table 1. The
firm capacity (capacity with largest pump out of service) was determined by running the
District’s sewer model with a simulated 10-year flow in the sewer system. The proposed PWWF
includes flows from the Riviera Circle system as described in the RVSD Pump Station
Assessment report.
Table1LarkspurPumpStationInflowsandCapacity

TotalNo. ExistingConditions
Existing
ProposedConditions
ofPumps
FirmPumping
Conditions
FirmPumping
Capacity(MGD)
PWWF(MGD)
Capacity(MGD)
3
8.74
9.87
8.67

Proposed
ConditionsPWWF
(MGD)
9.87



3.0

PumpStationReliability

The Larkspur Pump Station was evaluated against the reliability criteria detailed in the RVSD
Pump Station Assessment report, and a summary of the evaluation is included in Table 2.
The pump station does not have sufficient firm capacity to convey the PWWF; therefore, the
pumps need to be replaced. Once the proposed parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield
Pump Station is constructed the Greenbrae Pump Station will have surplus capacity and the
Larkspur force main can be throttled to the Greenbrae Pump Station. This is only recommended
for the interim condition before the pumps are replaced at the Larkspur Pump Station.
In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to automatically start the pumps without
District staff on-site. A secondary level sensor and controller should be added to prevent
overflows in the event of a primary controller failure.
There is a bypass pumping connection in a vault adjacent to the pump station so that a portable
pump can be used to convey flows from the wetwell to the bypass connection. The addition of a
suction piping that extends into the wetwell (for trailer mounted pumps) should be considered in
the future.
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Table2LarkspurPumpStationReliabilityAssessment
ReliabilityDeficiency
CorrectiveAction
InsufficientPumpingCapacity
IncreaseFirmPumpingCapacitytoMeetPWWF
LackofRedundantController
InstallSecondaryLevelControllerandLevelSensorto
ProvidePumpControlintheEventofaPrimary
ControllerFailure

4.0

PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The Larkspur Pump Station is equipped with three 75 hp shaft driven pumps. The pumps are not
sufficiently sized to handle the PWWF and require replacement from a capacity standpoint.
Current pump station controls functions at the Larkspur Pump Station are accomplished using a
Vari-Gage 3300 controller. The primary level sensor is a bubbler system. Currently, the pumps
are operated as shown in Table 3. In addition to the set points described in Table 3, the controller
also provides high- and low-water alarms. In the event of a controller failure, there is no means
to automatically operate the pump station. The control system is backed-up by a UPS system to
maintain control equipment in operation during transients and short duration pump station power
failures. Control equipment is located on a control panel adjacent to the Motor Control Center
(MCC) equipment.
Table3LarkspurPumpStationPumpingSetPoints
Pump
PumpSize
PumpStart(Wetwell
No.
(HP)
Depth,ft)
1
75
3.5
2
75
4.5
3
75
5.0

PumpStop(Wetwell
Depth,ft)
3.0
3.6
4.0

Currently, the pumps are equipped with variable frequency drives (VFDs) that allow the pumps
to operate at reduced speeds when the station inflows are less than the pumps full speed capacity.
Using Pump No. 1 as a generic example, VFD pump operations follow the following operating
scheme:
1. Wetwell level reaches the Pump No. 1 on level and the pump starts at its minimum
reduced speed (assume 75% of full speed for this example).
2. If the station inflow is less than the pump’s reduced speed capacity, the wetwell will draw
down to the Pump No. 1 off level and the pump will shut off.
3. If station inflow exceeds the pump’s reduced speed capacity, the VFD will increase the
pumps speed (anywhere within the 75% to 100% range) until the wetwell level sensor
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senses decreasing wetwell levels. The pump will remain at this speed until the wetwell
level is drawn down to the Pump No. 1 off level.
4. If the wetwell level continues to rise, Pump No. 1 speed will increase to 100%. If Pump
No. 1 can’t draw down the wetwell at 100% speed, Pump No. 2 will start.

This process repeats itself for each of the pumps, in sequence. Schaaf & Wheeler recommends
keeping the existing operations scheme for the pump station. That is, having pumps 1 through 3
start with increasing wetwell level.
The size of the existing wetwell is too small to provide sufficient cycling volumes without the
use of VFDs. It is also important to note that the existing wetwell intake configuration doesn’t
meet the dimensional requirements recommended by the hydraulic institute. Due to the geometry
of the existing wetwell, revised wetwell configurations may not be feasible. As such, in order to
prevent potential hydraulic issues with the pumps, additional submergence will be required. This
should be investigated in-depth when the pumps are replaced.
Lastly, the station is equipped with a comminutor within the wetwell that intercepts and grinds
station inflows upstream of pump intakes. District staff has expressed concerns with the function
and reliability of the comminutor, indicating a preference for self-cleaning bar screens rather
than a comminutor.
Installation of a self-cleaning bar screen system would require the demolition of the existing
comminutor channels and reforming of the wetwell invert and side walls to mount the bar screen.
Installation of bar screens within a sewage wetwell is not a common application and is generally
not recommended unless the station experiences a considerable amount of heavy debris that
would damage the grinders and/or pumps.
If the district feels that screening or grinding is necessary at this station, Schaaf & Wheeler
recommends installing sewage grinder (Muffin Monster) during the next pump station
rehabilitation. These grinders are specifically designed to function in wetwells and can be retrofit
into the existing channel configuration without significant structural changes.

5.0

FlowMeasurementandMonitoring

The Larkspur Pump Station is currently equipped with a flow meter to monitor station discharge
rate however it is only displays information to a local display within the control panel. In order to
make use of the flow meter, Schaaf & Wheeler recommends installing a data recorder for the
meter as soon as funding allows. The flow meter is aged and we recommend replacing it during
the next pump station rehabilitation. The flow rate data should be conveyed through the SCADA
system and stored on the District’s computer system once the District’s SCADA system is
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operational. A vault for installation of a new flow meter was included in the most recent pump
station upgrades.

6.0

ElectricalAssessment

The existing Motor Control Center (MCC) is in good condition and is expected to satisfactorily
performed its function for the next 20 years with proper maintenance.
The station falls under the recommended practices and guidelines of NFPA 820 for stations with
below grade or partially below grade drywells, with pump rooms physically separated from the
wet well (Table 4.2 Row 17). NFPA 820 requires drywells to be equipped with forced air
ventilation (forced in and out) capable of providing 6 air changes per hours or the space is
considered a Class 1, Division 2 location and all electrical equipment within must be explosion
proof rated. The dry well ventilation system consist only of a roof mounted exhaust fan,
therefore the dry well does not meet NFPA 820 guide lines and shall be upgraded to have the
required ventilation system.
The wet well is equipped with air scrubber system that draws air from the bottom of the floor
above the wet pit and above the channel conveying sewage to the wet well below. Make up air is
provided by a roof mounted vent. The electrical equipment in the wet well appears properly
rated for the Class 1, Division 1 environment of the wet pit.
It was noted that some of the conduits leaving the wet pit area towards the control room are not
provided with sealing fittings as required by NFPA 70 (National Electrical Code). Some conduit
fittings are also missing the covers providing a clear passage for gasses to move from the wet pit
to the control room equipment.
The station is equipped with a 255 kW standby engine generator set that is fueled by diesel and
provided with a sound attenuating enclosure. A 500 gallon, double wall, fuel storage tank is
located next to the standby generator and is equipped with leak detection and overfill alarms.
Both the standby generator and fuel storage tanks are in good conditions.

7.0

Communications

Communication from the station is accomplished using an autodialer to transmit pump station
alarms. The station is also equipped with a backup cellular autodialer. Table 4 indicates the
existing station alarms. Alarms listed in the table that are not currently provided should be added
during the next pump station rehabilitation.
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Table4LarkspurPumpStationAlarms
RecommendedAlarms
LarkspurPump
StationAlarms
CommunicationFailure

PowerFailure
X
DrywellEntry
X
WetwellEntry
X
VentilationFailure
X
BatteryLow

PumpFailure
X
HighLevel
X
LowLevel
X
DrywellFlooding
X
GeneratorFailure
X

District staff has indicated that the existing communications system is unreliable and often nonoperational. As such, the communications system at this station should be replaced as soon as
feasible. This work should be coordinated with the District’s system-wide SCADA project to
ensure compatibility between components.

8.0

StructuralAssessment

The building consists of 5-score split-face concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls and a wood
roof. Below-ground walls and floor slabs are concrete. Aluminum stairs, landings and
handrails provide access down into the dry and wet wells. The ground floor of the dry well
consists of electrical/control panels and an electric hoist with geared trolley. A middle level
consists of a platform covered in grating that is suspended from the ground floor concrete slab.
The lower level of the dry well consists of three pumps. Each pump motor sits on a stand that
is anchored to a concrete pad, and the associated discharge pipe is supported by a separate
concrete pedestal. The discharge pipe manifold is supported by three steel I-beams spanning
between the concrete walls. The lower level of the wet well consists of an inlet channel, slide
gate, and grinder. Just below the roof of the wet well is a hoist beam. Outside of the pump
station building is a diesel standby generator and fuel tank, both anchored to raised concrete
pads. A separate valve vault with a double hatch is located on the pump station site, and the
entire site is enclosed by chain link fence.
General Condition: Overall, the pump station is in good structural condition. Some cracks
were observed in the ground floor concrete slab of the wet well near the stairs and in the beam
over the stairs. The age and cause of these cracks was not readily apparent. There is also some
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minor corrosion on the pump stands and discharge pipe bases in the lower level of the dry well.
The pumps, electrical equipment, standby generator, and fuel tank are all anchored to their
concrete slabs and pads.
Recommended pump station improvements include:
1. Monitor existing cracks in ground floor concrete slab of the wetwell to determine if
they continue to widen and lengthen. If additional cracking is observed, further
structural evaluation should be performed, and a structural repair, such as epoxy crack
injection, should be considered.

9.0

OdorControl

An air scrubber was added to the Larkspur Pump Station during the last pump station
rehabilitation in 2010, which appears to be adequate to control the wetwell odors. The odor
control equipment is in good working condition and does not require improvements at this
time.

10.0

PumpStationRehabilitationSummary

In order to address reliability issues and code violations, there are a number of pump station
improvements that are required in the near term. The pumps should be upsized in order to
convey the proposed PWWF. The PG&E electrical service needs to be replaced in order to
accommodate the new pumps. Additionally, the generator needs to be replaced in order to serve
the upsized pumps. The pump controls should be modified to provide redundant controls. Lastly,
the electrical panels should be evaluated for arc-flash hazard and labeled appropriately. The costs
for these improvements are detailed in Table 5.
Table5LarkspurPumpStationNearTermImprovements
Improvement
Cost
ReplaceExistingPumps
$260,000
InstallSCADASystem
$75,000
ConnectExistingFlowMetertoNew
Includedin
CommunicationsEquipment
Communications
ReplacePG&EElectricalService
$60,000
ReplaceEGSet
$300,000
InstallSecondaryController
$50,000
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanelLabels
$20,000
Total
$765,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
421,000
Totalw/Contingency
$1,186,000
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Although most of the station equipment has been recently rehabilitated, some of the remaining
equipment has exceeded its design life. As such, the condition and age of the equipment should
be monitored and replaced as necessary to maintain a reliable pump station. The costs for a
complete pump station rehabilitation are included in Table 6. These costs can be used to plan for
future rehabilitation of the pump station.
Table6LarkspurPumpStationRehabilitationCostEstimate
Item
Size
Make/Material
Comments
Cost
Pumps&Motors
PumpNo.1
85HP
Flygt
ModelN3301MT
$90,000
PumpNo.2
85HP
Flygt
ModelN3301MT
$90,000
PumpNo.3
85HP
Flygt
ModelN3301MT
$90,000
Electrical
ElectricalPanel



$300,000
(N)PG&EService



$50,000
StandbyGenerator

Cummins

$300,000
SCADASystem



$75,000
MiscellaneousElectrical

Wiring,Conduits,etc
$200,000
Piping
DischargePiping
12in
DuctileIron
60LF@$300/LF
$18,000
Fittings
12in
DuctileIron
9EA@$4,000/EA
$36,000
CheckValves
12in
DuctileIron
3EA@$8,000/EA
$24,000
GateValves
12in
DuctileIron
6EA@$6,000/EA
$36,000
BypassPumpingConnection


$30,000
Misc.Piping



$25,000
MiscellaneousEquipment
FlowMeter


(Optional)
$30,000
OdorControlSystem


$100,000
VentilationSystem



$50,000
SelfͲCleaningBarScreen&ReqdImprovements
(Optional)
$150,000
WetwellRehabilitation&Modifications
StructuralRepair&Coating
$60,000
MiscellaneousSiteImprovements
Pavement,Building,Etc.
$25,000
BypassPumping


DuringConstruction
$50,000
Demolition&Disposal


$40,000
Total $1,869,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr. $1,028,000
Totalw/Contingency $2,897,000
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PumpStationPhotos

Figure2:Wetwell

Figure3:Pumps
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Figure4:EngineGeneratorandFuelTank



Figure5:CrackingConcreteinWetwell
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Figure6:PumpStationExterior
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PS15ͲKENTFIELDPUMPSTATION

BACKGROUND

The Kentfield Pump Station (PS15) is located adjacent to Corte Madera Creek, near the
intersection of Stadium Ave and McAllister Ave, as shown in Figure 1. The station is a wetpit/dry-pit station that was originally constructed in 1971. A CMU building above the station
houses the electrical equipment. Both the wetwell and drywell are accessed from within the
CMU building, however the two are separated by a CMU wall. The engine generator and fuel
tank are located outside of the pump station building with the generator in a large soundattenuating enclosure. In 2002 the pump station was rehabilitated and all of the major pump
station equipment was replaced.

Figure1:KentfieldPumpStation

2.0

PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

The Kentfield Pump Station receives sewage from the surrounding residential neighborhoods. A
summary of the stations inflows and firm capacity is shown in Table 1. The firm capacity
(capacity with largest pump out of service) was determined by running the District’s sewer
model with a simulated 10-year flow in the sewer system.
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Table1KentfieldPumpStationInflowsandCapacity

TotalNo.
ExistingConditions
Existing
ProposedConditions
Proposed
ofPumps
FirmPumping
Conditions
FirmPumpingCapacity
Conditions
Capacity(MGD)
PWWF(MGD)
(MGD)*
PWWF(MGD)*
5
37.9
43.1
41.9
43.1
*Includes the proposed parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump Station, as
described in the RVSD Pump Station Assessment report.

3.0

PumpStationReliability

The Kentfield Pump station was evaluated against the reliability criteria detailed in the RVSD
Pump Station Assessment report. Table 2 summarizes the reliability deficiencies and
recommended corrective action. Notably, District staff indicated problematic VFDs and
difficulty obtaining replacement parts for the VFDs as one of their main concerns about the
Kentfield Pump Station. The VFDs should be replaced as soon as feasible.
The pump station does not have sufficient firm capacity to convey the PWWF under existing
conditions. Modeling results indicate that the pump station will have additional capacity if a
parallel force main is added between Bon Air Road and Corte Real, where there is only a single
32-inch force main. The parallel force main will also provide redundancy in the force main
system. While the Kentfield Pump Station does not have sufficient capacity under the proposed
conditions, the station has a gravity bypass that line that conveys surcharged flows to the
Greenbrae Pump Station (PS13). The pump station was modeled with and without the bypass
line operating and the lack of capacity at PS15 does not cause overflows in the upstream system.
Therefore, from a reliability standpoint the pump station does not need to be upsized. When the
pump station is rehabilitated in the future, the inflow rate should be reevaluated and designed
appropriately.
In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to automatically start the pumps without
District staff on-site. A secondary level sensor and controller should be added to prevent
overflows in the event of a primary controller failures.
Lastly, a bypass pumping connection should be added in a location where a portable pump can
easily convey flows from the wetwell to the bypass connection. This can be achieved by adding a
gate valve and suction piping that extends into the wetwell (for trailer mounted pumps) and
adding a similar connection to the force main.
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Table2KentfieldPumpStationReliabilityAssessment
ReliabilityDeficiency
CorrectiveAction
InsufficientPumpingCapacity
Install27”parallelforcemaindownstreamofPS15.
UnreliablePumpStarters/VFDs
ReplaceVFDs
LackofRedundantController
Installsecondarylevelcontrollerandlevelsensorto
providepumpcontrolintheeventofaprimarycontroller
failure
LacksBypassPumping
Installbypasspumpingconnectionontheforcemain
Connection

4.0

PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The Kentfield station is equipped with two 75 hp shaft driven pumps and three 400 hp shaft
driven pumps. All pumps operate with variable frequency drives (VFDs). Under dry weather
conditions, the two 75 hp pumps are sufficiently sized to handle station inflows. When station
inflows exceed the capacity of the 75 hp pumps, the 400 hp pumps are used to convey the excess
flow.
Current pump station controls functions are accomplished using two Varimac 3300 controllers
(one for 75 hp pumps and one for 400 hp pumps). The primary level sensor is a bubbler system.
Currently, the pumps are operated as shown in Table 3. In addition to the set points described in
Table 3, the controller also provides high- and low-water alarms. In the event of a controller
failure, there is no means to automatically operate the pump station. Additionally, the controller
is not equipped with an uninterruptable power supply (UPS)
Table3KentfieldPumpStationPumpingSetPoints
Pump
PumpSize
PumpStart(Wetwell
No.
(HP)
Depth,ft)
1
75
6.6
2
75
7.5
3
400
10.0
4
400
10.8
5
400
11.6

PumpStop(Wetwell
Depth,ft)
4.1
5.0
6.6
7.5
9.2

As previously stated, the pumps are equipped with VFDs that allow the pumps to operate at
reduced speeds when the station inflows are less than the pumps full speed capacity. Using Pump
No. 1 as a generic example, VFD pump operations follow the following operating scheme:
1. Wetwell level reaches the Pump No. 1 on level and the pump starts at its minimum
reduced speed (assume 75% of full speed for this example).
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2. If the station inflow is less than the pump’s reduced speed capacity, the wetwell will draw
down to the Pump No. 1 off level and the pump will shut off.
3. If station inflow exceeds the pump’s reduced speed capacity, the VFD will increase the
pumps speed (anywhere within the 75% to 100% range) until the wetwell level sensor
senses decreasing wetwell levels. The pump will remain at this speed until the wetwell
level is drawn down to the Pump No. 1 off level.
4. If the wetwell level continues to rise, Pump No. 1 speed will increase to 100%. If Pump
No. 1 can’t draw down the wetwell at 100% speed, Pump No. 2 will start.

This process repeats itself for each of the pumps, in sequence. Schaaf & Wheeler recommends
keeping the existing operations scheme and set levels for the pump station. That is, having
pumps 1 through 5 start with increasing wetwell level.
Though record drawings for the wetwell are not available, observation leads us to believe the
size of the existing wetwell is too small to provide sufficient cycling volumes without the use of
VFDs for the large pumps. It is also important to note that the existing wetwell intake
configuration does not likely meet the dimensional requirements recommended by the hydraulic
institute. Due to the geometry of the existing wetwell, revised wetwell configurations may not be
feasible. The large pumps (400 hp) only run during rainfall events; therefore, expansion of the
wetwell to accommodate the infrequently used pumps may not be warranted. There are no
known issues with the pumps; therefore, we recommend the District continue to operate the
station as currently configured. The wetwell should be evaluated during the next major pump
station rehabilitation, and if there are any concerns a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
model of the wetwell should be developed to confirm that there will not be any hydraulic issues
during normal pump station operation.
The station is equipped with two comminutors in the wetwell that intercept and grind station
inflows upstream of pump intakes. There are bar screens upstream of the comminutors that are
manually cleaned daily. The station experiences heavy debris and rock loading; therefore, the
bar screens are needed to reduce damage to the comminutors and pumps. To reduce the manual
requirements to clean the existing bar screens the District staff would like to replace the existing
bar screens and comminutors with self-cleaning bar screens. Installation of a self-cleaning bar
screen system would require the demolition of the existing comminutor channels and reforming
of the wetwell invert and side walls to mount the bar screen. This should be considered during
the next pump station rehabilitation.

5.0

FlowMeasurementandMonitoring

The station is not currently equipped with a flow meter to monitor station discharge; however,
there is a vault on the station discharge line that was designed for the installation of a flow meter.
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Installation of a flow meter at this location is highly recommended. Monitoring the flows from
this station would allow the District to monitor pump performance and determine if pump
maintenance is needed. Additionally, once flow meters are installed at all major pump stations
the total volume of flow delivered to the CMSA treatment plant can be determined.

6.0

ElectricalAssessment

The Kentfield Pump Station is served at 12 kV distribution service voltage by PG&E, therefore
power to the pump station is a primary metered service. The main service disconnect consists of
an outdoor 12 kV circuit breaker owned by the District. The District also owns the pad mounted
transformer, secondary bolted pressure contact switch type with fuses and automatic transfer
switch, all outdoor equipment located in close proximity to each other. The equipment has not
been maintained for years and is in need of maintenance, testing, cleaning, and possible
replacement depending on the testing results. Testing service for this equipment shall follow the
guidelines of NETA ATS.
The pump station is equipped with a 1500 kW standby engine generator, with 800 kW radiator
mounted load bank. The standby generator set is fueled by diesel and is provided with a sound
attenuating drop-off enclosure. A 6,000 gallon, double wall, fuel storage tank is located next to
the standby generator and is equipped with leak detection and overfill alarms. Both the standby
generator and fuel storage tanks are in good conditions. The generator has the capacity to run the
pump station equipment at their maximum operating capacity.
An indoor distribution switchboard receives power from the automatic transfer switch and
distributes it to the 400 HP VFD drives, MCC for the 75 HP pumps and other pump station
equipment. The Motor Control Center (MCC) located in the control room is in good condition
and is expected to satisfactorily perform its function for the next 20 years with proper
maintenance.
The station falls under the recommended practices and guidelines of NFPA 820 for stations with
below grade or partially below grade drywells, with pump rooms physically separated from the
wet well (Table 4.2 Row 17). NFPA 820 requires drywells to be equipped with forced air
ventilation (forced air in and out) capable of providing 6 air changes per hours or the space is
considered a Class 1, Division 2 location and all electrical equipment within must be explosion
proof rated. The Kentfield Pump Station dry well is provided with a ventilation system that
seems to be consistent with the ventilation requirements of NFPA 820. The number of air
changes will need to be confirmed by measurement or by calculations to ensure compliance with
the NFPA 820 guidelines.
The wet well is equipped with air scrubber system that draws air from the wet well. It was not
evident where the make up air is provided for the wet well. The electrical equipment in the wet
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well appears properly rated for the Class 1, Division 1 environment of the wet pit, however it
started to show signs of deterioration and shall be considered for replacement in the next 5 years.

7.0

Communications

Communication from the station is accomplished using an autodialer to transmit pump station
alarms. The station is also equipped with a backup cellular autodialer. Table 4 is a partial list of
the current alarms at the Kentfield Pump Station. Alarms listed in the table that are not currently
provided should be added during the next pump station rehabilitation.
Table4KentfieldPumpStationAlarms
RecommendedAlarms
KentfieldPumpStationAlarms
CommunicationFailure

PowerFailure
X
DrywellEntry

WetwellEntry

VentilationFailure
X
BatteryLow

PumpFailure
X
HighLevel
X
LowLevel
X
DrywellFlooding
X
GeneratorFailure
X

District staff has indicated that the existing communications system is unreliable and often nonoperational. As such, the communications system at this station should be replaced as soon as
feasible. This work should be coordinated with the District’s system-wide SCADA project to
ensure compatibility between components.

8.0

StructuralAssessment

The building consists of 4” slump stone concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls, concrete
pilasters, and a concrete roof. Below-ground walls and floor slabs are concrete. Aluminum
stairs, landings and handrails provide access down into the dry and wet wells. The ground
floor of the dry well consists of three large pump motors, electrical/control panels, a 2-ton hoist
for removing pump components, and other miscellaneous equipment. The middle level of the
dry well consists of two smaller pump motors and the discharge piping for all of the pumps.
The stainless steel discharge pipe manifold is supported by pipe hangers and wall-mounted
angle brackets. The lower level of the dry well consists of the suction piping and bases for all
of the pumps. The wet well consists of inlet channels and gates, bar screens, two grinders, and
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the main wet well chamber. Outside of the pump station building is a large diesel standby
generator, diesel fuel tank, and miscellaneous electrical equipment. The pump station site is
enclosed by chain link fencing with wood slats and topped with barbed wire.
Overall, the pump station is in good structural condition. No major cracks were observed in
the CMU walls or concrete walls and slabs. In the middle level of the dry well, a few small
cracks were observed along with peeling paint on the walls and ceiling. In the lower level of
the dry well, some standing water on the floor and corrosion on the pump stands and bases was
observed. In the wet well, there is some corrosion of metallic components and chipping of the
concrete liner. There is also a ventilation duct which is in very poor condition. On the chain
link fence, some of the wood slats are broken, and the barbed wire is corroded. The pumps and
electrical equipment are all anchored to the concrete floor slabs. Some suspended items such
as pipes, conduits, and a large fan in the ground level of the dry well are supported but not
laterally braced.
Recommended pumps station improvements include:
1. Provide additional support and lateral bracing of suspended items.
2. Replace corroded and deteriorated metallic items in the wet well.
3. Refurbish the concrete surface coating in the wet well.
4. Replace the ventilation duct in the wet well.
5. If desired, replace the slats and barbed wire on the perimeter chain link fence.
Many of the above listed items are not critical at this time, and repairs should be made as soon
as practical, with precedence going to other more critical stations and their necessary
improvements. With that said, it is anticipated to be some time until a full station rehabilitation
occurs and delaying the above listed improvements until a station rehabilitation occurs is not
recommended.

9.0

OdorControl

The Kentfield Pump Station currently uses carbon beds to control the wetwell odors. District
staff indicated that the station still experiences odor issues during certain times of year. The
odor control system should be replaced during the next pump station rehabilitation.
Additionally, if self-cleaning bar screens are added to the wetwell additional ventilation may
be necessary to control the odors of the screened material.

ȱ
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In order to address reliability issues and code violations, there are a number of pump station
improvements that are required in the near future. The VFDs should be replaced with modern
VFDs that has parts and replacement units readily available. The station should be equipped with
a bypass pumping connection. The pump controls should be modified to provide redundant
controls. The electrical panels should be evaluated for arc-flash hazard and labeled appropriately.
The existing electrical service and transformer should tested, serviced, and replaced if necessary.
A flow meter should be placed in the existing vault and a SCADA system should be installed to
provide reliable pump station monitoring. The costs for these improvements are detailed in
Table 5. This estimate assumes that the transformer does not need to be replaced, if it does, the
cost would increase by approximately $60,000.
Table5KentfieldPumpStationNearTermImprovements
Improvement
Cost
ReplaceExistingVFDs
$400,000
InstallBypassPumpingConnection
$60,000
InstallSecondaryController
$50,000
InstallFlowMeter
$50,000
InstallSCADASystem
$125,000
TestandServiceTransformer
$20,000
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanelLabels
$20,000
Total
$725,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
$399,000
Totalw/Contingency
$1,124,000
In addition to the improvements listed above, a parallel force main should be installed along
South Eliseo Drive between Bon Air Road and Corte Real. Preliminary force main sizing
indicates that 27” parallel force main is required. A planning level cost estimate for the force
main and junction structures is shown in Table 6.
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Table6KentfieldParallelForceMainCostEstimate
Improvement
Quantity
27”DiameterFusedHDPEw/
1,700LF
Installation
TrafficControl
1
JunctionStructures
2
AirReleaseValves(assumedquantity)
5
UtilityRelocation(assumedquantity)
10

UnitCost
$300

Cost
$510,000

$40,000
$40,000
$50,000
$100,000
$10,000
$50,000
$10,000
$100,000
Total
$800,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr. $440,000
Permitting $230,000
Totalw/Contingency $1,470,000

The station is in good condition and the equipment is relatively new; therefore, a full pump
station rehabilitation is not necessary in the near future. The listed near term improvements
should be implemented in the near future, and the District should plan for a full pump station
rehabilitation as the station reaches its useful life. Full station rehabilitation costs are provided in
Table 7 for budgeting of future capital improvements. The rehabilitation costs assume that all
major mechanical and electrical equipment will be replaced, the wetwell will be rehabilitated,
and only minor building improvements will be necessary.
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Table7KentfieldPumpStationRehabilitationCostEstimate
Item
Size
Make/Material
Comments
Pumps&Motors
PumpNo.1
75HP
Flygt

PumpNo.2
75HP
Flygt

PumpNo.3
400HP
Flygt

PumpNo.4
400HP
Flygt

PumpNo.5
400HP
Flygt

Electrical
ElectricalPanel



StandbyGenerator

Cummins

SCADASystem



MiscellaneousElectrical

Wiring,Conduits,etc
Piping
DischargePiping
27in
DuctileIron
120LF@$500/LF
DischargePiping
12in
DuctileIron
80LF@$300/LF
Fittings
27in
Steel
9EA@$8,000/EA
Fittings
12in
DuctileIron
6EA@$4,000/EA
CheckValves
27in
CastIron
3EA@$25,000/EA
CheckValves
12in
DuctileIron
2EA@$15,000/EA
GateValves
27in
DuctileIron
6EA@$15,000/EA
GateValves
12in
DuctileIron
4EA@$6,000/EA
BypassPumpingConnection


Misc.Piping



MiscellaneousEquipment
FlowMeter


(Optional)
OdorControlSystem


VentilationSystem



SelfͲCleaningBarScreen&ReqdImprovements
(Optional)
WetwellRehabilitation&Modifications
StructuralRepair&Coating
MiscellaneousSiteImprovements
Pavement,Building,Etc.
BypassPumping


DuringConstruction
Demolition&Disposal


Total
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
Totalw/Contingency

Cost
$75,000
$75,000
$400,000
$400,000
$400,000
$600,000
$1,200,000
$125,000
$300,000
$60,000
$24,000
$72,000
$24,000
$75,000
$16,000
$90,000
$24,000
$60,000
$100,000
$50,000
$200,000
$150,000
$200,000
$300,000
$25,000
$200,000
$100,000
$5,220,000
$2,870,000
$8,090,000
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PumpStationPhotos

Figure2:StandbyEGSetandSoundEnclosure

Figure3:400hpPumpMotorFigure4:Wetwell
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Figure5:PumpStationExterior
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PS24ͲELISEOPUMPSTATION

BACKGROUND

The Eliseo Pump Station is located on S. Eliseo Drive between Via Holon and Via Belardo, as
shown in Figure 1. The station is a wet-pit/dry-pit station that was originally constructed with the
surrounding development sometime around 1961, and was rehabilitated and converted to a
wetwell only station with rail-mounted submersible pumps in 1988. The electrical panels and the
standby generator set are outdoors. The pump station discharges to the adjacent Kentfield force
main during normal operations, and has a separate 8-inch force main that can be used to divert
flows to the Greenbrae Pump Station if necessary.

Figure1:EliseoPumpStation

2.0

PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

The Eliseo Pump Station receives sewage from the surrounding residential neighborhoods. A
summary of the stations inflows and firm capacity is shown in Table 1. The firm capacity
(capacity with largest pump out of service) was determined by running the District’s sewer
model with a simulated 10-year flow in the sewer system as described in the RVSD Pump
Station Assessment report.
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Table1EliseoPumpStationInflowsandCapacity 
ExistingandProposed
TotalNo.
ConditionsFirmPumping
ExistingConditions
ofPumps
Capacity(MGD)
PWWF(MGD)
2
1.54
0.45

Proposed
ConditionsPWWF
(MGD)
0.45



3.0

PumpStationReliability

The Eliseo Pump Station was evaluated against the reliability criteria detailed in the RVSD
Pump Station Assessment report, and a summary of the evaluation is included in Table 2.
During recent street repairs on S. Eliseo Drive the telephone line for the primary alarm
notification system was removed. There is currently a moratorium on cutting the pavement;
therefore, the telephone line cannot be reinstalled at this time. We recommend installing a system
wide SCADA system to serve as the primary alarm notification system.
In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to automatically start the pumps without
District staff on-site. A secondary level sensor and controller should be added to prevent
overflows in the event of a primary controller failure.
A bypass pumping connection should be added in a location where a portable pump can easily
convey flows from the wetwell to the bypass connection. This can be achieved by adding a gate
valve and quick connection within the existing valve vault, or on the force main outside of the
valve vault.
Table2EliseoPumpStationReliabilityAssessment
ReliabilityDeficiency
CorrectiveAction
LackofRedundant
InstallbackͲupalarmnotificationsystem(telephoneline
Communication
orradio)
LackofRedundantController
InstallSecondaryLevelControllerandLevelSensorto
ProvidePumpControlintheEventofaPrimary
ControllerFailure
LacksBypassPumping
Replaceexistingbypassblindflangewithavalved
Connection
connectionforaccessiblebypassconnectionin
emergencysituation

4.0

PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The Eliseo Pump Station is equipped with two 20 hp rail-mounted submersible pumps. The
pumps have sufficient capacity to handle the PWWF and do not require replacement at this time.
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Current pump station controls functions are accomplished using a MicroMac 2300 controller.
The primary level sensor is bubbler system. Recently, a float switch has been added to provide a
redundant high-water alarm. Currently, the pumps are operated as shown in Table 3. In addition
to the set points described in Table 3, the controller also provides high- and low-water alarms. In
the event of a controller failure, there is no means to automatically operate the pump station. The
controller is not equipped with an uninterruptable power supply (UPS).
Table3EliseoPumpStationPumpingSetPoints
Pump
PumpSize
PumpStart
No.
(HP)
(WetwellDepth,ft)
1
20
4.5
2
20
5.5

PumpStop
(WetwellDepth,ft)
2.5
3

Currently, the pumps are equipped are operated as constant speed pumps. When wetwell levels
reach the designated start level, the pump starts and runs at full speed until the wetwell level
drops to the designated start level. The wetwell is adequately sized to prevent short-cycling of
the pumps without the use of VFDs. Due to the cost and complexity added by VFDs, they are not
recommended for this station.
During the next pump station rehabilitation, the wetwell should be modified as necessary to meet
the manufacturer’s recommendations for fillets, clearances, submergence, etc.

5.0

FlowMeasurementandMonitoring

The Eliseo Pump Station is not currently equipped with a flow meter to monitor the station
discharge rate. Due to the relatively small size of the Eliseo Pump Station, a flow meter may not
be necessary at this time. If the District wishes to monitor station flows, modern PLCs are
available that can approximate station flows based on wetwell levels and pump run times.
Alternatively, a flow meter could be installed during the next pump station rehabilitation. The
flow rate data should be conveyed through the SCADA system and stored on the District’s
computer system once the District’s SCADA system is operational.

6.0

ElectricalAssessment

The Eliseo Pump Station is served by PG&E from a subsurface transformer installed in an
underground box right outside the pump station. The utility meter is located on the side of the
pump station control panel.
The pump station is equipped with a 60 kW standby natural gas-fueled engine generator. The
standby generator enclosure is not sound attenuating and the generator is showing signs of aging.
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Clearances on front and back of generator side panels are adequate for maintenance; however,
there is very little clearance at the radiator end of the generator. Furthermore, natural gas is not
the recommended fuel for standby generators for this type of facility. Natural gas lines are
susceptible to failure during earthquakes and are not a reliable source of fuel for standby
emergency generators. The generator has the capacity to run the pump station equipment at their
maximum operating capacity.
Clearances between wet well access hatch and control panel equipment meet the requirements of
NFPA 820. Conduit sealing fittings at the control panel could not be verified. A high level float
has been recently installed in the wet well. The high level float should be connected to an
intrinsically safe relay (ISR) in the control panel, if it is not already.

7.0

Communications

Communication from the station is accomplished using a cellular autodialer to transmit pump
station alarms. The station is not equipped with a backup communications system. As mentioned
in the reliability assessment, a system wide SCADA system should be installed in the near future
to serve as the primary alarm notification system. Table 4 indicates the existing station alarms.
Alarms listed in the table that are not currently provided should be added during the next pump
station rehabilitation.
Table4EliseoPumpStationAlarms
RecommendedAlarms
EliseoPumpStationAlarms
CommunicationFailure

PowerFailure

WetwellEntry

BatteryLow

PumpFailure
X
HighLevel
X
LowLevel
X
GeneratorFailure
X

8.0

StructuralAssessment

The pump station consists of two submersible pumps in a concrete wet well. There is a midlevel concrete platform that was modified during renovations in 1988, a cast-in-place concrete
top slab with hatches, and a valve vault covered by grating on the discharge side. An
electrical/control panel and natural gas standby generator are anchored to small raised concrete
pads. The perimeter of the pump station is enclosed by chain link fencing with wood slats and
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topped with barbed wire.
Overall, the pump station is in good structural condition. No major cracks were observed in the
wet well or the concrete top slab. In the wet well, some deterioration of the coatings on concrete
surfaces and piping has occurred. Corrosion of some metallic components was also observed in
the wet well. On the chain link fence, some of the wood slats are broken, and the barbed wire is
corroded.
We recommend performing the following pump station structural improvements during the next
pump station rehabilitation:
1. Replace corroded and deteriorated metallic items in the wet well.
2. Refurbish the coatings on concrete surfaces and piping in the wet well.
3. Replace the slats and barbed wire on the perimeter chain link fence.
4. Install fall protection on all hatches

9.0

OdorControl

The Eliseo Pump Station does not have an odor control system, and no odor issues were
identified at this pump station. We do not anticipate the need for odor control at this station in
the future; however, it should be evaluated during the next pump station rehabilitation.

10.0

PumpStationRehabilitationSummary

In order to address reliability issues and code violations, there are a number of pump station
improvements that are necessary in the near future. The pump controls should be modified to
provide redundant controls, a SCADA system should be installed, a bypass pumping connection
should be added on to the force main, and the electrical panels should be evaluated for arc-flash
hazard and labeled appropriately. A cost estimate for the near term improvements is included in
Table 5.
Table5EliseoPumpStationNearTermImprovements
Improvement
Cost
InstallSCADASystem
$75,000
InstallBypassPumpingConnection
$30,000
InstallSecondaryController
$20,000
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanelLabels
$20,000
Total
$145,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
$80,000
Totalw/Contingency
$225,000
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The station and its equipment have exceeded their design life; therefore, we recommend
performing a complete pump station rehabilitation in the near future. If funding does not allow
for a full pump station rehabilitation at this time, the near term improvements should be
addressed in the near future. Table 6 details the improvements and associated costs for a
complete station rehabilitation.
Table6EliseoPumpStationRehabilitationCostEstimate
Item
Size
Make/Material
Comments
Pumps&Motors
PumpNo.1
20HP
Flygt

PumpNo.2
20HP
Flygt

Electrical
ElectricalPanel



StandbyGenerator

Cummins

SCADASystem



MiscellaneousElectrical

Wiring,Conduits,etc
Piping
DischargePiping
8in
DuctileIron
40LF@$150/LF
Fittings
8in
DuctileIron
6EA@$1,500/EA
CheckValves
8in
DuctileIron
2EA@$3,000/EA
GateValves
8in
DuctileIron
2EA@$3,000/EA
BypassPumpingConnection


Misc.Piping



MiscellaneousEquipment
FlowMeter


(Optional)
FlowMeterVault&AccessHatch
(Optional)
WetwellRehabilitation&Modifications
StructuralRepair&Coating
MiscellaneousSiteImprovements
Pavement,Building,Etc.
BypassPumping


DuringConstruction
Demolition&Disposal


Total
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
Totalw/Contingency

Cost
$25,000
$25,000
$50,000
$75,000
$75,000
$50,000
$6,000
$9,000
$6,000
$6,000
$30,000
$10,000
$10,000
$30,000
$50,000
$25,000
$20,000
$10,000
$512,000
$282,000
$794,000
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PumpStationPhotos

Figure2:Wetwell

Figure3:ElectricalPanelandStandbyEGSet
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Figure4:CellularAutoͲDialer
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PS25ͲS.ELISEOPUMPSTATION

BACKGROUND

The S. Eliseo Pump Station is located at the corner of S. Eliseo Drive and Bon Air Road as
shown in Figure 1. The station is a circular wet-pit station that was originally constructed in
1963, and a full pump station rehabilitation was constructed in 1991. The electrical panels and
the standby generator set are outdoors, and are surrounded by a fence.

Figure1:S.EliseoPumpStation

2.0

PumpStationInflowsandCapacities

The South Eliseo Pump Stations receives sewage from the surrounding residential
neighborhoods. A summary of the stations inflows and firm capacity is shown in Table 1. The
firm capacity (capacity with largest pump out of service) was determined by running the
District’s sewer model with a simulated 10-year flow in the sewer system as described in the
RVSD Pump Station Assessment report.
Table1SouthEliseoPumpStationInflowsandCapacity 
TotalNo. ExistingConditions
Existing
ProposedConditions
Proposed
ofPumps
FirmPumping
Conditions
FirmPumping
ConditionsPWWF
Capacity(MGD)
PWWF(MGD)
Capacity(MGD)*
(MGD)*
3
1.83
0.65
2.54
0.65
*Includes the proposed parallel force main downstream of the Kentfield Pump Station, as
described in the RVSD Pump Station Assessment report.
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PumpStationReliability

The South Eliseo Pump Station was evaluated against the reliability criteria detailed in the
RVSD Pump Station Assessment report. In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to
automatically start the pumps without District staff on-site. A secondary level sensor and
controller should be added to prevent overflows in the event of a primary controller failure.
A bypass pumping connection should be added so that a portable pump can easily convey flows
from the wetwell to the bypass connection. There is an existing plug valve and blind flange in the
valve vault that are currently used for bypass pumping. A spool of pipe and a camlock should be
added to make for a quick connection.
A summary of the reliability assessment is included in Table 2.
Table2SouthEliseoPumpStationReliabilityAssessment
ReliabilityDeficiency
CorrectiveAction
LackofRedundantController
InstallSecondaryLevelControllerandLevelSensorto
ProvidePumpControlintheEventofaPrimary
ControllerFailure
LacksBypassPumping
Replaceexistingbypassblindflangewithvalved
Connection
connectionforaccessiblebypassconnectionin
emergencysituation

4.0

PumpApplicationandControlStrategy

The South Eliseo Pump Station is equipped with three 20 hp rail-mounted submersible pumps.
The pumps have sufficient capacity to handle the PWWF and do not require replacement at this
time.
Current pump station controls at the South Eliseo Pump Station are accomplished using a
Multiranger digital controller. The primary level sensor is an ultrasonic transducer. Currently, the
pumps are operated as shown in Table 3. In addition to the set points described in Table 3, the
controller also provides high- and low-water alarms. A float switch was recently added to
provide a redundant high-water alarm. In the event of a controller failure, there is no means to
automatically operate the pump station. The controller is not equipped with an uninterruptable
power supply (UPS).
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Table3SouthEliseoPumpStationPumpingSetPoints
Pump
PumpSize
PumpStart(Wetwell
No.
(HP)
Depth,ft)
1
20
5.0
2
20
5.5
3
20
6.0

PumpStop(Wetwell
Depth,ft)
2.5
3.0
3.5

Currently, the pumps are equipped are operated as constant speed pumps. When wetwell levels
reach the designated start level, the pump starts and runs at full speed until the wetwell level
drops to the designated start level. The wetwell is 10 feet in diameter, which is adequately sized
to prevent short-cycling of the pumps without the use of VFDs. Due to the cost and complexity
added by VFDs, they are not recommended for this station.

5.0

FlowMeasurementandMonitoring

The South Eliseo Pump Station is not currently equipped with a flow meter to monitor the station
discharge rate. Due to the relatively small size of the station, a flow meter may not be necessary
at this time. If the District wishes to monitor station flows, modern PLCs are available that can
approximate station flows based on wetwell levels and pump run times. Alternatively, a flow
meter could be installed during the next pump station rehabilitation. The flow rate data should
be conveyed through the SCADA system and stored on the District’s computer system once the
District’s SCADA system is operational.

6.0

ElectricalAssessment

The South Eliseo Pump Station is equipped with an 80 kW standby natural gas-fueled engine
generator. The standby generator enclosure is not sound attenuating and is starting to show signs
of aging. Clearances on front and sides of generator side panels are adequate for maintenance;
however, there is very little clearance at the other side of the generator. Furthermore, natural gas
is not the recommended fuel for standby generators for this type of facility. Natural gas lines are
susceptible to failure during earthquakes and are not a reliable source of fuel for standby
emergency generators. The generator has the capacity to run the pump station equipment at their
maximum operating capacity.
There are no conduit sealing fittings at the control panel and conduit sealing fittings could not be
verified at the wet well. All conduits leading from the wetwell to the control panel shall have
sealed fittings. The conduits and pull boxes should be replaced during the next pump station
rehabilitation.
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Communications

Communication from the station is accomplished using an autodialer to transmit pump station
alarms. The station is also equipped with a backup cellular autodialer. Table 4 indicates the
existing station alarms. Alarms listed in the table that are not currently provided should be added
during the next pump station rehabilitation.
Table4SouthEliseoPumpStationAlarms
RecommendedAlarms
SouthEliseo
PumpStationAlarms
CommunicationFailure

PowerFailure

WetwellEntry

BatteryLow

PumpFailure
X
HighLevel
X
LowLevel
X
GeneratorFailure
X

8.0

StructuralAssessment

The pump station consists of three submersible pumps in a precast concrete manhole wet well
with a cast-in-place concrete top slab and double hatch. On the other side of the wall, there is
an enclosure containing a valve vault covered by aluminum grating, an electrical/control panel,
a natural gas standby generator, and a cabinet for storing batteries for the generator. The panel
and generator are anchored to small raised concrete pads. The perimeter of the enclosure
consists of a chain link fence with wood slats.
Overall, the pump station is in good structural condition. No major cracks were observed in
the wetwell or the concrete slabs. In the wetwell, some deterioration of the coatings on
concrete surfaces and piping has occurred. Corrosion of some metallic components was also
observed in the wet well. Corrosion was also observed on the generator enclosure and battery
cabinet. On the chain link fence, some of the wood slats are broken. The electrical/control
panel and standby generator are anchored to the concrete pads.
We recommend performing the following pump station structural improvements during the
next pump station rehabilitation:
1. Replace corroded and deteriorated metallic items in the wet well.
2. Refurbish the coatings on concrete surfaces and piping in the wet well.
3. If desired, replace the slats in the perimeter chain link fence.
4. Install fall protection on the wetwell hatches.
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OdorControl

The South Eliseo Pump Station does not have an odor control system, and no odor issues were
identified at this pump station. We do not anticipate the need for odor control at this station in
the future; however, it should be evaluated during the next pump station rehabilitation.

10.0

PumpStationRehabilitationSummary

In order to address reliability issues and code violations, there are a number of pump station
improvements that are necessary in the near future. The pump controls should be modified to
provide redundant controls. A SCADA system should be installed. The bypass pumping
connection should be modified for easier access and use. Lastly, the electrical panels should be
evaluated for arc-flash hazard and labeled appropriately. A cost estimate for these near term
improvements is included in Table 5.
Table5SouthEliseoPumpStationNearTermImprovements
Improvement
Cost
InstallBypassPumpingConnection
$30,000
InstallSCADASystem
$75,000
InstallSecondaryController
$20,000
ArcͲFlashStudyandPanelLabels
$20,000
Total
$145,000
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
$80,000
Totalw/Contingency
$225,000
The station and its equipment are near their design life; therefore, we recommend performing a
complete pump station rehabilitation in the near future. If funding does not allow for a full pump
station rehabilitation at this time, the immediate improvements should be addressed in the near
future. Table 6 details the improvements and associated costs for a complete station
rehabilitation.
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Table6SouthEliseoPumpStationRehabilitationCostEstimate
Item
Size
Make/Material
Comments
Pumps&Motors
PumpNo.1
20HP
Flygt

PumpNo.2
20HP
Flygt

Electrical
ElectricalPanel



StandbyGenerator

Cummins

SCADASystem



MiscellaneousElectrical

Wiring,Conduits,etc
Piping
DischargePiping
8in
DuctileIron
40LF@$150/LF
Fittings
8in
DuctileIron
6EA@$1,500/EA
CheckValves
8in
DuctileIron
2EA@$3,000/EA
GateValves
8in
DuctileIron
2EA@$3,000/EA
BypassPumpingConnection


Misc.Piping



MiscellaneousEquipment
FlowMeter


(Optional)
FlowMeterVault&AccessHatch
(Optional)
WetwellRehabilitation&Modifications
StructuralRepair&Coating
MiscellaneousSiteImprovements
Pavement,Building,Etc.
BypassPumping


DuringConstruction
Demolition&Disposal


Total
55%forContingency,Admin.,CM,Engr.
Totalw/Contingency

Cost
$25,000
$25,000
$50,000
$75,000
$75,000
$50,000
$6,000
$9,000
$6,000
$6,000
$30,000
$10,000
$10,000
$30,000
$50,000
$25,000
$20,000
$10,000
$512,000
$282,000
$794,000
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PumpStationPhotos

Figure2:Wetwell

Figure3:ElectricalPanel
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Figure4:PumpStationExterior
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“ Protecting the infrastructure
through innovative
Corrosion Engineering Solutions”

September 13, 2013

V.W. Housen and Associates
185 Front Street, Suite 207
P.O. Box 634
Danville, CA 94526
Attention:

Ms. Vivian Housen, P.E.
Project Manager

Subject:

Corrosion Investigation
Various Sewer Force Mains
Ross Valley Sanitary District (RVSD)

Dear Ms. Vivian Housen:
JDH Corrosion Consultants, Inc. has performed a corrosion related investigation associated with the above
referenced project. The results of that testing are included herein for your consideration.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In July of 2013, JDH Corrosion Consultants was contracted by V.W. Housen and Associates to perform a
corrosion related investigation of various force mains (FMs) that are owned and operated by the Ross Valley
Sanitary District (RVSD). Only the FMs consisting of steel, reinforced concrete and ductile iron pipe are the
subject of this corrosion investigation.
Our goal for this project is to perform condition assessment and determine the feasibility of life extension
strategies such as cathodic protection based on the following tasks:
x

Investigate corrosion related issues on the force mains.

x

Testing of electrical isolation at exposed or buried flanges at various locations.

x

Installation and post-installation testing of cathodic protection (CP) systems at five (5) locations, if
feasible to install test stations using vacuum soil excavation method.

x

CP feasibility surveys and preliminary design work including electrical continuity testing of metallic
pipes.
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Near Term Work Performed or Proposed
Landing B Force Main (FM-10)
x Attempted to install a new cathodic protection test station (TS) with one (1), 32-lb. magnesium anode.
High water table (3 to 4 feet below surface grade (BSG) and deep pipe depth (10 feet BSG) did not
allow for the installation of this test station using the vacuum soil excavation method.
Electrical continuity and therefore CP feasibility of FM could not be confirmed and will be
performed later.
Greenbrae Force Main (FM-13)
x Attempted to install three (3) cathodic protection test stations (TS), each with one (1), 32-lb. magnesium
anode between US Highway 101 and tie-in to FM-15 on south side of SFDB. High water table (3 to 4
feet below surface grade) and deep pipe depth (7 to 8 feet) did not allow for the installation of this test
station using the vacuum soil excavation method.
x

Cathodic protection system implementation is not possible, as electrical continuity testing could not be
performed.

x

Attempted to install test wires at air valve near US 101 Highway. Pipe leaked, test station not installed.
Electrical continuity and therefore CP feasibility of FM could not be confirmed and will be
performed later.

Larkspur Force Main (FM-14)
x Installed anode test station with two test wires and one (1), 32-lb magnesium anode in parking lot 550
feet from PS-13 where the pipe turns to the south toward Corte Madera Creek.
x

Second proposed test station installation near PS-13 was not successful due to high water table and
deep pipe. Also locating pipe was difficult at this location.

x

Performed electrical continuity testing between the new test station and pump station 13 (PS-13).

x

Confirmed that this pipe is electrically continuous and can be supplemented with cathodic protection.

x

Performed pre-design current requirement testing for cathodic protection.

x

In the near future need to attempt to locate two (2) test stations that were installed in 1989 as a part of
the Larkspur FM Replacement Project. Need to install 2 new test stations if existing test stations cannot
be located.
Electrical continuity was confirmed for approximately 500 feet of the FM. Additional testing and
CP feasibility for the full length of the FM will be performed later.
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FM-33
x RVSD to excavate the pipe at each side of Corte Madera Creek and Install two (2) anode test stations
(one on each side of the creek).
x

JDH to determine CP feasibility and design.

Long Term Work Proposed
Ross Valley Interceptor (FM-1)
x Investigate installation of CP on 20” Cross Connection Line CM at Sta 3+23 – M-2 Pipe.
x

Investigate installation of CP on 30” Connection to Greenbrae FM at Sta 0+41 – Type M-2 Pipe.

x

Investigate installation of CP on 36” Connection to Greenbrae Kentfield FM at Sta 0+74 Type M-2 Pipe.

Greenbrae Kentfield Force Main (FM-2)
x Investigate installation of 36” Connection to Ross Valley FM Type M-2 Pipe.
x

Investigate installation of 36” Connection to Kentfield FM Type M-2 Pipe.

Landing B Force Main (FM-10)
x Provide complete cathodic protection for all welded steel/ductile iron portions of FM-10. This may
include electrical isolation from PS-10
Greenbrae Force Main (FM-13)
x Provide complete cathodic protection for all welded steel portions of FM-13. This may include electrical
isolation from Bon Air Pump Station and Pump Station 13.
Larkspur Force Main (FM-14)
x Provide complete cathodic protection for all welded steel portions of FM-14. This may include electrical
isolation from PS-13.
x

Protect small section of steel/iron pipe at Pump Station 14.
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TEST METHODS
The components of the cathodic protection system were tested and/or inspected to ensure the installation was
completed according to industry standards; this includes anodes, test leads, structure-to-cable connections,
bond cables, terminal boards, shunts, and other related equipment. All data collected is attached at the end of
this report.
Structure-to-soil Potential Measurements:
Structure-to-soil potentials were measured using a Fluke 87 Voltmeter manufactured by Fluke. Potentials were
measured versus a copper, copper-sulfate reference electrode placed in contact with the soil directly over the
test location. The Fluke 87 is a high-impedance voltmeter used to reduce the effects of contact resistance
between the electrode and the soil and to prevent the electrode from polarizing. The structure test lead was
connected to the positive terminal of the meter and the reference electrode was connected to the negative
terminal of the referenced meter. Please refer to the attached data spreadsheets.
Structure-to-soil potentials were measured with the thirty-two (32) pound high-potential, magnesium anodes
connected to the structures and the cathodic protection current flowing to the structures (ON), and then with the
current momentarily interrupted (Instant OFF). All measurements listed in attached spreadsheets.
On Force Main 14 the welded steel pipe was exposed using vacuum excavation by Exaro Technologies
Corporation (Exaro). Once the pipe was exposed we measured and recorded the structure-to-soil potentials.
The field data that was measured and recorded is included in the attached data spreadsheet. Exaro attached a
pair of #10 AWG structure lead wires with white insulation to the structure using the exothermic weld process.
One 32-pound pre-packaged, high potential magnesium anode was also installed at this location. The anode
lead wire was #10 AWG stranded cable with Black color insulation. At this test station location the two structure
cables and one anode cable was brought up to surface and terminated in the test station. JDH measured and
recorded the native structure-to-soil potential on the pair or test leads and also measured and recorded the
magnesium anode open-circuit potential. The pipe, test cables and anodes were backfilled and all civil related
work was performed by Exaro. Please refer to Attachment 1 for the structure-to-soil, cathodic protection field
data.
In order to measure the effectiveness of cathodic protection on underground steel/ductile iron structures, there
are several industry criteria established by the National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE). The ones
which are being used for the subject structures are as follows:
CRITERIA FOR CATHODIC PROTECTION
The criteria used to determine whether a structure is adequately protected from corrosion is the National Association
of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) Standard SP-01-69, Rev. 07, Section 6.2: One or more of the listed criterion was
used to determine the adequacy of cathodic protection level.
x

"A negative (cathodic) (structure-to-soil) potential of at least 850 mV with the cathodic protection
current applied relative to a saturated copper, copper-sulfate reference electrode."

x

“A minimum of 100 mV of cathodic polarization between the structure surface and a stable
reference electrode contacting the electrolyte. The formation or decay of polarization can be
measured to satisfy the criterion.”
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ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY TESTING
The pipes which were tested for electrical continuity used two test methods of testing. The first was attenuation
method. This test requires the field engineer to measure and record native or as-found pipe-to-soil potentials
using
ATTENUATION TEST METHOD FOR ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY
This method of electrical continuity testing consists of first measuring "As Found" or "Native" structureto-soil potentials at all wires on each test station on the project. All potentials would be recorded on data
sheets.
At near the middle of the pipeline, a temporary ground bed would be located. Using a portable rectifier
and the temporary ground bed the pipeline would be energized to an "ON" potential of approximately 1,200 mV or more negative in order to test for continuity, using the attenuation method. A current
interrupter would be utilized, in series with the circuit, to obtain "ON" and "Instant OFF" structure-to-soil
potentials at this and all other test stations. "ON" and "Instant OFF" potentials would be also recorded
at the wires on test stations.
The data would be analyzed for confirmation of electrical continuity. The "Instant OFF-Native" potential
shifts on the new pipeline would be analyzed. The potential shift on a continuous pipeline tends to
slowly attenuate to smaller values, as structure-to-soil potentials are recorded further and further from
the ground and temporary cathodic protection, structure connection. A fairly straight line would be seen
on the graph with a slight slope. A discontinuity would be indicated if there is a drastic change in the
"Instant OFF-Native" shift. The slope on the graph would increase dramatically as both sets of data are
plotted for the energized pipeline at both ends. The location of increase of slope on the graph would
occur at the same point if there were only one discontinuity on the new pipeline. If necessary, additional
locations on the pipe would be utilized as a ground and the tests would continue
CALCULATED RESISTANCE TEST METHOD FOR ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY
This test requires a pair of test wires to be attached to the ends of the pipe span being tested. One wire
would carry DC current and the other wire would measure voltage drop. As found (native) voltage drop
would be measured between the span and the native current would be zero. Then current would be
applied through the current carrying wires and this current would also be circulated through the pipe
span. The amount of current would be measured and recorded and so would the voltage drop
associated with this current. Using Ohm’s Law, the resistance of the pipe span would be calculated.
Then the theoretical resistance of the pipe span would be calculated using the pipe’s electrical
resistance properties. The actual (measured) pipe resistance would then be compared to the
theoretical resistance and the values should be close to equal.
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DISCUSSION
During the initial phases of this project it was our goal to determine the present condition of the metallic portions
of the force mains. It was initially concluded by JDH Corrosion that the reinforced concrete cylinder pipes
(RCCP) were in good condition and did not require further investigations as part of this project. Many other
sections of the force mains have already been replaced with non-metallic pipe such as high density polyethylene
(HDPE) pipe. These HDPE pipes were also not included in the investigation during this project. Our focus was
on the other metallic sections of pipe that included ductile iron, concrete cylinder, welded steel and other related
metallic (ferrous) pipes. Upon review of the project documents, interviews with RVSD personnel and other
investigations, we narrowed our search of these metallic pipes to a few locations. These pipes included the
following:
x

FM-10: Approximately 210 feet of 12-inch diameter ductile iron pipe from Pump Station 10 to the tie-in
to a 54-inch diameter force main on the south side of Sir Francis Drake Blvd.

x

FM-13: Approximately 2,268 feet of (reported) welded steel pipe from FM-15 (entrance to Bon Air
Shopping Center) to just East of freeway US 101 overpass.

x

FM-14: Approximately 1,146 feet of 18-inch diameter welded steel, concrete cylinder pipe which is
routed from pump station 13 to near the Corte Madera Creek in Larkspur.

x

FM-33: Approximately 500 feet of welded steel pipe that is routed under Corte Madera Creek.

During our initial investigations we attempted to locate existing contact points on these pipes where we can
make electrical contact to the pipes and perform various tests as related to corrosion investigations, electrical
continuity and other related tasks. Our plan was to determine if each metallic pipe is electrically continuous and
if so, then we can determine if these pipes can be protected from soil-side corrosion using cathodic protection
systems.
During our field tests we determined that for most to all of these pipes there were not enough good points of
contact for our field personnel to perform the electrical continuity and current requirement tests.
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FINDINGS
ROSS VALLEY INTERCEPTOR FORCE MAIN (FM-1)
This pipe is a 54-inch diameter RCCP with welded steel at tie-ins. The length is 6,650 feet and installation date
is 1983.
Here are the findings from previous surveys:
x 20% in severely corrosive soil,
x 40% in corrosive soil,
x 80% below mean sea level,
x high probability of brackish water,
x bonded joints,
x electrical continuity between Station 32+75 and the San Quentin Junction Box is suspect,
x test stations exist – 5 are missing,
x outer reinforcing cage is not bonded to the steel cylinder,
x PSP range (-280 mV) – (-693 mV),
x 100% electrical isolation to other pipelines is suspect.
******************************************************
20” Cross Connection Line CM at Sta 3+23 – M-2 Pipe
30” Connection to Greenbrae FM at Sta 0+41 – Type M-2 Pipe
36” Connection to Greenbrae Kentfield FM at Sta 0+74 Type M-2 Pipe
This pipe was confirmed by Ameron to be AWWA C301, RCCP and it was determined at this time that this FM is
in good condition and does not require immediate attention as related to external corrosion control issues.
GREENBRAE KENTFIELD FORCE MAIN (FM-2)
This pipe is a 42-inch diameter RCCP with welded steel at tie-ins. The length is 4,267 feet and installation date
is 1987.
Here are the findings from previous surveys:
x 93% of FM in corrosive soil,
x 75% below mean sea level,
x high probability of brackish water,
x joints are bonded, however electrical continuity is suspect,
x electrically continuous up to test station 23, suspect between 23 & 25.
x Need additional test station, 7 test station were found,
x FM isolated from other pipes,
x outer reinforcing steel is not bonded to steel cylinder,
x PSP range (-470mV) – (-534 mV)
******************************************************
36” Connection to Ross Valley FM Type M-2 Pipe
36” Connection to Kentfield FM Type M-2 Pipe
This pipe was confirmed by Ameron to be AWWA C301, RCCP and it was determined at this time that this FM is
in good condition and does not require immediate attention as related to external corrosion control issues.
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LANDING B FORCE MAIN 10 (FM-10)
This pipe is a 12-inch diameter ductile iron pipe (DIP). The length is 210 feet and installation date is 1983. Past
reports indicate that this pipe was cathodically protected with magnesium anodes.
We made an initial site visit to investigate Force Main 10 (FM-10). Upon initial testing at the anode test station
(see Figure 1) we discovered that even though there in a cathodic protection system installed at this location was
not meeting the NACE Criteria for cathodic protection. Also the anode test station was defective and needs
repairs. During this visit we performed electrical continuity and current requirement tests to determine if this
short section (210 feet) of pipe is electrically continuous and if it is, what the feasibility of implementing a
cathodic protection system is (see Figure 2). We located a valve across the street from Pump Station 10, on the
South side of Sir Francis Drake Blvd. This valve was used as a contact point on the pipe however, during our
tests it was determined that this valve was electrically discontinuous with the project, ductile iron pipe. Cathodic
protection of metallic pipes usually requires the pipe to be electrically continuous along the section of pipe to be
considered a candidate for cathodic protection. Therefore we needed to determine if this pipe is electrically
continuous. This required a contact point at each end of the pipe. We had a couple of contact points on the pipe
at Pump Station 10 however; we needed a solid point of contact at the other end. Therefore we proposed to
install a cathodic protection anode test station near the valve on the South side of Sir Francis Drake Blvd. on
FM-10. Please refer to Attachment 1 for field data associated with FM-10.

Figure 1

Figure 2

There were attempts made to install a new cathodic protection test station on the South side of Sir Francis Drake
Blvd. for the purpose of performing electrical continuity testing on this 12-inch ductile iron FM. The vacuum
excavation procedures results concluded that the pipe was 10 feet deep at this location (see Figure 3).
Groundwater was encountered at 3 to 4 feet below surface grade and the excavation hole was flooding and
collapsing. The attempts for installing this test station using the vacuum excavation method were abandoned.

Figure 3
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GREENBRAE FORCE MAIN 13 (FM-13)
There are three sections to this pipe. One section is reportedly 24-inch diameter welded steel lined and coated
pipe. This section is 49 feet and installed in 1959.
The next section is 30-inch diameter RCCP pipe. This section is 954 feet and installed in 1959.
The third section is reportedly 30-inch diameter welded steel lined and coated pipe. This section is 2,268 feet
and installed in 1959.
Here are the findings from previous surveys:
x 67% in corrosive soil,
x 50% below mean sea level,
x no test stations,
x no info on pipe joints,
x several flex couplings at tie in to 36” Kentfield FM
The section of pipe that is RCCP that was determined to be in good condition and does not require immediate
attention as related to external corrosion control issues.
Our focus during this project was mainly on the third section (30-inch diameter welded steel lined and coated
pipe, 2,268 feet long and installed in 1959). We made an initial site visit to investigate this welded steel section
of Force Main 13 (FM-13). We started at Pump Station 13 and located where this pipe is at PS-13. We noticed
that this pipe was not electrically isolated from the Pump Station 13 equipment and metallic structures. The first
flange on this pipe did not have a flange insulation kit (see Figure 4) and therefore it was assumed that we have
an electrical short to the pump station. Subsequent tests determined that this pipe is electrically shorted to
various structures such as the electrical grounding system, pipes and other related equipment. This electrical
short is important. Force Main 13 is comprised of RCCP pipe from Pump Station 13 to the lateral at FM-15 at
the main entrance to the Bon Air Shopping Center (near the “Tami” statue). This RCCP has been determined to
be in good condition and not requiring cathodic protection at this time. However, as a long term goal we would
like to have this pipe electrically isolated from Pump Station 13. This is because a pipe that is comprised of steel
material for it metallic components that is electrically shorted to a grounded structure such as pump station 13 is
therefore in electrical contact with copper grounding system. When two (2) different metal alloys are in contact
in the same electrolyte (soil), then the result is a galvanic coupling effect where one metal is more active than the
other. In this case the steel pipe would be more active (from a galvanic coupling point of view) than the copper
ground. This would cause an electrical flow of current from the steel to the copper and cause galvanic corrosion
of the steel. We recommend electrical isolation of the RCCP FM-13 pipe from Pump Station 13. The work would
not be too difficult and requires that a flange insulation kit be installed where FM-13 penetrates the wall at PS-13.
This would create electrical isolation of FM-13 from PS-13. Please refer to the Attachment 1 for field data.

Figure 4
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Also our initial tests on FM-13 included electrical continuity testing (See Figure 5). During this test we
determined that there were not adequate points of direct (metallurgical) contact along FM-13 where we could
confirm electrical continuity. Subsequently we recommended additional test stations to be installed on FM-13 as
discussed below.

Figure 5
LARKSPUR FORCE MAIN (FM-14)
The section of pipe that was investigation was is an 18-inch diameter welded steel, line and coated pipe that
originates from the Corte Madera Creek and terminates at Pump Station 13. The length is 1,146 feet and
installation date is 1989.
Here are the findings from previous surveys:
x welded steel joints,
x magnesium anodes installed but not connected to the pipeline
During our investigation of this pipe, we did not find any existing test stations or magnesium anodes. We also
wanted to perform an electrical continuity test of this pipe which would provide important information. This
electrical continuity test would confirm if it would be possible to provide cathodic protection to this pipe at a later
date and what type of system could be installed. If the pipe is electrically continuous we would possibly consider
using a larger capacity cathodic protection system consisting of an impressed current CP system. Impressed
current systems utilize a powered CP rectifier transformer and associated anodes. Such systems have a higher
current output capacity and can protect large sections of pipe (i.e. 1,000 feet to more than a mile) from one
location. The impressed current systems require the pipe to be electrically continuous along the section that is
being considered for external corrosion protection.
We performed and electrical continuity testing on this pipe and the results were that this welded steel section of
Force Main 14 is electrically continuous. Please refer to Attachment 3 for results of the electrical continuity tests.
We also performed preliminary cathodic protection design tests comprising of a current requirement test. These
tests indicated that FM-14 can be protected with an impressed current cathodic protection (ICCP) system in the
future. Please refer to Attachment 2 for the results of the current requirement testing).
We have not performed a detailed pipe inspection for corrosion related issues and do not know the exact
condition of the pipe from the perspective of corrosion related losses. However, if the pipe is approved for a
cathodic protection system implementation, such a system can be design and installed without much difficulty.
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FORCE MAIN 33 (FM-33)
A small section of Force Main 33 is routed under Corte Madera Creek and is reportedly comprised of steel pipe.
We visited the project site and discovered that there are not points of contact on this steel section of pipe. We
recommend that this steel section of pie be exposed in the future with the assistance of RVSD personnel and a
Contractor. On each side of the Creek a cathodic protection anode test station should be installed with
magnesium anodes. The anodes would provide some level of cathodic protection. We can then perform
additional tests to determine if the pipe is electrically continuous and if cathodic protection would protect this
section of pipe in its entirety.
PIPE JUNCTION AT EAST OF US HIGHWAY 101
We also tested some buried flange insulation kits at just east of freeway US 101 where the 30-inch diameter FM13 ties into other pipes such as the 54-inch Central Marin Sanitary Agency (CMSA), 42-inch RVSD FM from
Kentfield & Larkspur Pump Stations and other associated piping. Please refer to the attached drawings for this
location. These drawings are titled as follows:
“VALVE PLACEMENT AT JCT KENTFIELD, GREENBRAE & CORTE MADERA FORCE MAINS”
and
“FORCE MAIN LAYOUT UNDER HWY 101
Please see Attachment 7 for copies of these drawings.
At the tie-in points between these pipelines there are buried flanges which are supplemented with flange
insulation kits for the purpose of electrical isolation. We tested these flange insulation (isolation) kits at the
insulating joint test stations (IJTS) which were located inside flush-to-on grade traffic (Christy) boxes. We
measured and recorded the pipe-to-soil potentials on each side of these flanges. The results were that each of
these flange insulation kits were operating properly and providing electrical isolation across the flange under test.
In other words the various pipes at this location are all electrically isolated from each other and the no immediate
work was needed on the flange insulation kits.
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ANODE TEST STATION INSTALLATIONS (SEPTEMBER 2013)
It was our initial goal to install anode test stations at five (5) locations. These test station locations included two
(2) test stations on FM-14 (see Figures 6 and 7), two (2) test stations on FM-13 (see Figure 8) and one (1) test
station on FM-10. Exaro Technologies Corporation was the Contractor who was performing the installation work
for the anode test stations. Each of the anode test stations was to obtain two (2) test wires that would be
attached to the project FM pipe using the exothermic (Cadweld) welding process. The test stations would also
include the installation of a high-potential, 32-poiund ingot magnesium anode. These anodes are pre-packaged
in a powder mixture of 75% gypsum, 20% bentonite, and 5% sodium sulfate and this is for buried anode
applications.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
Exaro was attempting to install the test stations and utilized the vacuum excavation method to expose the pipe
and install test wires and the magnesium anode. On FM-14 the pipe there were plans to install two (2) test
stations. One was installed but at the second location the pipe was 7 feet deep and groundwater was
encountered at 4 feet below surface grade (see Figure 9). Also there was a problem locating the pipe using pipe
locators. This second site was abandoned. For FM-10 and FM0-13 there were similar problems with the pipe
being too deep (7 to 10 feet) and the groundwater table being encountered at 3 to 4 feet below surface grade.
These four (4) sites for vacuum excavation and installation of anode test stations were also abandoned.
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Figure 9
On the newly installed test station on FM-14 there were two test wires attached to the pipe and a 32-pound, high
potential magnesium anode placed just above the pipe. We tested the pair of wires and found them to be
electrically continuous with the steel cylinder and installed properly. We also tested the new magnesium anode
and found it to be installed in a proper manner (see Figures 10 through 13). This anode is now providing local
cathodic protection on FM-14. Please refer to Attachment 2 for the field data as related to this new anode test
station on FM-14.

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13
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On FM-13 we also attempted to install test wires on the pipe at an air release manhole near US Highway 101.
Our records indicated that the pipe was concrete cylinder pipe with a steel inner cylinder. The Contractor Exaro
attempted to chip through the concrete outer pipe surface and expose the steel cylinder for the installation of the
test wires. During this chipping process no steel cylinder was found. The result was that the pipe wall was
completely penetrated and there was a leak on this pipe (see Figures 14 and 15). Emergency crews from RVSD
were contacted and action was then taken by RVSD to repair this leak. At this location the pipe was reinforced
concrete pipe with no steel cylinder. This concrete pipe appeared to be in good condition and the pipe leak was
caused by the chipping process to expose the steel cylinder that was not there. We since abandoned any
further attempts to install test wires on FM-13 between FM-15 and US Highway 101.

Figure 14

Figure 15
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CONCLUSIONS
ROSS VALLEY INTERCEPTOR FORCE MAIN (FM-1)
This pipe is a 54-inch diameter RCCP with welded steel at tie-ins. The length is 6,650 feet and installation date
is 1983.
This pipe is RCCP and it was determined at this time that this FM is in good condition and does not require
immediate attention as related to external corrosion control issues.
Some small sections of this pipe will need to be investigated for corrosion and cathodic protection as indicated
below:
20” Cross Connection Line CM at Sta 3+23 – M-2 Pipe
30” Connection to Greenbrae FM at Sta 0+41 – Type M-2 Pipe
36” Connection to Greenbrae Kentfield FM at Sta 0+74 Type M-2 Pipe
GREENBRAE KENTFIELD FORCE MAIN (FM-2)
This pipe is a 42-inch diameter RCCP with welded steel at tie-ins. The length is 4,267 feet and installation date
is 1987.
x
x

Type M-2 pipe is not as robust as RCCP and is therefore the weak link in the FM system.
Replacement of missing test stations on RCCP is not necessary at this time.

This pipe is RCCP and it was determined at this time that this FM is in good condition and does not require
immediate attention as related to external corrosion control issues.
Some small sections of this pipe will need to be investigated for corrosion and cathodic protection as indicated
below:
36” Connection to Ross Valley FM Type M-2 Pipe
36” Connection to Kentfield FM Type M-2 Pipe

LANDING B FORCE MAIN 10 (FM-10)
This pipe is a 12-inch diameter ductile iron pipe (DIP). The length is 210 feet and installation date is 1983.
At Force Main 10 (FM-10) the Contractor (Exaro) attempted to install a new anode test station across the street
from Pump Station 10, on the South side of Sir Francis Drake Blvd. The pipe was 10 feet deep and the
groundwater table was at 4 feet below surface grade. We abandoned the installation of this test station.
Electrical continuity of this +_ 210-foot section of pipe could not be confirmed.
FM-10 (ductile iron pipe) can be further protected against soil-side corrosion activity by utilizing a cathodic
(corrosion) protection system. JDH Corrosion should be authorized to design the cathodic protection system for
this pipeline.
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GREENBRAE FORCE MAIN 13 (FM-13) – Welded Steel Section (2,268 feet)
At Force Main 13 (FM-13) between FM-15 and US Highway 101, the Contractor (Exaro) attempted to install
three (3) new anode test stations at various locations. The pipe was approximately seven (7) feet deep and the
groundwater table was at 3 to 4 feet below surface grade. We abandoned the installation of these test stations.
Electrical continuity of this +_ 1,730-foot section of pipe could not be confirmed.
Force Mains 13 is electrically shorted to Pump Station 13. Electrical isolation should be implemented by the use
of flange insulation kit at the pipe penetration at Pump Station13.

LARKSPUR FORCE MAIN (FM-14)
The section of pipe that was investigated was is an 18-inch diameter welded steel, line and coated pipe that
originates from the Corte Madera Creek and terminates at Pump Station 13. The length is 1,146 feet and
installation date is 1989.
Force Main 14 (FM-14) bypass welded steel pipe was found electrically continuous along a 550-foot section from
Pump Station 13 to the Easterly direction where a new anode test station (ATS) was installed.
A new cathodic protection system anode test station (ATS) was installed on FM-14 bypass pipe at 550 feet East
of Pump Station 13. This test station includes two (2) wires from the concrete cylinder pipe and one (1), highpotential magnesium anode. This anode test station is now providing local cathodic protection on FM-14.
FM-14 can be further protected against soil-side corrosion activity by utilizing a full-capacity, designed and
implemented cathodic (corrosion) protection system. JDH Corrosion should be authorized to design the cathodic
protection system for this pipeline.
FORCE MAIN 33 (FM-33)
A small section of Force Main 33 is routed under Corte Madera Creek and is reportedly comprised of steel pipe.
Force Main 33 (FM-33) at Corte Madera Creek the steel section of pipe could not be located. Additional work
remains to expose this steel section of pipe, install test wires and anodes, perform electrical continuity tests and
possibly provide a cathodic protection system.
PIPE JUNCTION AT EAST OF US HIGHWAY 101
We also tested some buried flange insulation kits at just east of freeway US 101 where the 30-inch diameter FM13 ties into other pipes such as the 54-inch Central Marin Sanitary Agency (CMSA), 42-inch RVSD FM from
Kentfield & Larkspur Pump Stations and other associated piping.
At the tie-in points between these pipelines there are buried flanges which are supplemented with flange
insulation kits for the purpose of electrical isolation. We tested these flange insulation (isolation) kits at the
insulating joint test stations (IJTS) which were located inside flush-to-on grade traffic (Christy) boxes. We
measured and recorded the pipe-to-soil potentials on each side of these flanges. The results were that each of
these flange insulation kits were operating properly and providing electrical isolation across the flange under test.
In other words the various pipes at this location are all electrically isolated from each other and the no immediate
work was needed on the flange insulation kits.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
ROSS VALLEY INTERCEPTOR FORCE MAIN (FM-1)
This pipe is a 54-inch diameter RCCP with welded steel at tie-ins. The length is 6,650 feet and installation date
is 1983.

Recommendations
x
x

x
x

Review leak history,
Excavate 1 coupling at transition from RCCP to M-2 pipe and install insulating joint test stations (IJTSs) and
anodes to protect M-2 pipeline, as a feasibility study.
Type M-2 pipe is not as robust as RCCP and is therefore the weak link in the FM system.
Replacement of missing test stations on RCCP is not necessary at this time.

Budgetary Cost Estimate:

$100,000.00

GREENBRAE KENTFIELD FORCE MAIN (FM-2)
This pipe is a 42-inch diameter RCCP with welded steel at tie-ins. The length is 4,267 feet and installation date
is 1987.

Recommendations

x
x
x
x

Determine Leak history,
Excavate couplings to connections and install IJTSs and anodes to protect M-2 Pipelines, as feasible.
Type M-2 pipe is not as robust as RCCP and is therefore the weak link in the FM system.
Replacement of missing test stations on RCCP is not necessary at this time.

Budgetary Cost Estimate:

$100,000.00

LANDING B FORCE MAIN 10 (FM-10)
This pipe is a 12-inch diameter ductile iron pipe (DIP). The length is 210 feet and installation date is 1983.

Recommendations
x
x
x
x

Electrically isolate the 210-foot section of ductile iron pipe from Pump Station 10.
Install cathodic protection anode test station across the street on the South side of Sir Francis Drake Blvd.
This test stations should be installed using convention excavation methods to expose the pipe. Two test
wires and magnesium anodes can then be installed.
Upon completion of test station installation, perform electrical continuity testing.
If electrical continuity is confirmed, provide a design and installation of a cathodic protection system.

Budgetary Cost Estimate:

$100,000.00
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GREENBRAE FORCE MAIN 13 (FM-13) – Welded Steel Section (2,268 feet)

Recommendations
x
x

x

Install two cathodic protection test stations using convention excavation methods to expose the pipe. Two
test wires and magnesium anodes can then be installed.
Upon completion of test station installation, perform electrical continuity testing.
If electrical continuity is confirmed, provide a design and installation of a cathodic protection system.

Budgetary Cost Estimate:

$150,000.00

LARKSPUR FORCE MAIN (FM-14)
The section of pipe that was investigation was is an 18-inch diameter welded steel, line and coated pipe that
originates from the Corte Madera Creek and terminates at Pump Station 13. The length is 1,146 feet and
installation date is 1989.

Recommendations
x Install 2 to 3 additional test stations on this pipe
x Provide design and installation of cathodic protection system
Budgetary Cost Estimate:

$100,000.00

FORCE MAIN 33 (FM-33)
A small section of Force Main 33 is routed under Corte Madera Creek and is reportedly comprised of steel pipe.

Recommendations
x

We recommend that this steel section of pie be exposed in the future with the assistance of RVSD
personnel and a Contractor. On each side of the Creek a cathodic protection anode test station should be
installed with magnesium anodes. The anodes would provide some level of cathodic protection. We can
then perform additional tests to determine if the pipe is electrically continuous and if cathodic protection
would protect this section of pipe in its entirety.

Budgetary Cost Estimate:

$100,000.00
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We appreciate the opportunity to assist V.W. Housen Associates and Ross Valley Sanitary District on this
project. If you have any questions, or if we can be of any additional assistance at this time, please contact our
office at (925) 927-6630.

Respectfully submitted,

J Darby Howard
J. Darby Howard, Jr., P.E.
JDH Corrosion Consultants, Inc.
Principal

David A. Kashifi,
JDH Corrosion Consultants, Inc.
Cathodic Protection Specialist (NACE #7355)
Sr. Project Manager

Attachment 1: Structure-to-Soil, Cathodic Protection Field Data from July 2013
Attachment 2: Structure-to-Soil, Cathodic Protection Field Data from September 2013
Attachment 3: Electrical Continuity Field Data for FM-14
Attachment 4: Photo Album
Attachment 5: Extract from NACE SP 0169-07
Attachment 6: Excavation Site Maps for Anode Test Station Installations
Attachment 7: Drawings of Force Mains
Attachment 8: Ross Valley Corrosion Matrix (by JDH)
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ATTACHMENT 1
STRUCTURE-TO-SOIL POTENTIAL FIELD DATA
FROM JULY 2013

DESCRIPTION
Static
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Static

InstantOff

STRUCTUREͲTOͲSOILPOTENTIALS(ͲmV)
COMMENTS

JDH Corrosion Consultants
July 2013

ͲͲ
ͲͲ
ͲͲ

ͲͲ

ͲͲ

ͲͲ
ͲͲ

ͲͲ

JDH Corrosion Consultants, Inc.

InsulatingFlangeKitOperating
ProperlyandElectricallyIsolating
the30ͲinchFMfromthe42Ͳinch
FM

ThisValveisElectrically
ContinuouswithPairofBlack
WiresonPurpleTerminalBoard,
Below

ThisValveisElectrically
ContinuouswithPairofRed
WiresonOrangeTerminalBoard
(topleft),Above

ThisAnodeTestStationis
ElectricallyIsolatedfromtheAir
ValveatPSͲ10

TestingandInvestigationatSirFrancisDrakeBlvdandHighwayUS101

DESCRIPTION

PipeRedPairofWires(toprightof
"CMSA""CPTEST"
terminalboard)
AnodeTestStation
PipeRedPairofWires(topleftof
(OrangeBoxTerminal
terminalboard)42ͲinchFM(CMSA)
Board)
WiresandAnodesonYellowShunt

TESTLOCATION

Various Force Main Piping Systems
Ross Valley Sanitary District

CORROSION INVESTIGATION FIELD DATA

ATTACHMENT 1














ATTACHMENT 2
STRUCTURE-TO-SOIL POTENTIAL FIELD DATA
FROM SEPTEMBER 2013

DESCRIPTION
Static

On

InstantOff

STRUCTUREͲTOͲSOILPOTENTIALS(ͲmV)
COMMENTS

JDH Corrosion Consultants
September 2013

Corrosion Investigation - Year 2013
Ross Valley Sanitary District

576
576

544

1218
1218

1830

752
752

755

1640

1825

1

1640
1640

576
576

ͲͲ

610
610

FMͲ14ͲPostInstallTestingatNewAnodeTestStation

TestWire(white)
TestWire(white)

DirectContacttoPipe

2)AnodeTestStation
TestWire(white)
TestWire(white)
at550feetfrom
PumpStation13(PSͲ 32ͲPoundHighͲPotentialMagnesium
Anode
13)

2)AnodeTestStation
at550feetfrom
PumpStation13(PSͲ
13)

1)FMͲ14Pipe
Protrudingthrough
WallatPSͲ13

JDH Corrosion Consultants, Inc.

TestWires,Anode,Test
(Terminal)BoardandOtherTest
StationEquipmentInstalled
Properly

Thissectionofpipeiselectrically
continuouswiththeFMͲ14pipe
atlocation1)thatprotrudesat
PSͲ13.Thispipecanbe
supplementedwithcathodic
protection(CP)

TestCurrentSetUpLocation

FMͲ14ͲElectricalContinuityandCurrentRequirementTestingͲTestRectifierat15.5Volts,6.18Amps

TESTLOCATION

Various Force Main Piping Systems
Ross Valley Sanitary District

CORROSION INVESTIGATION FIELD DATA

ATTACHMENT 2
















ATTACHMENT 3
ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY FIELD DATA FOR FM-14

1

Test
No.

Test Results: Pipe is electrically continuous for this 550-foot section.

1

Voltage
Voltage
Station No.
Station No.
Total
No. of
Current
From
To
Length
Bonded
Applied
On
Off
(Ft.)
(Ft.)
(Ft.)
Joints
(A)
(V)
(V)
18-inch Diameter Concrete Cylinder Pipe (FM 14) from Pump Station 13 to New Anode Test Station
550
N/A
7.26
0.058
0.001
Remarks/Sketch:
Pipe diameter in inches
=
18
Pipe pressure class/thickness
=
250
Pipe laying length in feet
=
20
Pipe resistance in ohms/ft.
=
1.30E-05

SEPTEMBER 6, 2013

0.057

Voltage
Delta
(V)

PIPELINE ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY TEST DATA

FORCE MAIN 14 (FM14)
ROSS VALLEY SANITARY DISTRICT (RVSD)

ATTACHMENT 3

0.0077824

Resistance
Measured
(Ohms)

0.0071665

108.6

Pass

Resistance Resistance Pass/
Theoretical
Ratio
Fail
(Ohms)
(%)
















ATTACHMENT 4
PHOTO ALBUM




ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS



1)LookingWestatPumpStation13









1


ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


2)LookingEastAlongFMͲ14BypassPipeRouteBehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


3)ProposedAnodeTestStationSiteonFMͲ14,BehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


4)ExaroTechnologiesVacuumExcavatingandInstallingAnodeTestStationon
FMͲ14,BehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


5)ExaroTechnologiesVacuumExcavatingandInstallingAnodeTestStationon
FMͲ14,BehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


6)ExaroTechnologiesVacuumExcavatingandInstallingAnodeTestStationon
FMͲ14,BehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


7)VacuumExcavationforInstallationofAnodeTestStation,FMͲ14BehindBon
AirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


8)FMͲ14ExposedforInstallationofTestWires,behindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


9)ExothermicWeldingWelderforAttachingTestWiresonFMͲ14,behindBon
AirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


10)ExothermicWeldingWelderforAttachingTestWiresonFMͲ14,behindBon
AirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


11)ExothermicWeldingWelderforAttachingTestWiresonFMͲ14,behindBon
AirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


12)ExothermicWeldingWelderforAttachingTestWiresonFMͲ14,behindBon
AirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


13)FMͲ14ExposedforInstallationofTestWires,behindBonAirShopping
Center
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


14)TestWiresinstalledonFMͲ14,BehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


15)TestWiresinstalledonFMͲ14,BehindBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


16)ExaroTechnologiesAttemptingtoVacuumExcavatetoFMͲ14nearPSͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


17)ExaroTechnologiesAttemptingtoVacuumExcavatetoFMͲ14nearPSͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


18)ExaroTechnologiesAttemptingtoVacuumExcavatetoFMͲ14nearPSͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


19)FMͲ14ProtrudingthroughWallatPumpStation13(PSͲ13)
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


20)HighGroundͲWaterTableatVacuumExcavationSiteonFMͲ14nearPSͲ13.
TestwirescouldNotbeInstalled
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


21)HighGroundͲWaterTableatVacuumExcavationSiteonFMͲ14nearPSͲ13.
TestwirescouldNotbeInstalled
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


22)ExaroAttemptingtoPhysicallyLocatePipe(FMͲ14)nearPSͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


23)ExaroAttemptingtoPhysicallyLocatePipe(FMͲ14)nearPSͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


24)VacuumExcavationSiteBackfilledandTemporaryPavedAfterPipe(FMͲ14)
CouldnotbeLocatedandHighWaterTableEncountered
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


25)VacuumExcavationSiteBackfilledandTemporaryPavedAfterPipe(FMͲ14)
CouldnotbeLocatedandHighWaterTableEncountered
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


26)GalvanicMagnesiumAnodeBeingSoakedinWaterforInstallationat
AnodeTestStationonFMͲ14
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


27)ExaroPerformingCompletionofInstallationofAnodeTestStationonFMͲ14
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


28)ExaroPerformingCompletionofInstallationofAnodeTestStationonFMͲ14
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


29)ChevronStationatCornerofSirFrancisDrakeandBarryWay,Locationof
TestStationSiteforFMͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


30)ChevronStationatCornerofSirFrancisDrakeandBarryWay,Locationof
TestStationSiteforFMͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


31)ChevronStationatCornerofSirFrancisDrakeandBarryWay,Locationof
TestStationSiteforFMͲ13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


32)ChevronStationatCornerofSirFrancisDrakeandBarryWay.TestStation
notInstalled.HighGroundWaterTableandDeepPipe(FMͲ13)
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


33)ChevronStationatCornerofSirFrancisDrakeandBarryWay.TestStation
notInstalled.HighGroundWaterTableandDeepPipe(FMͲ13)
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


34)ChevronStationatCornerofSirFrancisDrakeandBarryWay.TestStation
notInstalled.HighGroundWaterTableandDeepPipe(FMͲ13)
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


35)ManholeatAirValveFMͲ13nearUS101
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


36)WorkbeingdonetoprepareFMͲ13forTestStationInstallationatAirValve
Manhole,nearUS101
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


37)WorkbeingdonetoprepareFMͲ13forTestStationInstallationatAirValve
Manhole,nearUS101
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


38)FMͲ13PipeLeakatAirValveManhole,NearUS101
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


39)FMͲ13PipeLeakatAirValveManhole,NearUS101
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


40)VacuumExcavationonFMͲ13nearEntrancetoBonAirShoppingCenter
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


41)FMͲ13atEntrancetoBonAirShoppingCenter.PipecouldnotbeExposed.
WaterTableTooHigh.TestStationnotInstalled.Pipedepthisat7feetwhile
groundwaterisencounteredat3to4feetfromsurfacegrade
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


42)ElectricalContinuityandCurrentRequirementTestingonFMͲ14atPump
Station13
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


43)ElectricalContinuityTestingonFMͲ14atNewAnodeTestStation
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


44)TestStationCouldnotbeInstalledonFMͲ10DuctileIronPipe.HighGround
WaterTable(3to4feetbelowsurfacegrade)andPipeis10FeetDeep
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


45)NewAnodeTestStationonFMͲ14at550FeetEastofPumpStation13,as
PipeisRoutedtoCorteMaderaCreek
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


46)NewAnodeTestStationonFMͲ14at550FeetEastofPumpStation13,as
PipeisRoutedtoCorteMaderaCreek
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


47)NewAnodeTestStationonFMͲ14at550FeetEastofPumpStation13,as
PipeisRoutedtoCorteMaderaCreek
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


48)NewAnodeTestStationonFMͲ14at550FeetEastofPumpStation13,as
PipeisRoutedtoCorteMaderaCreek
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


49)ForceMain14RouteatCorteMaderaCreek,LookingtotheSouth
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


50)ValveonFMͲ14atNorthSideofCorteMaderaCreek.CastIronLidMisͲ
Labeled“CPTEST”.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


51)PumpStation14,Overview
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


52)SmallSectionofMetallic(Steel/Iron)PipeatPumpStation14.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


53)CloseupofMetallicPipe(fromPhoto52).PipehassomeCorrosionRelated
LossesDuetoBeingExposedtoWetConditionsinsidetheVault.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


54)ValvesandCathodicProtectionRelatedTestStations,JunctionofKentfield,
GreenbraeandCorteMaderaForceMains,JustEastofUSHighway101,South
SideofSirFrancisDrakeBlvd.(Overview).
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


55)ValvesandCathodicProtectionRelatedTestStations,JunctionofKentfield,
GreenbraeandCorteMaderaForceMains,JustEastofUSHighway101,South
SideofSirFrancisDrakeBlvd.(Overview).
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


56)CathodicProtectionTestStationsonCentralMarinSanitaryAgencyat
JunctionofKentfield,GreenbraeandCorteMaderaForceMains,JustEastofUS
Highway101,SouthSideofSirFrancisDrakeBlvd.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


57)InsulatingJointTestStationforFlangeInsulationKit,GreenbraeFMͲ13,at
JunctionofKentfield,GreenbraeandCorteMaderaForceMains,JustEastofUS
Highway101,SouthSideofSirFrancisDrakeBlvd.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


58)CorrosionRelatedFieldTestsBeingPerformedatJunctionofKentfield,
GreenbraeandCorteMaderaForceMains,JustEastofUSHighway101,South
SideofSirFrancisDrakeBlvd.TestingIntegrityofFlangeInsulationKitsand
ElectricalContinuityTestsBetweenVariousStructuresatthisLocation.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS




59)FM13atNewTestStationonFMͲ15,nearTamiStatue(Overview)
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


60)TestingofExistingCathodicProtectionAnodeTestStationonFMͲ15at
LateraltoFMͲ13,atEntrancetoBonAirShoppingCenter,NearTamiStatue
(CloseUp)
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS




61)ElectricalContinuityTestonFM13atPumpStation13.ThisPipeis
ElectricallyShortedtoOtherMetallicStructuresatPumpStation13.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS




62)ElectricalContinuityTestonFMͲ13atPumpStation13.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


63)TestingatanExistingCathodicProtectionTestStationonFM10atPump
Station10.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


64)TestingatanExistingValveInsideValveVaultManholeonFM10atPump
Station10.
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


65)LookingSouthAlongRouteforFM33atCorteMaderaCreek
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ATTACHMENT4ͲPHOTOGRAPHS


66)AirReliefValveforFMͲ33JustNorthofCorteMaderaCreek
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ATTACHMENT 5
EXTRACT FROM NACE SP 0169-07

ATTACHMENT 5
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORROSION ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL
STANDARD SP 0169-07
CONTROL OF EXTERNAL CORROSION ON UNDERGROUND OR SUBMERGED METALLIC PIPING SYSTEMS

SECTION 6

CRITERIA AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR CATHODIC PROTECTION (EXTRACT)
6.1

Introduction
6.1.1
This section lists criteria and other considerations for cathodic protection that indicate, when used
either separately or in combination, whether adequate cathodic protection of a metallic piping system has
been achieved (see also Section 1, Paragraphs 1.2 and 1.4).

6.2

Criteria
6.2.1
It is not intended that persons responsible for external corrosion control be limited to the criteria
listed below. Criteria that have been successfully applied on existing piping systems can continue to be
used on those piping systems. Any other criteria used must achieve corrosion control comparable to that
attained with the criteria therein.
6.2.2

Steel and Cast Iron Structures
6.2.2.1
External corrosion control can be achieved at various levels of cathodic polarization
depending on the environmental conditions. However, in the absence of specific data that
demonstrate that adequate cathodic protection has been achieved, one or more of the following
shall apply:

6.2.2.1.1
A negative (cathodic) potential of at least 850 mV with the cathodic
protection applied.
This potential is measured with respect to a saturated
copper/copper sulfate reference electrode contacting the electrolyte. Voltage drops
other than those across the structure-to-electrolyte boundary must be considered for
valid interpretation of these voltage measurements.
NOTE:
Consideration is understood to mean the application of sound engineering
practice in determining the significance of voltage drops by methods such as:
6.2.2.1.1.1

Measuring or calculating the voltage drop(s);

6.2.2.1.1.2
Reviewing the historical performance of the cathodic
protection system;
6.2.2.1.1.3
Evaluating the physical and electrical characteristics of the
pipe and its environment; and
6.2.2.1.1.4
corrosion.

Determining whether or not there is physical evidence of

6.2.2.1.2
A negative polarized potential (see definition in Section 2) of at least
850 mV relative to a saturated copper/copper sulfate reference electrode.

6.2.2.1.3

A minimum of 100 mV of cathodic polarization between the structure
surface and a stable reference electrode contacting the electrolyte. The formation or
decay of polarization can be measured to satisfy this criterion.














ATTACHMENT 6
EXCAVATION SITE MAPS FOR ANODE TEST
STATION INSTALLATIONS



Excavation Sites 1-5, Larkspur, CA

Ross Valley Sanitary District

Excavation1 (FM-13)

FM-13
30” Concrete Cylinder Pipe

Bon Air Parking Lot

Excavation2 (FM-13)

Chevron Gas Station

FM-13
30” Concrete Cylinder Pipe

Excavation3 (FM-10)

End 12” FM

Ross Valley Sanitary District
Pump Station #10

FM-10
12” Ductile Iron Pipe

Excavation4 (FM-14)

FM-14
18” Welded Steel Pipe

Excavation5 (FM-14)

FM-14
18” Welded Steel Pipe

















ATTACHMENT 7
DRAWINGS OF FORCE MAINS



















ATTACHMENT 8
ROSS VALLEY CORROSION MATRIX BY JDH

2

1

0

Task

Greenbrae
Kentfield
(FM-2)

Ross
Valley
Interceptor
(FM-1)

ALL

Structure

RCCP
w/
WS L/C
at TieIns

RCCP
w/
WS L/C
at TieIns

Pipe
Material

42” w/
36” at
Tie-Ins

54”
w/
20”, 30”,
36” at
Tie-Ins

Pipe
Diameter

4,267

6,650

Length

Ross Valley Corrosion Matrix

1987

1983

Installation
Date

36” Connection to Ross Valley FM Type M-2 Pipe
36” Connection to Kentfield FM Type M-2 Pipe

x

x

Not at this
time

Determine Leak history,
Excavate couplings to
connections and install IJTSs and
anodes to protect M-2 Pipelines,
as feasible.
Type M-2 pipe is not as robust as
RCCP and is therefore the weak
link in the FM system.
Replacement of missing test
stations on RCCP is not
necessary at this time.

x
x

x 93% of FM in corrosive soil,
x 75% below mean sea level,
x high probability of brackish water,
x joints are bonded, however electrical continuity is suspect,
x continuous up to test station 23, suspect between 23 & 25.
x Need additional test station, 7 test station were found,
x FM isolated from other pipes,
x outer reinforcing steel is not bonded to steel cylinder,
x PSP range (-470mV) – (-534 mV)
******************************************************

x

x

Review leak history,
Excavate 1 coupling at transition
from RCCP to M-2 pipe and install
IJTSs and anodes to protect M-2
pipeline, as a feasibility study.
Type M-2 pipe is not as robust as
$10,000
RCCP and is therefore the weak
link in the FM system.
Replacement of missing test
stations on RCCP is not
necessary at this time.

x
x

20% in severely corrosive soil,
40% in corrosive soil,
80% below mean sea level,
high probability of brackish water,
bonded joints,
continuity between Station 32+75 and the San Quentin
Junction Box is suspect,
x test stations exist – 5 are missing,
x outer reinforcing cage is not bonded to the steel cylinder,
x PSP range (-280 mV) – (-693 mV),
x 100% electrical isolation to other pipelines is suspect.
******************************************************
20” Cross Connection Line CM at Sta 3+23 – M-2 Pipe
30” Connection to Greenbrae FM at Sta 0+41 – Type M-2 Pipe
36” Connection to Greenbrae Kentfield FM at Sta 0+74 Type M2 Pipe

x
x
x
x
x
x

Estimated
Engineering
Costs

Review all existing records including
leak history & maintenance problems, $10,000
conduct CP survey to verify previous
finds and to try to locate some of the
missing test stations.

Recommendations

A majority of the pipelines are in corrosive or severely corrosive
soils. The pipelines are several decades old. The corrosion
monitoring and mitigation systems are in various degrees of
disarray with little or no annual maintenance reported

Findings form Previous Surveys

($50,000)

$20,000

Estimated
Construction
Costs

6

5

4

3

Totals

Heather
Gardens
(FM-30)

Larkspur
(FM-14)

Greenbrae
(FM-13)

Landing B
(FM-10)

???

WS L/C
DI

WS L/C
RCCP
WS L/C

WS L/C

6”

18”
18”

24”
30”
30”

10”

1,146
50

49
954
2,268

210

1989
?

1959
1959
1959

1983

welded steel joints,
magnesium anodes installed but not connected to the
pipeline

67% in corrosive soil,
50% below mean sea level,
no test stations,
no info on pipe joints,
several flex couplings at tie in to 36” Kentfield FM

Pipe material not known,

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

10” pipe, was cathodically protected with magnesium anodes

x
x
x
x

x

Excavate 1-2 locations,
determine pipe material,
electrical continuity testing,
proceed accordingly

Leak history,
Install 2-3 additional test stations,
Electrical continuity testing
Connect existing anodes and add
additional as needed,
CP survey to ensure protection

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Review leak history,
excavate at 3 locations and
inspect the pipe
Install 3 new test stations
Fix/install test station no. 8
Repair one anode connection
Investigate possibility of bonding
pipe joints remotely using vacuum
excavation techniques and
specialized tools. EXARO claims
that they can perform this.
Perhaps a trial test is warranted.

Connect anodes,
CP survey

x
x

x
x
x

$60,000

$2,500

$2,500

$30,000

$5,000

$155,000 now
($50,000) later

$20,000

$30,000

$70,000

$15,000

Infrastructure Asset Management Plan
Appendices

APPENDIX E
Operations and Maintenance Program
Supporting Documents

Appendices
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Sewer - Manhole Repair

Page 1 of 4

Location

Date Planned

Team Leader

Repair Type

Node ID

Defect Type

DataStream
Job Number

Priority

Notes
Approved By

Date Approved

Manhole/Clean
out Depth (feet)

Lining Material

Raise/Lower
Manhole/Clean
out by Depth
(inches)

Location Code

Manhole in
Asphalt

Manhole in
Concrete

Id

Customer
Complaint ID

Schedule
Number

Work Order
Created by

X-List Work
Performed

Additional Help
Required

X-List Job
Number

Extra Truck
Used

Manhole Issue
Observed

Actual Duration
Hours

Current X-List
Repeat Period
(Days)

Question Why
on X-List

Reason for
Recommended
Removal from X
-List

Change Repeat
Period to
(Days)

X pasted from
GIS (US Survey
ft)

Y pasted from
GIS (US Survey
ft)

Question Why It's on X-List
Should be on X-List

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:20:14 PM

Sewer - Manhole Repair

Page 2 of 4

Certificate # &&
Applicator 1

Spot Application Only (MH)

Total
Acreage
(Sq. Ft.)

Pesticide Name
and EPA
Registration #

Plant Type(s)

Plant Type(s) 1

Nearby Body of Water

Nearby Body of
Water 1

Total
Number
of Plants

Total
Number
of
Animals

Tordon 101 Mix EPA 62719-5

Sprayer

Garlon 3A EPA62719-37

Two Gallon Container

CWC 90 (EPA Exempt)

One Gallon Container
Other

Concentr
ate
Ounces
Used

Water
Used
(oz.)
(Concentr
ate (oz) +
Water
(oz))

Total
Dilution

Unmapped
Asset Type

UM-Asset
Number

UM-X Pasted
from GIS

UM-Y Pasted
from GIS

Jurisdiction

City/County
Permit Number

Repeat period

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:20:14 PM

Sewer - Manhole Repair

Primary
Location Photo

Page 3 of 4

Location Sketch

Width of Cut 1 (ft) A

Length of Cut 1 (ft) A

Width of Cut 2 (ft) A

Length of Cut 2 (ft) A

Width of Cut 3 (ft) A

Length of Cut 3 (ft) A

Width of Cut 1 (ft) CG

Length of Cut 1 (ft)
CG

Width of Cut 1 (ft) S

Length of Cut 1 (ft) S

Width of Cut 2 (ft) S

Length of Cut 2 (ft) S

Width of Cut (ft) LS

Length of Cut (ft) LS

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:20:14 PM

Sewer - Manhole Repair

Page 4 of 4

Width of Cut (ft) L

Length of Cut (ft) L

Width of Cut (ft) ST

Length of Cut (ft) ST

Repair Status
Date
Completed

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:20:14 PM

Sewer - Pipe Clean

Page 1 of 3

Location

Due Date

Team Leader

Cleaning
Method

Date Started

Repeat period

Node ID
flushing from

Node ID
flushing to

Cleaning Notes

Original X-List
Number

Blowback Issue

Yes
No

Pipe Cleaning
Schedule

Was pipe
CCTV'd prior to
and following
cleaning?

Yes
No

Water Source
Location

Pipes

Should this pipe
be on the X-List
for Cleaning?

Yes
No

Change Repeat
Period to
Reason for
Recommended
Removal from X
-List
Should this pipe
be changed to a
different action?
*

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:13:56 PM

Sewer - Pipe Clean

Page 2 of 3

Location Photo

Location Sketch

Unmapped
Asset Type

UM-Asset
Number

UM-X Pasted
from GIS

UM-Y Pasted
from GIS

ID
Work Order
Created by

Schedule
Number
Why on X-List?

Location Code
Diameter (in)

Pipe Material

Flow Before
Cleaning

Flow After
Cleaning

Distance To
Any Resistance
(ft)

Debris
Removed After
Cleaning

Distance
Cleaned (ft)

Odor When
Cleaning

Questio
n Why
on XList

Should
be on XList

Volume of
Water Used
(Gallons)

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:13:56 PM
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